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Abstract

This paper explores residentia1 and job location decisions in a general microeconornic
model, and then specifies the traditional categories of urban location theory within that

framework- We exarninc the vector of housing seMces including the role of
neighbourhood amenities, incorporate search behavior, and investigate a model of outcommuting and cross-cornmuting in a context of excess commuting. Special quality
characteristics of commodities of the general mode1 are exarnined as special housing
needs and job skills as they apply in the traditional model. Data fiom a Minneapolis

survey of 1990-92 are analyzed for their conformity to the price and density gradients of
theory, and a set of basic relationships arising f?om the model are tested. Respondents'
adherence to the patterns of the model, the impact of skills and special needs, the
influence of family structure, and the incidence of excess commuting are examined in
crosstabulations and regression analysis.
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1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Building on Urban Analysis
Urban economics has long been rooted in a simple city structure, where both population
and employment are concentrated at the centre. This was not only for reasons of
theoretical interest, but also because the process of urbanization indeed produced a high

degree of centraiizationas industnalization brought population to the cities'. The
centralization phenomenon \vas never simple or straightfonvard. Often inter-urban
transportation terminais (e-g., railheads) were most econornically located at a point
removed ti-om the centre, and manufacturing industries which led the industrial
revolution were pulled toward them by transportation costs. NonetheIess, agglorneration
economies were strong enough at the centre to produce strong central business districts.
The latter half of the 20& century wimessed a rapid population decline in central cities
around the industriaIized western world, a phenomenon cornmonly Iabelled
suburbanz.ztzon. Irnprovements in transportation, along with the growth of incornes,
allowed consumers to exercise a greater preference for suburban space (as well as an
aversion to deterioration at the centre) - creating a tendency for population to move
outward and for jobs to follow.

However, this was charactenzed by a more rapid decentralization of population than
employment, especially as modem transportation made manufacturing less dependent on

' See Mills and Hamilton (1994), Chapters 3 and 4.

railheads at the same time as it was declining in relative importance, while the s e ~ c e

and information processing sectors were less transportationdependent overall.

Still, decentralization of employment proceeded as suburban malls and industrial parks
developed their own economies of agglomeration and scale. From this mixed pichire of
contemporary urban structure, we sti1l find that the central business district persists as an
important reference point, and the founding model of the city with a significant centre
remains as a robust theoretical constnrct.

The original anchor of urban economics is cornrnody considered to be (and will be
referred to as) the Alonso Model (Alonso, 1964, 1967) - although its genesis can be
traced M e r back through von Thunen (1826) and others, and it developments traced
forward through the extensions of Muth (1969) and many others who exarnined various
ramifications of the model in detai12. The Alonso Model sets up a basic balance of forces
between superior market oppominities found in a specific urban location, balanced by a
need to incur greater travel costs in order to take advantage of these opportunities. ln
considenng the decision of where to purchase housing, this balance involves employment
opportunities located at ciîy centre in relation to housing prices which peak at city centre

and decline with distance in a systematic, downward-slopingprice gradient. Further
analysis of the price gradient will be found in Section 2.5. The result is a spatial
optirnization, in which the marginal benefits (per unit of distance) of a lower housing
price are equated to the marginal costs of travel - which determines how far away the
consumer is prepared to travel (or cornmute) in order to take advantage of a lower prke.

In this mode1 the market under consideration involves housing, that commodity which
provides a place of residence for the consumer (or resident). The housing services
provided by this cornmodity were initially specified as land area, an easily quantified
category in which more land represented more residential senices to the consumer. As
the model was devetoped, land ofien remained a relevant variable since it was useful as a
proxy for the bunde of housing services available to the resident - and its characteristics
such as elasticity, productivity, market structure, renta1 and capital value, transportation
costs, accessibilïty, etc., have been the subjects of a long line of research3. Further
analysis on the bundle of housing services and its pricing will be discussed in Chapter 3 .
A key relationship of the model is that residential housing services per unit are assumed
to be available dong a ray and to decline in pnce per unit with distance corn city centre

(as discussed in Section 2.5). At the same tirne, the necessity to travel &ses fiom the
fact that employment is available oniy at city center (in the original model). This results
in commuting costs, which wiIl be greater if the residence is located farther fiom city
center. Hence, as the resident considers housing locations farther fiom city center, the
declining marginal benefit of obtaining lower prices farther fiom city center is compared
to the marginal cost of commuting a greater distance to city center.

Formally the mode14 is one of utility rnaximization in the form

max U(z,s)

subject to z + R(u)s

=

(1 - 1)

Y - T(u)
--

2

-

-

Evans (1973, pages 8-9) gives a good short outline of its genesis.
E-g.,Muth (1968), Goldberg (1970), Smith (1 969), Bngham (1964, 1965), with roots in
Chamberlin (1956,Appendk D).
3

where R(u) represents rent R at distance fiom city centre y T(u)represents transportation
cost, s (lot size) represents the quantity of land consumed, and z represents a composite
commodity (al1 other goods). In other words, income minus travel cost is available to
spend on land and other goods. However the spatial aspect is better revealed in the
altemate form

Y ( u , Uo)is the choice ofbid rent for values of fixed utility Uo - which can be used to

derive the bid rent curve, an indifference curve in commodity space (z,s) for each Ui,
which was analytical focus of much of the early literature and remains familiar today to
facilitate solving for u. But if instead of drawïng a set of bid-rent indifference curves for
Ui in commodity space, we draw a diserent but equivalent set of indifference curves in

prie-distance space (still retaining the label Y) - we can conçtnict a preference map of

the type introduced by Aian W. Evans (1973, page 75; see also Fujita, 1989, page 24)
which can be combined wit h the price gradient P(u) to illustrate an optimum u' as shown

in Figure 1.1 (which displays only the single indifference curve relevant to tangency).

In this figure, P(u) is a market price gradient and represents the price tradeoff offered by
the market Its dope is assumed to decline in absolute value as u increases. And each Y
is a pnce indifference curve which represents the preferred price tradeoff needed to
compensate the disutility of travel and a rising c(t) when commuting distance t increases.

..-----

4

-

- -

The author makes use of Masahisa Fujita7s(1989) invaluable crystallization of the
'%asic model" (page 12).

Figure 1.1
Basic Evans (1973,p. 75) Graph
Note that greater utility is realized closer to the orrigin, given that the axes represent costs
to the consumerApart from utiliiy adjustrnents, greater u means laigher travel costs, requiring a lower p to
maintain the sarne utility. The same monotonicity of preferences which applies to the
bid-rent curve in commodity space also applies t o the choice h c t i o n in P-u space. It
applies in reverse due to the fact of greater utility doser to the origin, but it still results in
a negative slope of the indifference relationship W as indicated (e-g.,decreasing price in
exchange for more cornmuting).

In addition, the normal assumption of diminishing returns (derived fiorn a strictly quasiconcave utility function which yïelds a positive second derivative) translates into a
diminishing marginal rate of substitution for commodities which also applies to the
indifference relationship Y. That is - as the consumer moves along Y , he or she acquires

a Iower P in exchange for more commuting time,but the rate at which he/she is willing to
sacrifice commuting time for lower P dedines.

While a price gradient is simply a vector indicating a relationship between pnce and
distance, there are three possible interpretations, and we should be careful to distinguish
them with the foIIowing terminology:
P(u)

=

Y

-

market price gradient,
a set of options available in the market;
compensating price gradient,
a pnce indifference curve derived from the bid rent curve.

Hence the tangency condition ilIustrated in Figure 1.1 means:
slope of market pnce gradient = dope of compensating pnce gradient.

However there is a third gradient, which might be called the optimizingprice gradient.
This is the locus of (P,u) optima which are observed to occur under various market
conditions. It is relevant in that it is the measured ptice gradient (to the extent that
theoretical optima are achieved in practice) when examining market behavior.

Regarding the relationship between the curves in Figure 1.1, it may be descnbed as
follows. When u increases from O toward the value where the above equality applies, if
the decrease in cornmodity price is greater than the increase in adjusted commuting cost,
then it pays to keep moving until they are equal. In other words, the spatial bang for the
buck is a h maximized. Regarding the relative convexities of the curves, consider a
distance u near u = O. Note that Y represents the willingness to trade off more distance

for lower price when moving away eom city centre. If the resident is going to move
away fiom city centre at dl, price must be falling faster than tradeoff preference. The
marginal rate of substitution of the gradient must be greater than the marginal rate of
substitution of the preference set. Hence p(u) is more convex than Y, as they approach
tangency.

There are other techniques of graphical analysis, such as a linked multi-graph
representation found in Straszheim (1987, page 24). Reveaiing as that technique may be,
the Evans/Fujita indifference graphs, presenting the essential preference relationship in a
single quadrant, have proven most useful for the current analysis.

There was no immediate need for early analysts to extend the model to account for
decentralized employment (removed fiom city centre), on the grounds that in a perfect
market, wages of decentralized jobs will adjust to make workers indiKerent between
central and the decentralized jobs. As surnmarized by Mi11s (1994, pages 118-119j, this
"preserves the applicability of the monocentic model in the face of decentralized
employment ... [since] ..-rent fùnctions are not different if there are suburban jobs than
if al1jobs are in the CBD [Central Business District]".

While this proposition may be valid in the context of a simple residential decision, it is
also useful to focus the analysis on the market adjustment which preserves this
indifference, and its irnplied "wage function, the slope of which equals -t7' (Mills, 1994,
page 118). By explicitly introducing another price gradient, another downward sloping

fiinction called the wage gradient,we also facilitate the incorporation ofjob location into

the anaiysis as a decision variable as well. Thus, in addition, we have a workplace
decision which involves balancing the marginal benefit (of higher wages or greater job
choice by choosing a workplace closer to city center) against the marginal costs (of
fuaher commuting to that workplace). The principal lines of development are found in
White (2988b) and Simpson (1980, 2992).

There are two levels of approach to such an analysis. The simpler approach is to assume
a decentralized but predetermined workplace, in which case the workplace distance from
citjl centre (v) becomes an additional argument in the residential decision, and its first
derivative an additional factor in the optimal choice of location. Figure 1.1, however, can
still be applied5,with the additional denvative afTecting the shape of the indifference
curve. The sarne essential method of analysis can be applied to the workplace location
decision given a fixed residence, which would produce a second graphical representation
similar to Figure 1.1 (cd1 it Figure 1.1 a) but which displays an optimal v* instead of u*,
where v* < u* (since it would be illogical to live at the same commuting aisiance inward
fiom the workplace and pay more for housing).

What White and Simpson postulated was a simultaneous detemination of residence and
workplace. At first glance this could simply be represented by adding Figure 1.1a below

Figure 1.1, sharing a common x-axis, and displaying the two optimal decisions in their
relationship of v* < u*. But specification of the simultaneous mode1 reveals the hidden
assumption which makes this simple determination possible - namely that aP,/ùv = 0,

ZQJûu = O (White, 1988b, pages 139-40),as well as zero values for the cross partials

(Simpson, 1992, page 38).

That is, if there is no interference from any u and v interaction, Mills' indifference to a
centralized vs decentralized workplace wilI hold- Ifthere is a positive interaction, it wiIi
segregate the population into (a) those who are indifferent between city centre and
workplace and prefer to stay within that range, and (b) those who are indifferent to
locations beyond the workplace and prefer to stay within that range. If there is a negative
interaction, the segregated populations will switch places, resulting in a phenomenon of
out-commuting (v* > u*). The latter is the l e s t likely case according to White, since it
would require the reduced commuting costs and lower wages which result from moving
the job outward to have the effect of reducing housing consumption. A zero relationship
is an unlikely theoretical ideal, while the more likely positive relationship suggests that
cchouseholdslocate in concentric residential rings in order of the centrality of their
workers' job locationsn (White, page 143).

The analysis to this point has implied a simple family residence which is not essentially
different from a single occupancy dwelling. The existence of other farnily members, and
more irnportantly the existence of others in the family who are employed and who must
do their own commuting to their own places of employment, have not been addressed.
In addition, the existence of dependent farnily members (related to the family's

-

Though neither Evans nor Fujita considered decentralized employment in that rnanner.
15

placement on the life cycle) and their effect on the demand for housing, are absent fiom
the andysis.

If we follow Beckmann's (1969, 1973) analysis of family structure in the centralized
employrnent rnodel, in the terms discussed above, we can incorporate two additional
parameters into equation 1.1, narnely nurnber of earners and nurnber of dependents in the
family, simplified by the assurnptions that wages and costs are the same for al1 family
members and that all goods are consurned in aggregate. This produces the following
results according to Beckmann in terms of the bid rent function of Figure 1.1.
If there are more dependents (increasing the preference for lot size), the bid rent
fûnction becomcs steeper in slope, resulting in an equilibriurn location further
from city centre.

If there are a fixed number of dependents but more wage-eamers (with no nonwage incorne), the bid rent function becomes shallower is slope, resulting in an
equilibrium location closer to city centre.

If there are no dependents, additional wage eamers have no effect on the
equilibriurn location.

The second item occurs because of the effect of multiple earners on the valuation of
leisure time, and the third occurs because of the absence of that factor, along with equal
retums to scale in transportation (actually identical transportation costs). Oi (1976)
modifies some of Beckmann's conclusions (a) by not accepting the cost neutrality of
multiple cornmuting with the result that multiple eamers even without dependents try to

economize on increasec! cornrnuting requirements by moving inward, and (b) by
assuming that the existence of dependents would reduce the probability of the female
head working such that the farnily will tend to move even Further out. However the
models are united in their generd suggestion that more dependents place outward
pressure on families and more eamers may create inward pressure.

Another simplifjring assumption which has proven important to relax, in the case of
labour markets, is the homegeneity (of skills) of workers. White ( 1988) considers a twoworkplace model with two skill groups in the context of both residence and workplace
location decisions. The analysis is based on the assumption that greater skills command
higher wages, and proceeds as foIIows.

For commodities sold, such as labour time, higher wages make time more valuable,
resdting in a steeper wage offer cuve p s , as in Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2
M. White (1988)Segregation Model

The result is an enveIope curve with non-skilled workers (b
bidding
) higher for the

suburbanjobs. White argues however (p. 149-50) that if housing segregation places
unskilled workers in a more central location, fims hiring them will find it necessary to
locate centrally as well, and the unskilled wage offer curve b

k

will actually fa11 entirely

within the central area where their employers tend to locate, and they will occur at a
lower wage level. Figure 1.2 wïll become Figure 1.3. Unskilled workers will end up
segregated centrally, while skilled fims will hire workers throughout the city (which,
according to White, is redistic).

FiQum 1 3
Mixed Segregation-Dispersion Mode1

Simpson (1992) dealt with the ski11 factor in a more comprehensive manner, combining
the island mode1 which stems fiom Phelps (1970) and Lucas and Prescott (1974) with a

full search rnodel. This topic, along with its analytical roots, will be addressed separately
in Chapter 4.

There is another simplifjring assumption o f the original Alonso model which bears further
examination. The assumption that any given combination of residence and workplace
lies on a ray emanating fiom city centre bas proven quite analytically robust over the
years. But it has also required some M e r refinement in order to deal with questions of
excess commuting which have arisen from a paper by Bruce Hamilton (1982). Hamilton
and those who contriibuted to the ensuing debate incorporated the phenomena of crosscornmuting (fiom off-ray locations) and out-commuting (to a jobjùrlher fiom city centre)
into the analysis with a view to explaining those commuting distances which were found
to be in excess of the theoretical optimum. The analysis of a variety of placement options
(Le., alternatives to placement dong a single ray), and how they relate to the literature on
excess commuting, can be found in Chapter 5.

1.2 Nature of the Analysis
This paper will build upon the analysis of urban behavior to rneet the following
objectives.
A. Introduction of a greater level of generality into the unalysis, dealing with generic
transuction locutions, positive and negative prices. speciul quality charucteristics und
some general rehrionships beîween diïerenf types of trunsactzon locutions.

Urban location models are commonly expressed in highly specific terms, such as
residence and workplace each in reference to a single defined function relating price to
location. It rnight be usehl to explore the roots of such models in a more general
theoretical framework where residence and workplace are specific instances of

transactions in general, and the price fünctïon may take a variety of forms. This is
developed in Sections 2-1to 2.3. In this context, expendiîure is associated with
purchasing commodities at positive prices, and income (the reverse flow) is associated
with selling commodities (including labour tirne) at negative prices. The result is a set of
vectors identimng price and quantity, location and distances, and costs. The manner in
which these parameters produce a balance of forces which equilibrate to a unique
locational solution is analyzed in relation to positively and negativeiy priced
commodities, including the place of residence and workplace and their relationship to

each other, and also in relation to differently sloped gradients.

In addition, specific categories of the model, such as family housing needs and job skills
can be treated in a more general manner as special quality characteristics of these
commodities - of which special needs and job skills are specific instances. Hence one

purpose of this study is to specie the terms of a more general urban fiamework, and to
examine how traditional urban rnodek serve as specific applications giving practical
relevance to the model.

B. Application of some of fhese categories tu preference space analyszs. extending a
gruphical representation introduced by A. Evans, indicating positive and negative
prices und the reIatianships among transaction locations.

Another purpose addressed in Section 2.4 is to give M e r development to the
intermediate level of analysis, that of identiwng choices in preference space - which

falls between the highly generalized level of analysis cited above and the simple analysis

which employs categories such as marginal benefits and costs. This is not an
undeveloped area of theoretical research, but it is useful to consider it in light of the more
general fiamework, and the analysis below is intended to provide a vehicle for new
approaches introduced in this study. We adopt the EvanslFujita graphical representation
(Figure 1.1), utilizing a positive quadrant for positive pnces and a negative quadrant
directly beneath for negative prices (Figure 2.2 in Section 2.4.2), and explore the optimal
spatial relationships among various positively-pnced and negatively-prïced commodities
and the place of residence, as well as the conditions required for an equilibrium solution.

C. Clear articulation of the nature of gradients, as well as the dope and shape they can

be expected to tuke.
At this point the characteristics of gradients are examined in more detail in Section 2.5,

pnmarily dealing with theoretical support for the various downward-sloping gradients
considered in the model. h the process, since the question of upward sloping gradients
occasionally arises in this sîudy, the degree to which they find theoretical support is also
examined. A clear understanding of the nature of gradients is necessary to interpret the
complex data exarnined in the empirical sections of this paper, but it cannot be fully
examined until we consider the placement issues of Chapter 5 and the actual gradients
considered in Chapter 6.

D. Explicit measurement of the quanfiîy of housing. in Iighr of a rnulri-valued vector of
uttributes, the role of amenity charucteris~icsin that vecfor.and the incorporation of
these attributes in a hedonic price index.

While the use of land area to measure the quantity of housing is usehl for arîiculating the
core rnodel, it is not adequate to deal with multi-valued housing characteristics. This is
the topic of Section 3.1, begiminig with the inclusion of a vector of housing
characteristics into the general equations developed in Chapter 2. Sorne of the problems
of representing a multi-valued seE of characteristics in a single mathematical point in
space are discussed, leading to Evans' concept of a space unit, and some of the problems
inherent in attempting to quanti* optimal housing.

But housing quality characteristics are not limited to the characteristics of the housing
unit alone, no matter how multi-faceted. A housing unit exists within a neighbourhood
which also has its own vector of characteristics, and the value of the housing is
significantly influenced by the latrter. A further theoretical exploration examines the
incidence of urban amenities, the benefits of which are cornrnonly assurned to be
captured by the price function. Ttneir role and impact can be incorporated more explicitly
in the model, making use of hedomic pncing techniques, and showing how they are
capable of being highIy significang factors having their own influence on urban location.
Section 3.3 deals in more detail wiïth the effects of amenities on the location decision,
including models of segregation b y amenity preferences, their relation to public goods,
bundling, and implicit pricing - in order to fil1 in the theoretical background for the
empirical examination of arnenities in Chapters 7 and 8.

E. Incorporation ofuncertainîy and search inro the model us developed, with their @ect
on locational choice particularly in relation to quai@ variations, how search

strategy c m be analyed in preference space, and how use of the idand model cun
speak to testable impacts of skill variation.

A major extension of urban analysis has been the adaptation of uncertainty models and

search behavior to the urban contexf with an emphasis on job search. Section 4.1 begins
by returning to the initial generalized analysis, clariwng some definitions, and
incorporating market density gradients and search costs, with particular attention to the
effect of special quality variables (housing characteristics and skills) to extend the general
analysis. This section also considers the generalized constraint of the model, to set the
stage for the integral probability analysis which is a major t h m t of search theory.

Section 4.2 considers the specifics of search strategy in more detail, outlining the basic
mode1 and relating it to the preference space of Figure 2.2. Reservation prices, not
normally represented in such analyses, are incorporated into the preference space of
Figure 4.1. The analysis allows a clearer examination of when search can be expected to
occur. But the development of testable relationships depends on the incorporation of the
isIand modeI, considered in the remainder of Section 4-2, and the inclusion of ski11
variations in the manner of Simpson (1992). This sets up a testable opposition of cost
effects and search effects as a result of skill variations.

E Anulysis of alternatives to the simple per$ect ruy gradient, including perception
problems and complexity, in partictcIar the impact of offsets a d switches and the
methodology of deîermining their incidence. This Ieads to unaiysis of excess
commuting - its mionality, meusurement, classification, ussumpriens and definition
- Ieading

t o a critique and redefinition

Section 5.1 considers the question of simple ray-based gradients, and their alternatives in
the case of complex urban patterns. These include noisy and poorly-perceived gradients,

as well as multiple-centred gradients. Of key importance to the analysis which follows is
the consideration of offsets from the ray (where the actual residence or workplace
location does not lie directly on the ray itself, but is removed by a small enough amount
that the ray is still relevant), and positional switches (which reverse the traditional
relationship of residence fiirther out than the workplace), and the inclusion of (possibly
separate) amenity centres with their own gradients. The analysis considen impacts on
residence and workplace location, and possible theoretical rationales for such behâvior.

This leads to the consideration of excess commuting introduced by Hamilton (1982),
where related phenornena were studied in specific reference to comrnuting distances
which exceed the theoretical optima, but with a slightly different terminology. The
analysis which followed Hamilton explored the circumstances in which it is Iikely to
occur, and where it might be rational, including where it may lead to systematic outcommuting and regional segmentation. The analysis was highly useful for forcing a
clarification of terms and theoretical assumptions hidden in the traditional model. This

shidy attempts to clan@ the definitions of out-cornmuting and cross-cornmuting and
M e r the developrnent o f techniques for s p e c i m g and measuring their impacts.

G. Examination of a su-

dataset which provides gradient information, some unique

preference informaiion and a longitudinal component.

Chapter 6 introduces a dataset obtained h m a survey conducted in Greater Minneapolis

in 1990 and 1992, giving its basic structure and the kinds of data available. Given the
apparent complexity of observable gradients in the data, Section 6.2 discuss the question
of gradients and take a closer look at the Minneapolis gradients as they appear in the data,

as well as making some recommendations as to which assumptions may be realistic. In
the end, it is concluded that the traditional city-centred downward-sloping gradient
remains robust enough to serve as a starting point for empirical analysis.

The survey has some interesting charactenstics, containhg not only information about
the residential and workplace choices of respondents, but also questions about the reasons
for their choices and their methods of search. The data also have a longitudinal
component (1990 and 1992) which allows in many instances the determination of the
workplacelresidence at the time of changing residence/workplace. Direct data on how
price and density are related to location are not available from the survey, but some
information can be inferred from it to look at the question of how well traditional
assumptions about city centre concentration hold up.

The empirical section of this paper employs the 1990-92 Minneapolis survey data, which

are used to confirm whether the determinants of behavior arising fiom the modeIs here
developed are reflected in the data - as well as to explore the problems of dealing with
noisy and cornplex data.

H. Analysis of some interesting relationships in crosstabulations. traditional ones such
asfamily structure, but also introducing offsets and switches, some expressed

preferences, and eromining the extent of excess cornmuting.

Chapter 7 begins with some of the simpler relationships (the primary exarnples being
relationships between location and travel costs or income) and ernploying some simple
crosstabulations where some preliminary relationships may be discernible before
considering regression analysis. Well examined, and evocative of a few discemable
relationships, is family structure. But the key relationships studied in this chapter are
those revealed by placement data. Survey respondents who are switched in relation to the
theoreticai n o m (e-g. not having a workplace closer to city centre than the workplace)
might be expected to sbow a lesser theoretical consistency if their behavior can be taken
to indicate less attention paid to the parameters of theory. These possibilities are checked
against the preference questions asked in the survey, as well as some amenity indicators
taken fiom the 1990 U.S. Census, both for residence location and workplace location.

Though related to the question of switching mentioned above, the question of excess
cornmuting merits separate consideration, in Section 7.5. The theory having been
discussed in Section 5.2, this section looks at measurements of excess commuting in

relation to switching behavior, compares it to estirnates fiorn other sources and considers
family structure - for both residential and workplace decisions.

1. Estimation of key regression relationships. addressing the question of simultaneity,

on
dealing respectiveiy wilh residential and workplace choices. foct~~singpurtzcuIur~

the impact of offsets and switches, and eramining the role of ercess corninuring.
Fînally, Chapter 8 conducts several regression analyses, in an attempt to capture more
complex interrelationships in the data. But first of all, it is noted that the survey data
reveal that only about one-sixth of the respondents can be considered to have made a
roughly simultaneous decision as to residential and workplace location. Hence
simultaneous regressions are not attempted,

M e r some discussion of the definition of terms, the residential decision is considered
first. Regressors include distances, income and family structure variables. Significant
variables and their possible explanations are considered. Switched vs non-switched
cornparisons are also computed, and relationships they might tentatively reveal are
discussed. After that, offsets fiom the ray are regressed separately, to see if the data
reveals any insights into excess commuting.

Then similar tests are performed for the workplace decision. In this case, regressors are

distances, ski11 (broken down by occupational classification) and age - again for switched
and non-switched respondents. Similar analyses are performed on these and the offset
variables, with their implications for workplace choice.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 The Core Mode1

2.1.1 The Utility-Maximizing Framework
We begin an analysis of spatial equilibrium with a general mode1 from choice theory, in a
rnanner suggested by Varian (1984, page 217). The consumer problem is one of
exchanging an initial endowment of commodities on hand for other commodities
available in the market, in order to achieve an optimum consumption bundle.

Let us assume that al1 cornmodities are superior goods unless othemise indicated.
Consumer preferences are complete, reflexive, transitive, continuous, strongIy
rnonotonic, twice differentiable, additive and Iocally non-satiated - in order to assume
that they can be represented by a smooth continuous well-behaved utility function. We
will also assume that they are quasi-concave, to ensure that second order conditions are

met.

Consumption has a broad meaning. It refers to cornmodities obtained now for
consumption purpses, but it does not imply their immediate use. It inciudes
commodities obtained now which are held to serve as an endowment for the next period.

Current utility derives fiom either furiction, if the present utility value of firture
consurnption is considered (at exogenous discount and interest rates). More specifically,
more commodities will be retained for fiiture consumption (Le., endowments for the next
period) rather than present consumption as long as, at the margin, the declining PV of

future utility exceeds the utility of current consumption (on a per-dollar basis).

We proceed by dehning an all-inclusive vector, ernploying b d d print in an alternate font
to distinguish a vector fiom a single-vaiued variable.

Let V be the vector of all goods and services entering, remaining within, or exiting the
commodity bundle during the optimizing process. The elements of V are optimum
quantities. Associated with V is a fixed-price vector p, whose elements are positive or
negative depending on whether goods are bought or soici, and which may be considered
the second row of a quantity-price matrix. V is divided into four sub-vectors -V, w, z
and n -and p is partitioned into the corresponding sub-vectors = O. Vector n refers to
exogenous non-market endowments (public goods and externalities or transfers) which
are received and entirely consumed during the period, and are replenished for the next
period. Those which yield positive utility will in some instances be described as
amenities (see Section 3.2.3).

W

z
Hence V

=

totcl endowments availabte at the beginning of the optimizing process

=

endowment items sold (v) + endowment items remaining (w) + n

=

new comrnodities attained in exchange for the sale of

=

W +

z, and total consurnption

X

=

V.

w + z + n. The appropriate sub-

price-vector corresponds to each of these sub-vectors. Al1 proceeds from the sale of v are
spent purchasing z. (There is no saving.)

Utility is maximized as follows:
max U(X)

set-

p,z + p,,v

=

O

given that the price values for v are negative. In other words, the constraint indicates that
while w is already available for consumption without cost, any consumption beyond w is
limited to new goods and seMces purchased wiîh the proceeds of sold endowments.

The above relationship then may be expressed in the more general form:

max UOI)

s.t.

pV

=

0

(2.2)

given that optimum consumption quantities of v are zero, and prices for w are zero.

The solution to Equation (2.2) is detennined by the condition that DU(V*) be
proportional to p, or specifically that

DU(V*) = p

(2-3)

2.1.2 Role of Endowrnents
The vector n (exogenous non-market endowments) does not enter into the calculation
since its elements are exogenous, constant and priceless as well as entirely received and
consumed during the period -there is no allocation problem to solve -except that the
existence of n will influence the demand for z, as well as the supply of v offered to the
market. There will exist certain vital transfer programs, such as food banks and public
shelters. Their technical usefblness to the analysis can be seen by considering an instance
where n = O, in which case we cannot have v = O and w = O (at least in successive
periods) because of the human factors of starvation, exposure, etc. The possibility of n >
O allows for the normal analysis where al1 commodities are bounded by a lower

consumption limit of zero, and many (or all) market commodities are not consumed at all.

Hence we rnay realistically investigate a case where the individual does not (or cannot)
sel1 any of his or her endowment items at dl, a topic which can be raised when analyzing
search behaviof.

2.1.3 Time
Some models (e.g. Evans, 1973) include time in the utility function, specifically time
spent cornrnuting and time spent working, as a disutility. Hekman (2980) points out that
time must be separated out of the composite good because (a) the value of commuting

time varies with income, and (b) leisure time is substituted for other goods in the case of
employment. White (1988b, p. 131&) takes it M e r using a "full income constrainty7,
which in addition incorporates the income that could be earned in the time neither
working nor commuting. Treatments following from Hekman by Fujita (2992) and

Simpson and van der Veen (1992) incorporate the separate categories of work time,
leisure time and commuting time into the utility maximizing model. While these are
relevant factors in utility, their inclusion in the analysis does not generally produce results
fundamentally different fiom those below. For one thing, there is a strong correlation
between travel cost and travel disutility (if differing modes of transportation are
accounted for), such that adopting both makes little substantive difference to the outcome

of the model. As well, the only difference between negative prices in relation to work
time disutility, and positive prices in relation to consumption time utility, is the aspect of
selting tirne (out of 24 hours) in the wage contract - but this can be captured in the
constraint terms of the model. Hence these fuller formulations may be more complete,
-

6

-

This is a possibility which the Varian analysis does not consider.

and may reveal some interesting relationships, but they do not alter the basic resuits of
the model. For example, the indifference curves we shall employ below apply equaliy to
al1 of them.

2.1.4 Empioyment
The model can be extended to include employment as a source of income. Consider that
the total endowment vector W includes among its elements leisure time, which rnay be
consumed as w -or sold as v, like any other element in the endowment vector (at a
negative price more cornmonly called a wage). Leisure time consumed may simply
remain part of w, but there must be a provision for treating the sale of leisure time
separately. We shall modi@ v by removing a sub-vector 1, which represents that part of
leisure time that is sold as labour. The meaning of v now becomes restricted to nonleisure endowments sold. Hence W

=

v + I+

W.

It is also usehl to identify one

element of 1 as the primary source of income, where applicable, and give it the alternative
labels of lo or y. Equation 2.1 applies with the addition of pl I and equation 2.2 still
applies.

2.2 Spatial Parameters

2.2.1 The Location Matrix
The analysis employs broader categones than those of the traditional model - which are
city centre, residence and workplace. It employs a more general category called

transaction location, labeled TL. TL by itself refers to al1 transaction locations, but it
breaks d o m into TL+ (transaction locations for goods bought at positive prices) and TL-

(transaction locations for goods sold at negative prices). In addition, there is a special

TL+ given the label T b or sometimes called the CL (consurnption location), which is
also referred to as the place of residence (RES). Also, since city centre (CC) is also a
possible TL, it receives the special label TLI.This terminology allows us to set up the
analysis in a single m a t i x of prices, quantities and more.

In the most general context, we consider a basic set of spatial relationships,
TLI+Td+TLo-+TLs

or C C + T d + C L + l L +

which is consistent with traditional urban analysis, but which allows for more categories
of transactions7.

Refining the mode1 further, in order to adapt it to the conditions of urban spatial
equilibriurn - the introduction of geographical space makes it necessary to adopt spatial
reference points. Spatial relationships are represented geornetrically in reference to "a
flac featureless plane, no part of which differs fiom any other partn (Evans, p 18), on
which Cartesian CO-ordinatesare related to a fixed point of geographical origin. It is
normally most useful to select city centre (CC) as the geographical origin. That is, each
point in space has a pair of Cartesian CO-ordinateswhich specie its location in reference
to CC at (0,0),

Economic activity requires a place to conduct business. Each comrnodity has a
transaction location (TL), and a consumption location (CL), al1 of which are Iocated on a

7

Although the position of TL+ will be questioned in Section 2.4.

single ray emanating fiom CC. Since each commodity must be purchased or sold at a

TL, it is associated with a travel cost related to the distance between CL and TL- In
other words, for each commodity, reference must be made to the location CO-ordinatesof
its TL. Hence associated with the commodïty vector V is a pair of vectors, x and y,
containing the pairs of Cartesian CO-ordinatesfor the TL associated with each
commodity. Certain transactions also occur at the CL or in its immediate vicinity, and
we designate the CL as &,though we may refer to it as the residence @ES).

We also

designate CC as TLL.

Vecton x and y may be considered the third and fourth rows of the matrïx (afier quantity
and price), which allow us to add a fifth vector u contai-ningthe straight-line distances

between each commodity's transaction location and CC. For the sixth row of the matrix,
we can derive a vector of distances actually traveled, f by comparing each element of u
with the distance between the CL and CC (which is contained in m). The seventh row of
the maîrix, the vector c, is derived by applying an invariable travel cost tùnction, c

=

c(t). Elements of c will be zero for ail elements of W. Where necessary U, t and c may
be partitioned into sub-vectors in the same manner as p.

The rows of the commodity matrix which provide the inhnnation needed to solve the
urban location problem are identified as follows:

Line

Vector

Content
Quantities
Prices
X co-ordinates
Y CO-ordinates
Distances to CC
Distances traveled
Travel costs

2.2.2 Key Assumptions
We need also adopt additional assumptions regarding the agent who acts at each
individual spatial reference point. We can use the category of household common to
urban analysis, with an initial assumption of singularity and homogeneity. There is

initially a single agent at each location (meaning a single decision-making family head,
who is also the sole worker in reference to the wage equations), al1 of which have
identical tastes across households. Alternative specifications wi-Il be considered in
Section 4.3.

A fnctionless mode1 which includes spatial factors must rnake some additional

assumptions. Transportation speeds and per-unit costs are uni fonn in any direction of
travel (which excludes, at least initially, the possibility of roads diverting trafic along
specific routes which are longer than the shortest distance between two points). Marginal
travel cost may be allowed to increase or decrease with distance traveled, but the rate and
sign of change must be the same in any direction. In addition - to the normal set of
conditions implied by perfect cornpetition - we must emphasize perfect knowledge (at
least until search is considered) and perfect fieedom to immediately change the place of

residence ar the workplace in response to perfectly-cornpetitive market conditions (until
actual houshg and employment constraints are considered in more detai-1).

2.2.3 Spatial Optimization
2.2.3 General Analysis
Beyond the optimum choice of comrnodity mix, the spatial problem is the consumer's
choice of his or her single consumption location, plus whatever choices are presented
with regards to transaction locations. In other words, it is a problern of choosing the

optimal CL and TL (plural) whîch maximize total utility and minimize the costs of travel
which must be incurred to engage in transactions. Travel generates both disutility and

cost, though it may simpli@ the analysis to assume that travel cost serves as a proxy for
traveI disutility.

Considering travel time as a disutility, utility maximization can be expressed
max U(X,t)

s.t

or more generally,

max U(V,t)

(p,z+c)
s.t.

4- ( ~ V V + C ) +

pV + c

=

(pi I + c)

=

0.

O

(2-4)
(2-5)

It is a mode1 of spatial optirnization. One may choose which consumption location and
which transaction locations will best facilitate utility maximization, by choosing optimum
values of LQ (distance between CL and CC) and t (distances actually travelled). The
solution will take the form of choosing an optimum set of commodities, from a CL which
is optimally located with respect to the relevant TL, in order to optimize travel costs. If
transaction locations are few, t will contain blocks of identical values.

The solution contains the sarne condition as before, that

DU(V*) = p.

(2-3)

But it also contains another spatial condition, namely
DU@*)= v*D~(u') + k ( t m ) .

(2.6)

given that the oprimum also determines a unique CL which maps t*directly to um.It
+ ~ c ( t ' ) ,or in graphical terms that
means that DU(^*) is proportional to V'D~(U*)

Du(tm)- Dc(tm)N' is tangent to Dp(u').

2.2.4 Unique Solution
The task is to model a unique solution to the location problem. One approach is to
introduce production functions for commodities. As shown by Muth (1969), Wheaton
(1974), Straszheim (1987) and others, a more comprehensive model of this sort produces
e
and price indifference curves with the desired properties, but does
market p n ~ gradients

not produce a unique solution unless fùrther assumptions are made. This could be solved
in theory by assurning that each individual's level of utility is known cardinally. A
workaround by Breuckner (1987) uses total differentials to optimize around a single fixed
common utility level and a single fixed income level. A less theoretically demanding
alternative is to assume identical incomes and preferences for dl participants in the
market. Unfortunately, this produces a common pnce indifference curve, and creates a
problem whereby every participant prefers precisely the sarne housing at precisely the

same location (urtiess transportation costs Vary across individuals). Ln other words,
everyone would be trying to live in the same house, and no one would want to live
anywhere else. One way out of this problem is to create conditions whereby the market
price gradient and the price indifference curve are exactly coincident (iying one on top of
the other), making al1 participants indifferent as to location and allowing them to spread

out. In this instance, equilibrium becomes a matter of the number of households residing
in the urban area in question equaling the number of housing units available. The
problem then becomes one of macrospatial structure and inter-regional trade, and a
completely different branch of urban economics.

On closer examination, this problem and its solution tum out to be an artifact of the
traditional simplified urban mode1 with a limited number of variables and identical
incomes. in the broader contea considered in this section, income is determined by a
vector of negative prices, and the problem of al1 consurnee prefemng the same location
becomes an improbable coincidence. In the end, allowing a Iittle variance in
transportation costs and incornes alleviates the problem of identical choices.

2.3 Optimal Location
The problem is one of determining a unique optimal location. We assume that the
demand for each commodity is perfectly elastic with respect to price, to depict the price

gradient as a simple fùnction of distance. The following analysis assumes convex price
gradients, and calculates marginal costs and benefits in uni6 of distance.

The analysis would be uninteresting if al1 TL were endogenous, such that al1 commodities

are ubiquitous and continuous (available anywhere, at any mathematical point on the
plane). The same commodities could be obtained at any location, with no requirement
for travel, and the problem would be reduced to the dimensionkss model of equation

2 1). The addition of the appropriate exogenous restrictions, however, creates a spatial
choice model-

2.3.1 Residential Location
Consider an example where housing is ubiquitous and continuous but al1 other
commodities are available only at a single TL Located at CC. This allows us to examine
the simplest instance, where only the CL is to be determined since al1 commodities are
available for purchase and sale only at CC. Given the housing price gradient, the price of
housing seMces varies in a way which counteracts the lower travel costs of rnoving
closer to CC, and provides an incentive to move outward. The resident makes more
money available for consumphon of housing services and other commodities, as he or she
considers locations further from CC, by balancing higher commuting costs against lower
housing costs, and may even choose a CL far from CC. This is the basic Alonso
locational dynamic which is repeated in various contexts in the analysis which follows.

It is usehl to clari@ the resolution of forces involved in individual cases before
developing the general model M e r . Considering values of the pnce gradient, ûP/&

let

us begin with a traditional negative pnce gradient, dP/du<O. For the choice of a
residence, a simple depiction of the resolution of forces (indicated by arrows) where

ûC/du>O is represented in Diagram 2.1 beiow

Negat ivel'y Sloped Price Gradient

Diagram 2.1
Normal Single Resolution of Forces

TL represents any transaction location, positive or negative, and it may be located
anywhere between CC and the edge of town. The basic Alonso model places TL at CC.

(Though TL are generally treated as dependent variables, the model will allow for
treating some of h e m as fixed at CC.) Its significance is that the resident at CL must
travel to the TL in order to purchase or sel1 cornmodities (or comrnute to a job in the
latter case). The problem is to choose a consumption location (CL) which is at an
optimum distance h m the transaction location (TL). The housing pnce gradient Pu

declines with distance to city centre, and the travel (commuting) cost Ct increases with
distance fiom CC. Puexerts outward pressure on the location decision in order to
minimize housing cost, while Ctexerts inward pressure in order to minimize commuting
cost.

The configuration shown is optimal on the following rationale. As the decision-maker
considen choices fiom CC outward toward the TL, both pnce and travel cost are
declining. When the decision-maker continues considering points beyond the ïX (where
beyond indicates M e r fiom CC than the TL), price continues to decline but travel cost
begins to rise as the CL rnoves away fiom the TL. Hence an optimum may be found at
some location beyond the TL as shown.

A general mode1 should theoretically admit of a full range of price gradients, €tom a

vector of negative slopes, through a vector of zero slopes, to a vector of positive slopes.

The example above considers a negative slope. A slope of zero would set Pu= 0,
removing one element fiom the balance of forces depicted above, and producing a
decision to choose a CL precisely at TL.

The less likely case of a positively sloped price gradient acts to reverse the above
configuration. As the decision-maker considers choices fiom CC outward toward the TL,
price is increasing while travel cost is declining. If the decision-maker considers points
beyond the TL, both pnce and travel costs would be increasing Hence an optimum is

found at some location between CC and TL, as indicated in Diagram 2.2.

Positïvely SZoped Price Gradient
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Diagram 2.2
Reverse Resolution

Edge c!f Town

2.3.2 Commodity Locations
Retuming to a normal negatively-sloped pnce gradient, it becomes more interesting when
we consider one less exogenous factor and introduce ubiquitous positively-sloped TL to
consumption goods z (not just ubiquitous housing). That is, TL+ is now a decision
variable. When CL was the only decision variable, any location for TL could be
considered. With TL as a decision variable, there are restrictions on its location, as noted
below. We assume initially that each TL on the continuum supports the purchase and
saIe of the entire range of cornrnodities 5 and that al1 eIements of z share a common price
gradient.

For the moment we continue tü assume that nothing is sold by the decision-

maker in question, such that al1 prices are positive. This introduces the question of
choosing a single T L for each commodity as well as for the CL.

Looking at a single commodity, a contradiction is apparent, in the case of aP/ûu<O, when
we examine the balance of forces in Diagram 2.3 below:

Negutively Sloped Price Gradients

Diagram 2.3
Decentralized TL+
The first panel reproduces the results of Diagram 2.1. The second panel shows the results
of moving away fkom CC in search of an optimum TL. Moving fiom CC, both price and

travel cost are declining, and hence it pays to move to a point beyond CL where declining
price optimizes against increasing travel cos.

The contradiction lies in the relative configuration. The optimum CL lies beyond the TL,
while the optimum TL lies beyond the CL. If the decisions are made simultaneously, the
system of equations may not converge on a solution. The problem is solved by assuming
the aP/&=O, in a more realistic scenario of ubiquitous shopping centres, rnaking the TL
coincident with the CL in the second panel and a matter of indifference with respect to
the fust panel.

2.3.3 Income Geoerating Locations
We have been ignoring to this point the fact that the consumer is obtaining the funds to
purchase commodities at a positive price by purchasing other commodities at a negative
price (Le., selling), unless he or she is living entirely on the bais of endowments. (We
are assuming that social amenities do not take the form of negotiable or barterable
commodities, an assurnption which would have to be modified if social welfare programs
are considered.) If we introduce negative prices, the benefit of moving outward fiom CC
will be negative, since a lower pnce is obtained for goods sold. Moving TL- from the

edge of town toward CL, the received price (or wage) is increasing and travel cost is
declining, and hence it pays to move to a point between CL and CC where increasing
wage optimizes against increasing travel cost.

The resulting balance of forces is shown in Diagram 2.4. The TL at which commodities
are sold at negative prices is Iabeled T L , and its location is resolved in the second panel.
At T L , as a source of income the negatively sloped P gradient creates an inward
tendency, whiIe transportation cost toward the CL creates an outward tendency. Note
that t represents the actual travelling distance resulting from transaction distance u.

Diagram 2.4
Normal Decentralized TL_

The rnost significant overall result is that the TL for comrnodities with negative prices
(including ernployrnent) are optimized at locations fiom CC to CL, while the TL for
comrnodities with positive prices are indeterminate (or if they are determinate to any
extent they are likely to fat1 at locations from CL outward). As -

moves outward from

CC, the wage decline will optimize against a decline in commuting cost. But if TLmoves beyond CC, the wage decline will be arccompanied by an increase in commuting
cost, becoming even more sub-optimal. Therafore only the CC - TL-- CL configuration

is optimal. For completeness, note that a rewerse conclusion applies in the hypothetical
case of positive price gradients, as shown in Diagram 2.5. This is occasionally referred to

as the reverse-Alonso case in this study. It would apply with a theoretical consistency if
the anomaly of a set of upward-sloping per unit price gradients were encountered.

Positively Sloped Price Gradients

Diagram 2.5
Reverse Deceatralized TL_

Suh (1990) provides an interesting variation in a mode1 which can be related to the above
analysis, though in less continuous terms (a finite number of unit squares). Postulating

that 'if jobs are ubiquitous and al1 workers can be locally employed ... the rnean optimal
commuting distance is zero" (p. 277),he begins wiîh a situation of complete job
centralization at city centre in order to relax that assurnption and analyze the results.
Introducing variables such as the degree of decentrabation, speed (rate or slope) of
decentralization, degree of concentration and slope of population density cuve - he
concludes principally that an increasing decentralization of jobs reduces the "optimum
rnean commuting distance". Although his mathematics runs in terms of maximizing on
local full-employment conditions in each unit square (approaching the concept of islands,
see Section 4.2.3), the logic can be intuitively understood simply as the proposition that
moving from complete centralization to complete decentralization means approaching the

mean optimal commute of zero quoted above.

2.4 Specifc Relationships
2.4.1 Preference Space
The analysis of the previous section was cast in highly general terms, employing vector
equations to represent the entire system in multiple dimensions. However, many of the

most telling relationships are revealed in more specific relationships. This section
restates the system in more restricted equilibria, separately for the consumption location

and for positive and negative transaction locations, maintaining the critical locational
relationships between them. This amounts to imposing restrictions on the generalin'ng
assurnptions of the model, so that it can be represented in specific differential and integral
equations, and so that it can be depicted in a set o f twdimensional graphical preference
spaces.

Considering, then, specific equilibrium relationships which can be drawn fiom the
analysis of Sections 2.1 to 2.3 - for any two commodities i and j consumed:

This can be represented graphically by the usual tangency of indifference curves to
budget constraint illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The relationships described in equation (2.6) and Diagram 2.4 are depicted in equations
(2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) below. Unbolded symbols (such as u) are specific instances of

Figure 2.1
Standard Optimum in Commodity Space

bolded vectors (such as u). The generality of the mode1 is relaxed to allow for a small
nurnber of commodities, a CES utility function wiih an elasticity of substitution of 1 (to
be discussed below), and perfect capital markets under conditions of a simple exogenous
rate of interest (to allow a rentequivalent to represent the price of housing). The
following convention applies: the subscript
subscript

2

0

represents the consurnption location,

represents commodities purchased at positive p r i e s (and hence identified as

Positive Transaction Location in Diagram 31, and subscript

3

represents commodities

sold at negative prices (and hence identified as Negative Transaction Location in
Diagram 2.4).

- - MC,

+ MC,

+ ~ z ( u z ) p q ,

+ MRS=zJ,]<

*

The leR hand terms of (2.8) and (2.9) indicate the negative dope of the market price
gradient, while the right hand terms indicate the negatively-sloped pnce indifference
curves. Signs are reversed in (2.10) since p3 are negative.

Note the use of the MC subscripted with a number alone, to indicate the total marginal
cost of geographical distance, incorporating the marginal cost of travel compensated by
adjustments in consumption patterns (which the envelope theorem suggests is minimally
significant).

2.4.2 Graphical Representation
These relationships in pnce-distance space are shown in Figure 2.2, extended from Fujita
(1973, page 75). It shows the tangency of indifference curves to budget constraint for

each of the corresponding elements in DU(^*) and (V*D~(U')
+ ~ c ( t * ) ) . It contains two
sets of curves, representing positive prices (comrnodities purchased) and negative prices
(commodities sold).

In Panel 1, p(u) is a convex market price gradient and represents the price tradeoff
ofEered by the market Its slope is assumed to decline in absolute value as u increases.
And each Ui is a price indifference curve which represents the preferred price tradeoff

needed to compensate the disutility of travel and a rising c(t) when commuting distance t
increases. Apart from utility adjustments, greater t means higher travel costs, requiring a
lower positive p or a higher negative p to maintain U. Hence the dope of U as indicated.

Note also that greater utÏlity is realized closer to the origin, given that the axes represent
costs to the consumer. The preferred location for the resident is at CL.

In Panel 2 we consider negative pnces for goods sold as a source of income- Here the
axes represent benefits. Greater pnce represents greater income. Greater distance of fiom CC represents a shorter distance from CL and hence lower commuting costs. Hence
greater utility is realized further fiom the origin, and the indifference c w e s must have a
greater degree of concavity than the price gradient for a non-corner solution. The
preferred location for the cornmodity represented in Panel 2 is labeled TLand indicates
that it will occur closer to CC than will the CL, as analyzed in Section 2.3.3 (when
explainhg Diagram 2.4). A corresponding logic to the above paragraph applies to
negative transactions where the pnce indifference curve is flipped vertically and hence
concave.
Following from Hekrnan (1980), Fujita (1989) and Simpson and van der Veen (1992)
incorporate more time variables (work, leisure and commding). These wodd create
additional derivatives in equations (2.8) to (2. IO), affecting how the bid-rent curves are
responsive to travel tinte and market conditions. While they affect the shape of the
curves in Figure 2.2 and affect the outcome in that sense, they do not alter the set of basic
relationships considered here.

PANEL 1
COMMODITIES

PURCHASED

Figure 2.2
Extended Evans Mode1

2.4.3 Solution Requirements
It is usefd to examine this equilibrium more rigorously, in order to be clear on the
conditions which can be expected to produce a normal solution. The degree of c o n v e x e

of the price inciifference curves depends upon the transportation fiinction and the
marginal rate of substitution between comrnodities and travelling time.

Let us represent (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) in the simplified form
8p
-=

dU/dt --=--dc Uf

a~ a u p ~ at

uz

dc
81-

Assuming pz is unity, or at least is constant because it represents ordinary commodities
which are ubiquitous at an invariant price, the second derivative yields

Convexity of the pnce indifference curves requires the above expression to be positive.

The fiat term in parenthesis is negative, as per (2.9). The term Wdu might be expected
to be positive in the case of positive transactions, since greater distance from CC
facilitates the purchase of more commodities. Straszheim (1987, page 722) notes that the
existence of t in the utility function M e r complicates the relationship. A strong
aversion to travel may cause a consumer to purchase more of some commodities closer to

CC.

The second term is also indeterminate in sign, since it may becorne negative if the
transportation fiinction is not concave or the marginal rate of substitution between z and t
turns U& suficiently negative. Hence it is not certain that the price indifference curve
is convex unless we c m Say that the transportation function is concave (a reasonable
assumption, though the mode1 usually assumes a constant marginal travel cost) andor
that the disutility of time is not çtrong enough over the distances considered to reverse the
expected signs (a common implied assumption). The latter is not a serious impediment
for the following reason. If we remove time fiom the utility function, the above
expression remains the same except that Ut/&= O. It is clear that turning that equation
negative wodd require a transporîation fiinction in the first term so convex as to
overpower the positive second term, which may be considered unlikely, even if some

time disutility does corne into play. However, this points to the opposite problem,
namely that the price indifference curve may be more convex than the market price
gradient, producing multiple solutions.

nie convexity of curves is measured by their elasticities of substitution, which we will

denote a. The elasticity of substitution in this context represents the degree to which
changes in the (u,p) ratio respond to changes in the slope of either p(u) or Ur (Henderson
and Quandt, 1958, page 72). A curve of lesser convexity has a higher o,indicating

greater substitutability. A stable optimum is achievable if locally o~,)
< oui. We rnay
conclude that this conditions is likely to be met d e s s (1) the marginal cost of
transportation declines extremely rapidly, or (2) the aversion to travel is replaced by a

preference for travel, both of which may render the price indifference curve excessively
convex.

The assurnption of independence between different indifference curves, in both panels, is
contained in the assumption of a CES utility function with cr = 1 (Henderson and

Quandt, 1958, page 113). In other words, there are neither substitutability or
complementarity to destabilize Figure 2.2 by causing an adjustment in the location of
point A to shifi the other indifference curves. Any relaxation of that assumption, either
by allowing for substitutes (a< 1) or complements (o> 1 ), or by allowing a to Vary with

levels of consurnption, would require an accounting for shifting curves as optimization is
approached, resulting in either unpredictability or instability. Hence the assumed CES
curve is an essential reference point.

2.4.4 Impact of Travel Costs
A decrease in the per-unit cost of travel will decrease the numerical slopes of the

indifference curves (flatten them) increasing distance fiom city centre for al1
comrnodities, with an uncertain impact on actual commuting distance. This is because it
will also involve an interaction between the 'IZ and the CL. If for example the location

of TL were pushed further to the nght due to lower travel costs, one might think at first
glance that the actual commuting distance for any given u would be shorter, which would

increase the preference for u in the choice of the CL and push the CL fùrther to the right
as well - with an ambiguous impact on commuting. However, that would not necessady

be the case, since it does not take into account the possibility that the benefits of lower
travel costs may be employed to increase the consumption of other comrnodities instead

This can be illustrated wiîh reference to equation (2.8) in Section 2.4.1. Note that
ûU/ ûz2> O represents the marginal utility of the purchased comrnodity, which is

diminishing as more z is consumed. And ûU/ & < O represents the marginal disutility of

commuting time, which is increasing (becorning more negative because of a diminishing
marginal utility of proximity) as comrnuting increases. When a decrease in travel costs
result in more commuting plus increased consurnption of q,which will be the dominant
response?

Define a relatively strong hunger for z2 in terms of a marginal utility that is high, and
slow to diminish such that the eiaçticity of the marginal utility is weaks. Ifthere is a
strong hunger for zz its marginal utility will not decline as much as the marginal disutility
of comrnuting time will increase. Hence the decisive impact will be that the marginal
utility of time will become more negative. Since the marginal utility of time is
subtracted fiom the right-hand side of the equation, the latter wilI increase in value. The
slope of Y will becorne less negative, or shallower, moving the CL rightward. That is, if

the hunger for z2 is relatively strong, there will be a tendency to favour greater
commuting because the pnority is cornmodities rather than commuting. A converse logic
applied to equation (2.8) suggests that a weak hunger for zz encourages less commuting.

Note the occasional practice of ushg the term weak (or strong) to compare elasticity in
the sense of responsiveness, whether positive or negative.

Similar analyses illustrate that a hi&

marginal utility of land has a similar impact to that

of a high marginal disutility of cornmuting. Siegel (1975) defines the elasticity of the

marginal utility of land in a marner which makes it similar to the land hunger mentioned
above. He shows that if the elasticity of the marginal utility of land is weak, residents
will tend to move further out, which is consistent with the above anaiysis.

Straszheim (1973) considers differentials in travel costs, or more precisely declining
marginal travel cost. Although Straszheim's context is focussed more on inter-city or
long-term differentials, it is worth examining the impact of lower marginal traveI cost
within a city in the short m. Specifically, assume a declining congestion factor reduces
marginal travel cost firrther from CC. Such decluiing travel costs will produce a
tendency to move the CL further from CC relative to TL--. The result is sirnply that,
ceteris paribus, suburban households will tend to comrnute M e r . Testing by
Straszheim (1975) tends to ven@ this in the inter-city context, where IocationaI
variations in both price and cost play a role in the final location decision. Other kinds of
differential marginal travel costs can be considered, such as those which Vary by distance
traveled, and those which Vary by number of cornmuters.

2.4.5 Impact of Income
The effects of income changes have long been of interest to urban analysts, though
conclusive results are hard to corne by. Going back to Wingo (1961), housing
consumption at distance m is determined by pmqm= Yh+t- tm, where Yh+trepresents
income available for housing and transportaiion (as depicted by Richardson, 1971). The

result is simply that higher income brings about greater comrnuting distance m. Later
analysts (Harris,

1968; Muth, 2968; Stegrnan, 1969) stressed how the same relationship

may be infiuenced also (and perhaps dominantly) by other factors such as housing and
neighbourhood quality, but the relationship with income remained the same.

Another approach is to determine the response of the pnce gradient to income changes
directly. Note first thaf in caIculating equations (2.8) to (2. IO), it was assurned that the
total amount of endowments are constant and a11 endowments are sold for income, in
order to simplifYthe rnathematics. Hence income varies directly with p3, and we may
define a simple income measure as y = ptv3.

Consider how the dope of the price gradient varies with income. Since

at equilibrium, taking its derivative with respect to y yields

EMC,~and %y

measure how responsive the choices of uo and

respectively are to

changes in y. Similar to Seigel(1973, page 33), the final inequaiity holds if the
responsiveness to rising income of acquiring commodities is greater than that of incumng
travel cost -consistent with the weak s w J associated with land hunger in the
discussion above. It indicates that the negaîive tradeoff preference, whereby a given
reduction in po buys so many units of m,increases (becomes less negative and shallower
in slope) as income increases. That is, a given reduction in prices will buy more units of

w-Hence wiîh increased income the terms of trade shift in favour of uo, resulting in a
tendency to choose higher values of W.

However, if the increased value of travel time which results from an increase in income
becomes significant enough, then

>

reducing the willingness to trade off more

That would bnng the opposite results,
for less p, resulting in a steeper preference

and a tendency to choose lower values of m.

Comparing the two elasticities -if we now postulate, not tembly weasonably, that
c(w) is a linear function while p(m) is a convex fiinction, then

c,wïll be relatively

) be shallower in slope. The rising value
weaker at higher values of uo because p ( ~ will
of cornrnuting time will play a more influential role in the decision. In other words, in
choosing between suburban locations with high values of u,as distinct fiom choosing
between suburban and central locations, there will be a greater tendency to choose lower
comrnuting times as incomes rise. That may reduce the positive value of the above
equation, or huri it negative. h o m e may induce more comrnuting, but only up to a limit.

Evans (1973, p. 220) surnmarizes a similar andysis by saying, "we cannot predict the
pattern of location of households with different incomes in relation both to each other and
to the city centre without some knowledge of the income elasticity of demand for space
of the households", and goes on to diagram the results of various combinations of values.
Nonetheless, he cites some data which suggest that 'tanations in geographical
distribution seem to resdt from variations in the income distribution between the
conurbations". Simpson's data for London and Toronto (1992) are more tentative, stating
that simple crosstabulations do not provide enough evidence of a relationship to evaluate
the core urban model, but the data also illustrates how "residential location, Iike most
other social phenomena, is complex and multi-faceted" (p. 26).

24.6 Impact of Pnce Changes
Consider an increase in price, in reference to Figure 2.2. In the top panel, a price increase
would be represented by an upward shift in p(u). The consumer facing a higher price
wishes to lower it, and buys a lower price by reducing travel cos& - that is, rnoves
outward away fiom city centre. In the bottom panel, a higher wage would be represented
by a downward shift in pCu). The worker earning a higher wage can afford a reduction in

wage and buys lower travel cost by moving outward away fiom city centre. Hence the
overall effect of an increase in price along the whole gradient (for the indifference map
that represents normal goods) is an outward tendency for a11 transactions.

A change in pnce elasticity over distance will have an ambiguous impact on location,

depending on the strength of the income and substitution effects. Consider the distance
elasticity of the price gradient, %), ,and the elasticity of substitution of the indifference
curve, au ,both of which have an impact on the optimal location of any TL. A change in

elasticity witl have a income effect and a substitution effect. If the positive pnce gradient
becomes shallower in dope and generally of stronger elasticity (meaning more elastic in
absolute value, though technically decreasing to a higher negative value), there will be a
negative income effect. That is, the income component of the change will include higher
comrnodity costs and a higher cost (including utility cost) of transportation. The
consumer, trading off greater commodity pnce saving for greater travel cost saving
(proximity to CC), wilI have less of these benefits in total to choose, and the final choice
will include less of each -greater distance fiorn CC and higher commodity price. In
other words, the negative income effect causes the consumer to choose a TL further fiom
CC . At the sarne time, if the price gradient becomes more strongly elastic, the ternis of
trade change. Greater proximity to CC becomes relatively cheaper in t e m s of price
increases incurred per unit reduction in travel cost. The substitution effect states that
more proximity wilI be consurned, by choosing a TL closer to CC. The net effect
depends on the reIative strengths of the income and substitution effects.

This is illustrated in Figiire 2.3. The curved arrow results in a stronger elasticity of p(u),

as it pivots fiom mm to pipi. The perpendicular shift fiom pop0 to pzpz indicates the
income effect The movement along UI from uz to ui indicates the substitution effect.
The curves happen to be drawn in such a way that the substitution effect exceeds the loss

(negative income) effect. Hence the stronger elasticity resdts in a decrease in the value
of u fiom uo to ul.

The income effect of a strengthening of the elasticity of the price gradient depends on its
initial elasticity. Consider again a strengthening of the elasticity of p(u). If initially it is
more steeply sloped and therefore

w.1

is generally weak, then the parallel outward shift

used to measure the income effect will result in a greater increase in u. The substitution
effect depends on the elasticity of substitution. If au is high, indicating a low degree of
convexity, then a leftward movement along the indifference cuve to substitute more
proximity for less pnce reduction will produce a relatively large decrease in u. In other

words, the income effect will be strong when the distance-elasticity of the price gradient
is relatively weak (supporting a positive relationship between E and u), and the
substitution effect wi-11 be strong when the indifference curve exhibits a relatively high
elasticity of substitution (supporting a negative relationship between E and u).

Before examining these effects fürther, note how the structure of a price gradient dictates
the relationships between elasticity, convexity and pnce differential. An increase in the
strength of the overd1 distance-elasticity will result in a reduction in the convexity
(increase in the elasticity of substitution) and a reduction in the price differential between

CC and the edge of the city.

Figure 2.3
Incorne and Substitution Effects

Consider a case in Figure 2.3 where pnces at the edge of town are almost as high as
prices at CC. Then p(u) will be shallow in slope and generally strongly elastic. Hence
%q

will be high in value indicating a low degree of pnce responsiveness to distance.

When the strength of distance elasticity increases, we can expect a weak negative income
effecf and a tendency for stronger elasticity to be associated with lower values of u. The
opposite will occur in the case of large price differentials. We can infer that in this case a

weak price gradient produces a tendency to move inward, and a strong price gradient
produces a tendency to move outward (which will be weakened if the elasticity of
substitution is strong).

Negative prices do not exhibit the same degree of ambiguity. Movement away from the
origin yie1ds benefits, narnely a higher price (income) for goods sold and Iower
transportation costs approaching the CL. If the negative price gradient becomes
shallower in dope and generally more strongly elastic, the income effect states that the
consumer will choose more of each and move further from the CC. But the substitution
effect moves in the same direction- One unit closer to the CL costs Iess uni& of lower
income. The tenns of trade shift in favour of distance from CC. Hence there is an
unequivocal increase in u in response to an increase in the strength of the elasticity of the
negative pnce gradient.

Let us summarize regarding the basic relative positions of the CL and the various TL.

a

Commodities with negative pnces are sold at TL between CC and the
e s positive pnces are assumed ubiquitous for
CL, while c ~ m x n ~ t iwith
realism and theoreticai convenience.

a

An increase in per-unit travet cost moves al1 TL closer to the CL, but
the net impact on the location of the CL is uncertain. However, if the
effect on CL is dominant, it will tend toward CC.

Placement of a TL at a greater distance from the CL will tend to move
the CL in the same direction if the elasticity of the marginal disutiliîy
of commuting andor the marginal utility of land is weak relative to the
elasticity of the marginal utiIity of other goods

An increase in price which does not alter the terms of ûade will result
in al1 TL (including the CL) M e r fiom CC.
O

For commodities with substanîial positive price gradients and hence
large price differentids, those of stronger elastici will tend to have
TL further fiom CC. For comrnodities with weak price gradients,
those of weaker eIasticity wiil tend to have TL closer to CC.

O

For commodities with negative pnce gradients, an increase in income or
its elasticity will move the TL M e r fiom CC.

2.5 Gradients

2.5.1 Generat Nature
We employ the term gradient, to refer to a vector whose variables change in a systematic
rnanner as geographical distance increases or decreases. In the conventional usage of the
term in this context, we define two gradients. A density gradient refers to manner in
which the quantity or proportion of a commodity avaiiable varies as the TL or CL moves
further from CC, or d = d(u) where it is conventionally (but not necessanly) assumed that
Dd(u) < O. A price gradient refers to the manner in which the price of a commodity
varies as the TL or CL moves further fiom CC, or p = p(u) where it is conventionally
@ut not necessarily) assurned that DHu) < 0.

A general analysis begins with the full range of possibilities, namely that the sign of

Dp(u) and Dd(u) are h o w n . Of course, only a certain range of values for Dp(u) and
Dd(u) produce the kinds of balances of forces which create economic choices. For
example, Dp(u) = O would remove the spatial aspect of the analysis in its entirety, while
Dp(u) > O runs contrary to normal urban analysis but is nonetheless capable of producing
a reverse balances of forces which may generate economic choices of its own. This

hypotheticd possibility is touched upon in various sections, though generally not found
to be applicable in practice.

2.5.2 Housing Density
The original Alonso model rests on the assumption that housing density is greatest at city
centre, and declines with distance from city centre in a smooth exponential gradient.
Fujita (1989, as early as page 4) is specific about it, noting that - if "the number of
households of each type is assumed to be so large that their distribution throughout the
city can safely be represented in ternis of a density fiuiction", then (page 8) complex
mathematicai density models ("in which each consumer is assumed to occupy a subset of
two-dimensional Euclidian space") can be employed to denve the shape of the density
curve. Elsewhere (page 57) Fujita confïrms that such density curves are consistent with
convex downward-sloping price demand curves ("bid rent curves") in that the latter
implies lot sizes which are increasing in

L

Without venturing into mathematical density modets, it is usual to take density gradients

as given and estirnate them using an exponential model such as the following (Mills,
1994): D(u) = DoeT or, as per Simpson (1992, page 3 l), In D(r)] = ln p ( O ) ] + 6r,
where r in this case stands for concentric rings. Both of the above authors find density
gradients roughly corresponding with the postulated curve, with indications of suburban
concentrations which are significant but do not negate the assumed shape of the gradient
(although they provide a rationale for incorporating regional centres into the analysis).

The coefficient 6 is commonly assumed to be constant for mathematical tractability,
though it is usefùi (Hoover, 1968) to make it Vary quadratically to represent the volcanic
scenario of a normal price gradient with a depression right at the centre. The value of S
also retlects transportation costs, and will represent a shailower slope when transport
costs are lower. Several attempts (Clark, 1967 and Muth, 1961) have been made to
estimate 6 empincally. Simpson finds 6 suitably negative and significant wïth quite high
explanatory value, despite the presence of significant decentraiization. Other studies (see
Kain, 1975 and Jackson, 1979) suggest otherwise, based on measured gradients which do
not exhibit the postulated n e m e relationship. Richardson's caution (Richardson, 1971,
page 56), that such gradients assume radial symmetry and a singular peaked gradient,
shouid also be noted. Mills and Hamilton (1994, p. 1324), for purposes of surnrnmking
in an intermediate textbook wing a rough calculation consistent with "most estimates",
state that 'Yhe price of housing declines roughly 4 percent per mile of distance fiom the

C B D , "a Cpercent-per-mile decline in the price of housing must be generated by a 20percent-per-mile decline in the price of land", "the density b c t i o n also falls by about 20
percent per mile7', and "a wage decline of about 1 percent per mile is expected". They
then give a usefkl summary of empirical studies (p. 134-41) which roughly support those
estimates, qualifieci by a significant incidence of measured gradients which fail to
conform to the pattern.

Widespread diffusion on a large city will also tend to rnake intermediate points feasible,

both for residential building and ernployment location, to serve the more suburban areas.

Hence there may be secondary density peaks as aggIomeration econornies concentrate
diffitse intermediate points into secondary density centres.

Considering housing prke gradients, the sirnplest approach is to assume that hi& density
produces strong cornpetition for every square foot of space, resdting in a land pnce
gradient which also peaks at city centre and declines with distance in a convex manner.
Sometimes the reason given is simply that a greater population density at CC, with the
accompanying concentration of econornic activity and services, makes it desirable in
terrns of access and results in a greater demand at CC. An alternative rationale is that the
declining marginal utility of any given commodity, combined with marginal
transportation costs which are non-declining, will endogenously produce a declining
demand and a declining pnce as distance fiom CC increases. In a similar vein, Evans

(1 973, Chapters 3 and 4) takes a cost-minirnization algorithm and a transportation cost
function which is realistically increasing at an increasing rate with distance, to produce
standard convex downward-sloping housing density and housing pnce gradients (see also
White, 1988b, where it is also applied to wage gradients). For purposes of comparison
below, we shaii label this the slatic optimking effect (for later comparison with other

competing effects).

This gradient occurs partially because concentration at the centre produces smaller lot
sizes, plus a necessity to build upward, both of which cause the per unit pnce to nse
accordingly. Numerous empincal studies suggest support for this relationship, and they
are succinctly summarized by Evans (Ch 5) up until the 1970's - which find a high

degree of variability (and variance) arnong cities studies, but a good rough confirmation
ofthe both the expected density gradients and the expected price gradients, sufficient to
conclude that the convex downward-sloping gradients of theory are reasonably robust.

An earlier approach (going back Burgess, 1925, and at least in implied form to von
Thune- 1826) deals in terms of concentric rings, as a rough and nppled form of
downward price gradient This is based on a different kind of assumption, narnely
different but competing uses for the land Ifeach of thern has its own price gradient, the
effective price gradient will take the form of an inside envelope c w e , composed of
intercepting points which define bands of preferred uses at that distance from city centre.

Taking that model radially, it produces concentric rings. Caution is indicated in that,
without employing data which identifies the competing uses, it may not be the same thing
just to define arbitrary uniforrn rings to mimic this phenornenon.

A useful approach is to model price gradients in a monopsony model. As distinct fiom
the either-or demand situation facing a perfectly cornpetitive firrn, a monopsony firm is
concerned with the relative attractiveness of its product bought or sdd, which is a
f i c t i o n of price: g(p) where

> O. The individual buyer or seller is fiee to choose a

value for g(p) without the risk of flipping between al1 or nothing implied by perf?ect
cornpetition, allowing for a smooth and manageable adjustment. Simpson (1992) cites
Bailey's (1975) work in this area in terms of an optimal wage pathg,and expands the

9

Note that we are re-applying the anaiysis, which was cast in tems of wages, to a
broader context of al1 prices including wages.

analysis to specify the relative attractiveness function as: g(p,t) where t is the distance
required in order to travel to make the transaction and a@ < 0The combination of 8gBp > O and agBt < O means that as t increases, less of the
comrnodity is likely to change han& unless the pice improves. Hence if density is
greatest at city centre, then the seller of positively priced commodities at city centre must
offer a lower price to compensate for a greater overall travel required by suburban buyers
to participate in the transaction. We shall cal1 this the attraction Hect.
This effect, however, makes certain assumptions about the relative spatial distributions
among markets, and we shall label it the distribution efect in order to make the
distinction. Consider the case of a commodity which is evenly spread across the city
while the purchasing population is relatively centralized. In that case, the quantity
required by suburban buyers is likely to be available locally. Hence sellers located at city
centre must charge a lower price in order to attract buyers fiom the suburbs. The result is
an upward-sloping cornponent in the p ~ c gradient.
e
n i e same would apply to the

commodity housing, but the applicability of the distribution effect to housing is
questionable. Almost by definition, housing is spread out to approximately the same
degree as the population as a whole. Hence the distribution effect is weak or nonexistent.
For other commodities, however, the distribution effect is theoretically relevant, except
that shopping centres tend also to be spread out to approximately the sarne extent as the
population. OveraII then, it can be argued that the distribution effect has litîle
applicability in the case of positively-pnced commodities.

2.5.4 Employmeat Gradients
n i e attraction effect applies in the case of negatively-priced commodities - the buyer (or
employer) at city centre must offer a higher price (wage) to compensate for a greater
overall travel required by suburban sellers (workee) to travel from city centre to
participate in the transaction. However in the case of negatively-priced commodities, and
jobs in particular, the distnïution effect is significant. Consider the case of jobs whicb
are evedy spread across the city while the working population is relatively centralized.

In that case, suburban workers are able to find jobs locally. Hence employers located at
city centre must offer a higher wage in order to attract workers fkom the suburbs. n i e
result is a downward-sloping wage gradient. In this case, the set of relative distributions
is a practical possibility, and the distribution effect must be considered as a potential
determinant of a negatively-priced (wage) gradient.
As we shifi the focus fiom general positive and negative prices toward wages in
particular, let us look further into the relevant gradients. When it cornes to the location of
jobs, the simple extended Alonso mode1 assumes a similar set of employment density and
wage gradients - namely convex downward-sloping curves. Simpson's semi-logarithrnic
linear density gradient, Inp(r)] = InmO)J + Fr, was applied to "survey respondents
employed and living in each zone" (page 3 1) which suggests that it might be considered
applicable as a description ofjob density gradients as well. Implicitly, job
decentralization is assumed not to occur to such a great extent that the job density
gradient turns upward.

There are theoretical and empirical treatments of how the structures of costs, structures of
revenues, and linkages contnïute to decentralkation of industry. But what is most
relevant to our study is the analysis of how production or distribution conditions produce
job density and wage gradients. It is difficult to predict a stable relationship, for which
reason some analysts prefer j ust to assume wages constant (Goldberg, 1970). Evans
(1973, Ch. 11 and 12) was unable to find the same degree of robustness for job density
and wage gradients as he found for price gradients.

Simpson (1992) extends Bailey (1975) with an analysis10of how heterogeneous patterns
of growth produce higher wages in growth centres, and adds the models of Moses (1962)
and Nelson (1973) to support the proposition that employrnent centres offer a wage
premiurn to recruit cornmuters - resulting in a wage gradient. Simpson extends his
analysis (Section 3S. 1) with a mode1 of monopsony recruitment (implying a degree of
control over wage offers) which specifies r, the distance marginal workers must travel to
work, as the 'katchment area" (page 67). The denvative of workforce growth with
respect to r is negative, meaning that recruitment will not be able to reach a larger
catchent area unless wages are increased to cornpensate for increased travel cost
(supported by Nelson, 1973). And the derivative of workforce growth with respect to the
wage is positive, suggesting that Iarger firms require a larger catchment area and must
pay a higher wage to achieve it. If we look at city centre as the largest collective firm, it
must pay the highest wages, and the result is a downward-sloping wage gradient, though
this requires an assumption of jobs more centralized than homes (as pointed out by

1O

Now re-examined in its original wage context.

Moses, 1962).

In summary, the bu1k of the theoretical support favours negatively-sloped gradients.

Much of the analysis of this study adopts the simple assurnption that al1 exogenous per
unit market price gradients are downward sloping and convex - both in order to generate
interesting problems, and because evidence to the contrq is not compelling enough to
abandon the fundamental building block of traditional urban analysis.

3, LOCATION CHARACTEMSTICS

3.1 The Housing Variable
3.1.1 The Geometry of Land
The limitations of employing continuous mathematical hctions, where real-life spatial
relationships are supposedly represented by mathematical space, are apparent when
considering the acquisition of land. Distances between locations are measured fiom one
mathematical point to another, where each location is a infinitesimal point on a Cartesian
plane, and they are joined together in a continuous locus which facilitates mathematical
differentiation. The problem is that, in order to function as a consumption or transaction
location, a finite quantity of physical space is required. Still, if all parcels of land were
identical in size, a mathematical transformation may be possible which would allow for

the use of continuous and differentiable functions. In fact, this is an implicit assumption
of many urban residential location models-

However, the analysis in question is precisely a mode1 of making quantitative choices,
including the quantity of land to be purchased, quite contrary to the assumption of
identically-sized residential Locations. This seemingly negates the possibility of applying
smooth mathematical functions to lumpy distributions of land.

It is also problematicai to specify single-residence lots, especially when dense housing
already exists. The optiminng tradeoff of more commuting for more land will not be
possible unless we assume that lot sizes increase with distance from CC in precisely the
appropriate degree for each individual consumer in question, to ensure that the optimum

choice is available at the optimum location. Given the unlikelihood of this condition
being met, the use of land to represent residential seMces presents some difficulties.

In addition, the assurnption of one housing unit at each location runs into practical
problerns. Perhaps if one is buiiding on vacant land at the edge of town, one might
assume that al1 options are available. But in most cases there are constraints- There is

the problem of pre-existing dense housing, where lot sizes are constrained by
neighbouring lots. Even in the case of new housing, much new housing is pre-built on
fixed lots before being sold A lot at the desired location may simply not contain the
desired bundle of housing characteristics.

An alternative technique would be to assume that every point in space represents an
identical parce1 of land of size one, on which differing quantities of housing units are
available. This is most easily envisioned as a set of identical building blocks, one or
more ofwhich constitutes an acceptable bundle of housing services. Then we can speak
in terms of a quantity of housing units which are chosen by the consumer at any a v e n
location. This approach presents a problem of its own. It speaks as if, at each location,
the resident c m erect any desired number of building blocks. In practice, this may be

realistic if we are dealing with empty lots, upon which new houses are built. Any number
of building blocks may be purchased On the other han& if most land parcels contain
pre-built h~using,the choices are constrained not only as discussed above but also
constrained by the difficulty of deconstructing housing to make marginal adjustments in
response to continuous preferences.. Nevertheless the building-blocks approach is usefid,

in order to reduce housing bundes to a single quantitative measure to represent it as a
composite commodity representing the weighted vector or attriiutes. We wiI1 refer to
them as housing units or sirnply housing, though sometimes it will be convenient to
follow the cornmon practice by simply calling them land. Urban location models often
speak as if fixed parcels of land with existing single-home residences were not a problem,
which carries an implicit assumption that the prospective resident is staking out virgin
land.

Evans (1973) tackles the problem with the concept of the space unit. This addresses a
problem of building upward when space is at a premium, such that successive tenants are
technically reoting diminishing shares of surface land when they may indeed by

occupying uniformly large apartment spaces. Evans' space unit is equivalent to Muth's
(1969) unit of housing services, as an alternative to Alonso's use of direct ground area, to
add some flexibility to the concept. It adds an additional dimension to land, such that a
space unit can be defined as a b c t i o n of ground area, still yielding in principle a single
unique measure of housing purchased.

Cropper (1984) noted these limitation in a similar context, refemng to the problem of
using the mathematics of continuous choice in a case where one may choose from
attribute bundles on a locational continuum, but the bundles themselves are not
continuous -they each contain a fixed set of amibutes. Optirnizing conditions such as
equation (2.6) cannot be applied. Instead, it is necessary to reverse the process through
implicit fimctions, choosing an set of discrete attriiutes maximizing utility by optimizing

over a continuous location variable. But this is àificult enough over two attributes; with
multiple attributes and multiple agents (an4 even worse, partially-endogenous attributes),
it would require something along the line of simulation models, which are beyond the
scope of this paper.

Another approach to these problems is to treat each mathematical point in space as a set
of consumption or transaction locations. The fact that the set is located at a single point
implies that no firther travel costs are required to access any of the locations within the
set For exampie, CC is comrnonly chosen as the transaction location and treated as a
point in mathematical space, even though in reality it is a geographical area which is
collapsed into a single point by assuming that îravel costs within the CC are zero. The
same technique c m be applied to residences. Points in mathematical space represent
digerent districts, or neighbourhoods. Each neighbourhood contains a full range of
housing senices, and travel costs within the neighbourhood are assumed to be zero. In
either of these cases, there would still have to be the assumption of identical-sized
districts, in order to map distances between points in mathematical space to actual
travelling distances between districts. This technique, involving the assumption of zero
intra-district travel costs and positive inter-district travel costs, is addressed in a similar
manner by Paelinck and Klaassen (1979)- and bears a clear relationship to the island
mode1 developed by Phelps (1970),which will be examined in Section 4.2.

Another aspect of housing dernand, pointed out by Richardson (197 1, pp 24-29), is that
standard optimization may be entirely inappropriate for housing. It is more Iikely that

house seekers "teod to select a house as expensive as they can afford", seeking to
maximize available housing qualities or neighbourhood amenities rather than optimize
for distance. Ln that context, the only relevant factor is a preferred maximum cornmuting
distance, which only puts bounds on the search area rather than play a role in the precise
location of the residence- Richardson cites evidence that residence-seekers are inctined in
some circumstances to choose a location on housing-preference grounds which is actually

far removed from the place of ernployment, especially where they exhibit a strong
preference for the perïphery. The ernpirical methodology of this study tends to build on
the simpler rnodeIs, and on some occasions refer to these complicating factors when the

simple mode1 does not perform adequately. More comprehensive approaches c m be
found in Arnott (2987) and Oken (1987).

3.1.2 Capital and Rental Values
The analysis also requires an assurnption of cornpetitive markets to produce pricing
which reflects true marginal costs, so that d l these attributes are accurately capitalized
into market housing prices, and rental payrnents are equal to mortgage payments for
equivalent housing (in hopes of avoiding the comptications of housing production
functions incorporating construction inputs and capital as well as depreciated values of
old housing, and cornplex sets of weighted preferences -a

mess well worth avoiding).

in other words, given the assurnptions of perfect cornpetition plus the assurnptions that
(1) buildings have infinite Iives, (2) rentaUmaintenance values are independent of

building age (Evans, p 97),(3) interest rates account appropriately for inflation, (4)
compounding effects are insignificant and (5) taxes play no distorting role in capitaI

allocation - then it can be assumed that rent c m be derived fiom capital value and the
rate of interest. If not, it would be necessary to treat property value as a function of tirne
and insert the appropriate integral (Evans, p 99) into the maximking equations, perhaps

also incorporate a function such that rental value is a function of maintenance effort over
time (Evans, p 1O4), along with other adjustments.

3.1.3 Land in the General Context
Returning to the context of general vectors as in equation (2.4), it is useful to modify X

by removing a sub-vector q, which represents those elements of w and z which constitute
the consumption of housing services. Given the convenience of treating housing as a
single-valued variable, it is not unusual to simpliQ housing senrices by reducing them to
the single cornmodity of land, and rneasuring land consumption as the amount of land
acquired. The more general analysis of this section will make reference to the full bundle

of housing services, but will also point out that the inclusion of land in that bundle creates

sorne special analytical problems. In the general andysis, X

=w

+ z now refers to non-

housing comrnodities ody. Those elements of q drawn from w (endowment items
remaining) will have prices of zero. Housing services are consurned at the place of
residence, which is the CL. Even where the CL is a decision variable, once the decision
is made al1 q are consumed at that location, and their travel costs are zero.

Considering these additions, utility maxïrnization now becomes:

WXq,t) s-t- (Pz

+ c) +

and more generaliy, it remains

(pq q)

t-

(Pv v + c) + (pl 1 + C) = O

(3.1)

maxU(V,t)

s.t

pV+-c=Q.

(3-2)

with the general solution still represented by equations (2.3) and (2.6).

It is not unusual to reduce q and X to composite commodities. These are defensible

assurnptions if the prices of q and X Vary in a constant proportion to each other. Since
that is not possible when the prices of al1 w and some q are zero, the mode1 makes an
implicit assumption that d l such consumed endowments do not exist - Le. the values of
al1 w and some q are zero. Actually, endowments are simply ignored. Umealistic though
it may be, the implicit assumption that a consumer begins with nothing and consumes
only newly purchased commodities is not an uncornmon one. An alternative assumption
might be that any variations in the prices of q and X are small and insignificant during
the period in question. None of these are any worse than the assurnption that prices Vary
in constant proportion to each other. However it is potentially problernatic when we
consider housing, and when we introduce the variable training into the analysis, both of

which cepresent significant endowments of accumdated capital.

3.2 The Housing Vector
3.2.1 Quality Attributes
When considering the effect of quality variations, it is ofien useful to treat any given
commodity as if it were composed of elements which al1 possess a single unifurm set of
charactenstics, and this has been the unstated assumption of much of the analysis to date.
However there are oflen certain commodities containing a subset of members possessing
a11 the defining characteristics of the commodity, but also possessing their own

distinctive characteristics -and these specialized qualities play a significant role in
marketplace for the commodity. While this possibility could apply to any given
commodity, it is especially relevant to q (housing services) and I (labour senrices).
Specialized housing needs, particularly the need for family housing, are a particularly
important quality variation in relation to g. And specialized skills are an important
quality variation in 1.

An alternative to including attnbutes in the vector of housing attributes is to place them

into the utility function. The latter might include placing distance to dis-arnenities (e-g. a
smelly factory, or a racially undesirable neighbourhood) into the utility f'unction (Daniels
1975 and others). This produces another reason why the pnce indifference curve may
become positive in slope, where it begins to border on an undesirable neighbourhood.
The result could be a gradient of complex shape indeed, even assuming identical
preferences. In addition, any degree of discrimination on the part of landlords, such as
exclusion of racial minorities, can produce discontinuities in the market prke gradient,
while garne-theoretic responses may ampli* the compartmentalizing impact (Schelling
1972, Courant 1978, in tems of racial segregation). This raises the possibility that no
simple price-gradient mode1 can ever be verified empirically.

Another approach is to place the attributes into the vector of housing attributes, but also
include locational CO-ordinatesin that vector, and perhaps also make price a function of
those amibutes. While mathematicaIly, one can define an optimum which includes
longitude and latitude CO-ordinatesand complex price functions related to attributes, the

only remotely tractable approach may be sirnply to calculate one-dimensional straightIine distances to the city centre or regional centre and fixed market prïce gradients, as in
the traditional Alonso model,

Let us examine some further implications for spatial patterns. Although housing is
generally held to be income elastic, it is reasonable to suggest that special qualities
contribute to a greater demand for housing. If we are speaking of the special housing
quality of family housing, there is obviously a demand for a greater set of housing
services. If we are speaking of specidized skills in the labour market, White (1988% p.
133, 148 E)suggests that more "skilled workers have a higher dernand for housing",
which is not sufficiently counteracted by the higher value of their commuting time to
negate the following conclusion- Special quality characteristics imply flatter offer
gradients. If we combine greater and lesser need for special housing characteristics, or
greater and lesser skills, the result c m be a self-segregation of families and skilled
workers into the suburbs, in a manner discussed in Figure 1.2 of Section 1.2.

3.2.2 Hedonic Pricing
There still remains the problem of determining what this unit of housing is that we are
measuring, and what that measure means. The hedonic technique @osen, 1974) would
place al1 amenities, one of them being access Oiamond and Tolley, 1982, page 6), on a
set of indifference surfaces of increasing utility, with each of them assigned to an
ascending series of nurnbers representing units of housing (quantity). That is, any given
combination of characteristics (if the associated set of indifference suxfaces can be taken

as representative) c m be given an index of quantity by this technique. Then price is
determined by dividïng property value by this quantity.

Limeman (1992, page 71) cites a series of analyses of the '3mpacts of a variety of
amenities" and ' s e importance of structural traits, such as rooms and bathrooms" on
housing pnces in the context of hedonic pncing. niey are based on a recognition that a
hedonic function is not a demand or supply function for housing. Rather it is a vector of
functions which are b d e d together, whose elements are traits in the consumer's overall
utility h c t i o n . For each of these individual enclosed elements, an ùnplicit market can
reveal the marginal utility for each trait, which can be cornpared to the appropriate
marginal cost. In that way, at least conceptually, the market values of individual
amenities can be specified. Each indifference surface of the hedonic function determines
the set of market-clearing prices implicit in the bundle of housing seMces which actually
receives a price. But the real market demand function represents only the locus of points
produced by the solution of al1 the individual implicit arnenity demands, which lends to

the difficulty of estimating the values of individual amenities.

However, the problem does not end there. Following Rosen (1 974,Diamond and Tolley
( 1992a, page 18) point out that we cannot assume linear independence of t he housing

bundle, because "amenity bundles cannot be divided or repackaged". The result is that
the quantity consumed of one amenity is not independent of the implicit price or quantity

consumed of another amenity, and hence the arbitrage process which would normally
equalize marginal pnces across commodities is not capable of performing that fùnction in

the case of bundled amenities. Hence even if the indirect values of individual amenities

could be determineci inside the bundles, they wodd not be tnie optimal values.
Nonetheless if, under almost experimental conditions, variation in the price of the
housing could be obsemed while the consumption of al1 other amenities remains
unaltered, the result would be the price of the amenity which varies in response.

While we do not have the data to perform a firll analysis of al1 the factors that would enter
into a hedonic pnce firnction, we can examine amenities as feahires attached to individual
housing units (in spite of their k i n g neighbourhood-based), which contniute to the value
of the unit. One possible test we c m perform is to determine whether residents show
signs of responding to specific neighbourhood amenities, or whether the amenity factor is
incorporated into the price of the residence. In the empirical analysis of placement in
Chapter 7, there is evidence of the "criterion bundling" which suggests that indeed such
hedonic pricing is significant.

Tho@ there have been many estimates of price indices related to hedonic functions
(listed in Diamond and Tolley, page 19), any practical survey of housing preferences and
the prices of housing purchased cannot be considered to represent the S

O of
~ objective

indifference set which underlies the concept. Hence we camot treat available prices per
housing bundle as representative of real per-unit housing costs. But we can treat them as
a crude measure of total housing unit costs, and seek whatever rough and inadequate
measure of housing quantity is available (e-g.,number of bedrooms in the survey data
examined below). And we must of course be wary of the perfectly-cornpetitive

assumptions that are invoked when we treat asset price and monthly rental as comparable
or even interchangeable categories, or treat durable houshg stock as comparable to
monthly rental services.

Housing characteristics can be represented in the generai analysis using hedonic pricing.
For example, the vector q could measure an index of utilities representing an indifference
relationship between a set of standard housing characteristics and a the inclusion of, Say,

an additional family bedroom. Similarly, the vector 1 c o d d indicate an index of
productivities representing the impact of hiring workee at a higher ski11 level. This
technique produces a single-valued variable to measure housing quantity.

3.2.3 Amenity Aoalysis
In The Econornics of (lrban Amenities, Diamond and Tolley (1982, page 5) define an
amenity as simply 'la location-specific good". It is more realistic to consider housing, as
mentioned above, as a vector of attributes (Straszheim 1987, Cropper 1984) and perhaps
apply hedonic pricing analysis to that vector (Brown and Rosen 1982). The analysis also
calls for a broader vector of attributes, applying to the neighbourhood as well as to the
immediate housing. We may measure land price as a weighted index denved fiom the
implicit prices of housing and neighbourhood attributes, and quantity h m a weighted
average of the same aitributes. A more sophisticated theoretical approach is well
described by Straszheim: 'The p ~ c of
e consuming atmbute i will reflect changes in all
other attributes which would accompany a change in location increasing consumption of

attn'bute i- The 'price' to a household of any one aîtriiute is the compensating variation
needed to restore the household to its former level of utility where, among al1 possible
Iocation changes increasing consumption of the attriïute in question one unit, that

location change requinng the least compensating variation was selected."

An amenity in this context means a desirable neighbourhood characteristic. Consider a

simple amenity readily identified fiom the census data, such as newer housing. Assume
(for theoretical convenience, not realism) it is centred at an arnenity centre, it constitutes

a gradient dimïnishing with distance fiom the amenity centre, and the residence-seeker
bas a significant preference for new housing. If the marginal utility of money were zero,
making amenities the sole deciding factor, then the ray from the residence to the amenity
centre would act as a gradient in a similar marner to the ray from the residence to city
centre. It would be less easily specified, however, since it does not balance travel costs
against another price quantity, but rather against the utility of the amenity. Nonetheless,
the existence of amenity centres of varying significance provides an opportunity to
examine circumstances where amenities may dominate over housing costs in the location
decision (rather than just letting high variance indicate poorly performing gradients and
leaving it at that).

A similar relationship follows if there is no arnenities gradient -just specific areas of the

city which are recognized as desirable, but no reason to expect any systematic decline

outwards fiom them. Then, although there is no gradient, there is still the ray running
fiom the amenity centre through the residence, £ h m which we might infer some basic

relationships. If the amenities gradient is removed fiom the price or wage gradient, it
will have some tendency to draw the residence or workplace away fiom the latter
gradient, This could be an effective rationale for the existence of offsets. And while no
slope of gradient can be specifieà, it is possible for the amenity's draw to be suacient to
induce workpIace/residence switching behavior. Also there may be major discontinuities
to consider, such as slums directly adjoining affluent neighbourhoods, which could result
in sharply anomalous relationships. This is especially likely to be a problem if one's
analysis ignores major geographical phenornena such as rivers.

Strictly speaking, amenities do not represent a new category, since access to city centre
can itself be considered an arnenity (when defined as a location-specific good) which is
the subject of Alonso's (1964) original analysis. Muth (1964) and Meyer, Kain and Wohl
(1965) explicitly recognized non-access amenities, but without relating them to variations
in land value. Richards (1963) was an early author who drew attention to the role of
arnenities ("residential preferences") in affecting Iand values and residential location, but
without relating it to the Alonso model. Ln the same decade, amenities were included
among the independent variables in regressions on land values, by Brigham (1965) and
Crecine, Davis and Jackson (1967),but no attention was paid to the distinction between
access and non-access amenities. Harris, Tolley and HarreIl(1982) estimated amenities
on a different basis, calculating their values as the difference between travel savings and
residential land values at any given location. Diamond and Tolley's (1982a) The
Economics of Urban Ameniries provides an invaluable consolidation and extension of the

research, and it serves as the primary reference for the current analysis.

Diamond and Tolley describe their fust major amenity in ternis of "environmental goods"
which are available at a particular location These might include "'airquality, views, or
local public services ...components of the social, physical or legal environment'' (page 6)
available in that location, al1 of which are "non-excludabIe, at least once access to the
particular location is obtained". In labour markets they might include regional factors
such as infistructure, which affect marginal productivity. In other words, amenities are

a form of public goods or extemalities, and are likely to be "non-excludable once access
to its location is gained ... [and also] ... not fùngible (Le., subject to transfer or exchange)
across space" (Diamond and Tolley). There are those who have argued that externalities,
rather tban any Alonso optimizing dynarnic, are the forces which shape cities - 'The
economic significance of cities lies in the extemal economies they p r o ~ i d (Tsuru,
e~~
1963). Larnpard (1963) suggests (paraphrased in Richardson, 1971 ) that %ban growth

is the spatial manifestation of increasing returns to scale and extemal economies", which
might equally apply to urban location patterns. Even Alonso (1964, page 12) gives due
consideration to the proposition that "the value of land is of minor importance".
Diamond and Tolley proceed to build such amenities into utility functions and develop a
mode1 which can account for the dominance of amenities over spatial optimization
factors, as do Cropper and Gordon (199 1) in a closer examination of Hamilton's
Rquired commute", which will be considered in Section 5.2. This study takes a simpler
approach, by considering conditions under which amenities (in the limited sense of

locations with independently desirable characteristics) rnight rival spatial optimization in
its influence on location-"

Another aspect of the deSnition of an arnenity is that of a public good, the avaïlability of
which is a fünction of Iocation alone. Diarnond and Tolley point out that a private good
may also be an amenity (Iusing the example of fine restaurants which are a h c t i o n of
location) - but they must still be treated like public goods because it is the quality of the
restaurant that is the arneniity, and this quality dimension is as non-excluciable and nonfungible across space as a n y public good-

Nonetheless any private a r public amenity possesses a marginal rate of substitution in
relation to other goods, o r other amenities, or to access itself Diamond and Tolley also
define demand shiflen as, rnost significantly,

detenninants of the individual

household's marginal valuations of an amenity" (page 9). Hence though the usual
concept of demand does mot apply to amenities, since consurnption can be vaned only

s an "implicit amenity market" in the necessary purchase of
through relocation, there i
residential property to obtain the amenity - and under proper market conditions the price
of the residential property captures the value of the amenities associated with it. That is
the basis on which Harris, Tolley and Harrell (1982) can estimate amenities as a form of
residual value.
The crucial point is that am arnenity does possess a marginal value derived fiom its

It would fit in with the gceneralization thnist of this work to incorporate amenities in
this manner, but Diamond a n d Tolley's work falls beyond the scope of this study.

marginal rate of substitution with other goods. However this marginal value is entirely
derivative of the values of marketable goods. Including a vector of amenities into the
utility-rnaximizing equation in much the same manner as Equation (3.1) above yields the
proposition that "ftlhe increment to the price of land times the amount of land purchased

is the price of the amenity" (emphasis added) when holding the composite good constant,
and the following conclusion "It is not a fixed price. It varies with both the partial of
the equilibriurn land price fiinction and with the quantity of land consumeci", and it is
weighted by the partials of each amenity and the location of the residence. These
conditions contribute to the difficulty of estimating demand funetions for amenities.

3.2.4 Further Analysis of Amenities
Amenities force a closer look at the question of price gradients, as they are associated
with a set of indifference curves which rnay have complex spatial patterns which may be
discontinuous o r positive in various locations, particularly when multiple centres are
combined with multiple amenities. Indeed, examination of spatial patterns may produce
the conclusion that empirical analysis is futile at least wîthout greatly more refined data.

In terms of equation 3.2, one way of incorporating housing and arnenities would be as
follows. If we identiQ a new vector, n, which represents the quantity of the arnenity
available as a hedonic utility index, and posit that n simply increases relationship with
distance from city centre (e-g., fresh air) such that Dn(u) > O, then utility rnaxîrnization
can be represented as:

In= W,q,t,n)

s-t- (pz

+ c) +

(p, q) + (p.v + c ) + (pi I + c )

=

O

(3-3)

Assume for the sake of a convenient initial simplification that amenities (such as fiesh
air) increase with distance fiom CC. We use n(w), ùn/& > O. Amenities conû-iiute to
the satisfaction derived from the residence, thereby increasing the quantity of household
services consumed. (ImpIicit in this staternent is the assumption that housing constitutes

a vector of attributes, and increasing the quantity of one of those attributes increases
some measure of housing services as a whole.) Hence consurnption of housing services
is represented by a(w),

> O. The introduction of this new relationship introduces

the expression

into the right-hand side of equation (2.8). This accords with the intuitive suggestion that
consumers will bid higher for housing which contains greater amenities which are
reflected in a hedonic pnce index. But other possibilities anse. If the consumer is
relatively satiated in goods (subscript z), or relatively hungry for housing amenities, the

MRS may become sufficiently negative to turn the whole expression positive. This will
reduce the negative slope of the pnce indifference curve, flattening it such that
tend to be greater. In other words, if aZa/-

will

> 0 meaning that amenities are greater

M e r fkom CC, and consumers are hungry for amenities, they will move M e r out On
the other hand, if amenities such as desirable housing developments occur closer to CC,

the result would be an inward tendency, again consistent with the mathematical results.

This introduces the possibility of enormous compfications. To start with, there is no
reason why a major amenity could not make the above term so largely negative that it

turns the price indifference cuve positive in slope. (See also Polinsky-Shavell, 1976.)

One might imagine, for exarnple, a price indifference curve which turns upward at a
certain distance from CC and produces a multiple equilibrium. Similarly anomalous
results could follow fiom, Say, a rapidly-declining disamenity (negative extemality).

In combination, such effects could also produce discontinuities. Imagine a set of two
amenity curves, one declining from CC and the second declining fiom the edge of town,

h l /> O~
and ûntl&

< O. Where they rneet, the resident moves from the dominating

influence of one amenity curve to that of the second Just as a kinked dernand curve will
produce a discontinuous marginal revenue curve, this kinked amenities cuve may weH
produce a discontinuous price indifference curve, with the possibility of unpredictable
jumps in behavior (added to the previous possibility of multiple equilibria). As if it were
not complex enough already, there is also the fact that al1 TL, both positive and negative,
are influenced by the choice of CL, and may exhibit their own corresponding
unpredictability.

On the other hana distinct amenities, such as a major theme park or a parkland
beautification projecf which would be clearly location-specific, May enhance the
predictability of the mode1 as amenity-pull is balanced against transportation cost factors

- if distinct data is available on arnenities.

Al1 of this rests, incidentally, on the questionable assumption that we are considering a
single-valued arnenity. Should we later widen the context to consider a full vector of
amenities, there would be every reason to expect that various amenities will vary in
different combinations as choices are exarnined, and there is no such thing as a single
definable marginal util ity.

The relationship between the old and new terms of equation (2.8) and (2.8a) codd
support some interesthg observations. For example, if a consumer is (in a sense) satiated
with time, such that the marginal utility of comrnuting time is relatively low, combined

with relatively low Ievels of transportation costs, ali ofthe terms of the original equation
(2.8) would have low values. Hence we might expect the above additional tenn (2.8a)

added to equation (2.8) to be relatively powemil and perhaps dominate the decision. In
other words, people working only part-time and travelling by bus may, for example,
might tend to respond more to amenities than to the traditional land-price/travel-cost
dynamic.

In practice, urban amenities are not likely to resemble any of these simplified patterns,

and it is necessary to sketch the rough pattern of amenities within a city, such as regional
centres or neighbourhoods, in addition to CC, to determine the influences involved and
see how they counteract the forces represented in equations (2.8) to (2.10) and how they
interact with each other. It would also be necessary to specie multiple sets of amenities

and to define boundaries of regional influence. Possibly with enough controls to account
for amenity patterns, the relationships of the core equation (2.6) could be observable.

A graphical representation of the underlying relationship is shown in Figure 3.1 (see

Diamond and TolIey, 1982, page 16). As noted above, the existence of an amenity may
render city-centre relatively undesirable such that, for people who value the amenity
highly, the bid-rent curve may turn downward toward the origin as illustrated in curves

Ul and U2 (where U3 is a normal convex bid-rent cuve). Disregarding the equilibrium
problems that may occur in the case of concave inciifference curves, the particular
configuration of bid-rent curves in Figure 3.1 resuit in (forexample) the individual of
curve Ui becorning the dominant bidder in the region u2 to ~

3 The
-

overall result is a set

of regions in which the holders of specific amenity preferences may be separated out into
identifiable regions along the ray from city centre. It would take fairly fortuitous
preference sets to produce any pmctically identifiable regions, but the principle is

instnictive.

Figure 3.1
Segregation Due to Amenities

In terms of the original Figure 2.2 (allowing the indifference curves to revert back to
convexity for simple analytical tractability), this could mean that there may be several
alternative U curves representing different amenity preference sets. Hence it might be
possible in principle to speciw two or more TL positions which may be mappable to
different preference groups - or at least some tendency for those with certain preferences
to live further from (or closer to) city centre.

3.2.5 Measurement Issues
Measurement of demand fiinctions for a specific amenity have been derived from a
fùnctioa of whatever implicit arnenity pnce vector can be inferred fiom available data,
plus incorne - commonly on the assumptions that lot sizes are fieely variable and there is
no interaction between amenities".

Harris, Tolley and HaneIl( 1992) regressed income,

family structure and housing characteristics (single vs multiple) on their residuaI measure
of a composite amenity, yielding significant coefficients. Diamond and TolIey present an
ad hoc mumerical simulation of a two-amenity mode1 (1992a) to produce a consistent set
of values and to illustrate some of the effects of demand shifters. Meanwhile, Freeman
(1979) lpointed out that if care is not taken to ensure that the utility function and the

hedonic price function do not take similar functiond forms, the result may be a perfect
spurious correlation between amenities and their implicit prices with no variation
remainimg for income and other variables - a problem which remains substantially
unreso1ved to this author7sknowledge.
A similar problem could arise if arnenity variables are entered into a regression on
distance: to ciiy centre based on the Alonso model, for two reasons. First, if the value of

amenities rise in a systematic manner with distance tiom city centre (newer housing,
better schooIs, fresh air), while price declines in a systematic manner with distance fiom
city centre, another spurious correlation could result The relationships arnong shifting
variables which follow fiom equation (2.8a) may therefore not be testable by this method,

l2

D i m n d and Tolley (1992a) list numerous empirical stucües on pages 19-21.

and this may be the reason for the Iack of research along these lines. Second, if housing
pnce is indeed a hedonic index, then amenities will be effectively captured in the price,
and as regressors they would Iikely produce spunous correlations. Hence any use of
regression analysis would require clear evidence that (a) amenities are uncorrelated with
distance, and (b) that any amenity considered for regression is not significant in the
hedonic pn'ce fiinction. These issues wiU be discussed again in Chapter 8.

Rosen proposes a technique (page 50) for estimating hedonic prices, after a carefd
examination ofthe potential identification problem, in a manner essentially as follows.
pi(z) = fi(Zi ,...,Zn, Y)

(3-4)

where z represents the commodity whose demand or supply is being estimated, and Y is a
vector of characteristics comprising the hedonic price index.

Diarnond and TolIey employ the sarne basic technique, recognizing however the
underlyïng assumption of "fieely variable lot size~"'~.However, they do acknowledge
the impact of relaxing that assumption - namely discontinuities rendeting the choice set
between arnenities and lot size incomplete.

However, it still allow ceteris panius

examination of individual amenities (page 20) with al1 the qualifications mentioned in
Section 3.2.2.
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Referencing the long line of previous works that have essentially made the same
assumption.

The existence of strong amenities or disamenities essentially produce a system of
counter-influences to the effects outlined above, and may actually render them irrelevant.
One approach is to deal with them as separate research topics. This papa attempts to
deal with them within a cornmon analytical rnodel- Zt would seem relevant to develop a
test of whether arnenities or market effects dominate the decision, just as Simpson's
analysis (1992) tests whether direct eEects or search effects dominate the residential vs
workplace-choice decision in certain circurnstances. Perhaps if poor responsiveness is
demonstrated with regard to transaction locations in both the direct and search context
(even considering the effect of how strong amenities flatten indifference curves), it cm be

followed by an analysis to see if their location decisions correlate io arnenity-based
geographical reference points instead. Kowever, if consumers are responding half-andhalf to both of these factors (or to three factors), the empirical results wilI end up
incomprehensible unless there is refined enough data to distinguish the reasons for their
choices. The survey may be usefd in this regard because of its inclusion of preference
questions.

When it comes to testing whether the residence-seeker is responding primarily to price or
amenities, the data becomes somewhat difficult to sort out- Simply a Iack of indication of
movement, in a direction that would suggest price sensitivity, is insficient evidence since that can be governed by either a partial response to search cnteria (and density), or
it can be an indication that a neighbourhood was chosen for its amenities regardless of
price or search.

4. UNCERTAINTY AND SEARCH
The question of uncertahty was addressed as far back as Armw (1959), when he noted
that the assumption of perfect knowledge of a known price precluded a process for
arriving at that known price through market interactions. There must be at least one agent
who is sornehow acting as a pnce setter, or the known pnce will never be set. That one
agent, or subset ofagents, must by definition at some point be facing an indetexminate

pnce, Le. facing uncertainty. Focussing on the bargainhg process among price setters,

and later (Arrow, 2974) on how this process works itself out in labour markets, Arrow set
the stage for the examination of costs of information and raised the spatial implications of
searching for an appropriate price.

Stigler (1% 1, 1962) is credited with carrying forward the formal analysis of equilibriurn
at the margin where the marginal benefits of search equal the marginal costs, made
possible by the assumption of a known probability distribution of unlaiown prices (or, in
this instance, wages). This led to consideration of practical procedures for conducting the

search to find such an equilibriurn, which took the form of a reservation wage governing
an optimum-stopping mle (McCall, 1965), and the sequentid search mode1 took shape.

Further research has determined that the distribution of pnces need not be hlly known
(Gastwirth, 1976), and that the optimum-stopping rule must be made a Iittle more
sophisticated (reservation prices either flexible or combined with other d e s ) to produce
an equilibrium solution.

There has been some limited exploration of spatial aspects of this search before Simpson
(1992). For example, Feinberg (1977) considered the relation between travel costs and
search duration. Simpson (pg 54 f f ) made the relationships explicit with reference to a
known distribution of wage offers and a known offer arriva1 rate, incorporating search
cost and explaining why (1) closer jobs are preferred ceteris paribus and (2) the search
distance increases over time until employrnent is found. He then incorporates the model
into the island paradigm which has become well integrated into macroeconomic theory
(more detaïl in Section 4.2), to M e r specie "the spatial search strategy of workers"

and in particular to isolate the impact of skill acquisition on location as a result of search
strategy (in contrast to its impact as a result of cost optimization).

In this study, section 4.1 begins by discussing densities, gradients and costs and then
extending the initial generalized analysis of Sections 2.1 to 2.3 incorporating market
density gradients and search costs into the general model, with particular attention to the
effect of specid quatity variables, producing an extended general analysis. The section

aIso considers the generalized constraint of the model, which provides a direct link to
integral probability analysis.

But it is not until section 4.2 that the specifics search strategy are considered in detail,

and the role of the reservation price/wage are examined. The purpose is not o d y to give
further examination to Simpson's differential impact of travel costs and search on
commuting behavior, but also to link a reservation pnce analysis which evolved frorn a

standard AIonso model back to the more generalized mode1 of this study - Le. to
represent reservation price analysis in the preference space of Figure 2.2.

4.1 General Relationships

4.1.1 Market Density and Search Costs
Considering the element of uncertainty, if the implicit assumption of perfect knowledge
is relaxed, the individual seeking to buy or sel1 a cornmodity must devote resources to
obtaining sufficient information to make as optimum a decision as possible. We
introduce two new but reIated variables -market densiîy and search costs.

An ordinary cornrnodity may be consumed in varying quantities at any point along the
gradient. One may define market density in terms of commodities available relative to
the consuming population at each point. But there are an prohibitive number of points
involved. It would be more meaningfûl to divide the urban area into a manageable
number of geographical regions, and group clusters of points into neighbourhoods. nien
market density is a measure of commodities available in each neighbourhood. Such an
approach also requires the simpliQïng assumption that costs refer to inter-neighbourhood
travel, and intra-neighbourhood travel is costless. It is notable that the result provides a
theoretical basis for the island model to be discussed in Section 4.2-3.
The precise definition of market density can take a number of forrns It can be the

quantity of commodities for purchase or sale in the neighbourhood divided by the
population of the neighbourhood. That rnay defeat the purpose of the analysis, since we
are concerned with decisions regarding whether or not to enter the neighbourhood in

order to engage in the transaction. One alternative is to measure the proportion of total

urban quantity of the commodity which is available in the local neighbourhood A
second alternative is to measure the quantity of the commodity which is available in the
local neighbourhood divided by the nurnber of square miles in the neighbourhood. In the
case of housing, this is a common perception (and a common measurement) of the
meaning of housing density. A third alternative is to examine the extent of market
shortfall. Shortages or surpluses may best anticipate the offer rate which the buyer or
seller of the commodity can expect to encornter along the density gradient In fact, it is
because the offer rate is the most relevant factor in the search decision that the third
alternative is the superior measure of density.

The categories most relevant to search analysis are housing and jobs.

If we are to include housing and other commodities with similar charactenstics, we must
examine our concept of a density gradient in light of their distinguishing characteristics.

An ordinary commodity may be consurned in varying quantities at any location along the
gradient. It is meanin@ to define density in tems of commodities avaiIabie relative to
the consumers at each location. At first glance, housing is different if single residence is
contained at any given location in space. Hence the housing density at each point is
precisely one, one residence per location, and is often in fact simplified down to a unit of
land.

As discussed above, one way to interpret densities more rneaningfully is to allow each
location along the ray to represent a set of residences (neighbourhood) each containing a
bundle of housing mits, each one itself containing a bundles of housing services. A
complementary technique is to recognize the hedonic quality of housing pnces. Housing
quantity represents a hedonic index for the bundle of housing seMces available, and the
density of housing seMces at each point along the ray will vary accordingly.

Since data on hedonic indices are unavailable, two practical proxies are available. One
can use the number of housing uni& (single-occupancy buildings, or individual
apartments in multi-occupancy buildings) available per square mile of land in the
neighbourhood in question. Altenately one can use the vacancy rate for housing units in
a given neighbourhood. in the present study, data are available for housing units per
square mile which, while not as direct a predictor of the offer rate as housing vacancies,
still provides a rneaningfùl enough measure of density.

Job density is open to more direct measurement In fact, jobs per square mile is not
particularly meaninfil. But data are comrnoniy available to measure jobs per worker
available. This links to the employment rate, which is a strong predictor of job ofFer rate,

and hence a strong link to search theory. Simpson (1992, Section 4.3.1 ) uses a ratio of
jobs available to tocdly available workers.

4JW2Search Costs
Let us now consider costs by introducing two kinds of search costs: activity costs and
travel costs- Assuming that the market density gradient declines with distance fiom city

centre, the individual seeking to buy or sel1 a residence or other commodity c m therefore
expect to receive a greater number of pnce quotes closer to city centre, and hence can
reduce activity costs (search with less effort) by searching in the direction of city centre.
This effect, in its utility aspect, is considered in the next section.

Bringing in the question of special commodity qualities, this constitutes a search for a
narrower range of characteristics. Whether it stems fiom human capital theory, seeking
to recoup an investment by restricting the range of offers considered acceptable, or
because the narrower boundaries of ski11 require a M e r search to achieve the same
offer rate - the result is a greater extent of search, in order to achieve the same results. In
other words, whether searching for family-specific housing or skilled work, local
opportunities are less likely to be sufficient Even general training is to some degree
occupation or indusîry specific, narrowing the terms of search. Various studies (from
Becker, 1964, to Denslow and Eaton, 1984) document the greater market radius
associated with more skilled workers. If search activity produces a tendency to search
towards CC, then the quality factor extends that search Wher inward.

If there is a generd tendency to search inward ceteris paribus as a result of uncerîainty,
then the travel cost of search will increase on average as the commodity search extends
toward city centre. The greater the extent of search toward city centre, the higher the

search travel costs. Hence search travel costs have the opposite impact compared to
activity costs- They will have an outward influence. Search travel costs are in fact a
primary element of the "costs of search" referred to in the following sections.

4.1.3 The Utility Maximizing Mode1
Search behaviour can be incorporated into the utility optirnizing rnodel, extending
equation (3.4) as follows. (As a reminder, note that equation 3.4 introduced the vector n
to represent amenities.) The utility fünction now incorporates the disutility of search
activity (represented by s), the requirement for which increases wïth U. Travel costs of
search for any given commodity are identical to travel costs of purchase, and are already
incorporated in C. The maxirnization problem becomes:

max U(X,q,f n,s)

s - t (pz z + c) + (p, q) + (p, v + c) -f- (pi I + c )

=

0.

(4-1)

and as before it remains
max U(V,t)

s-t.

p V + c = 0.

with the general solution represented by equations (2.3) and (2.6).

However, search activity is a little more complex than just the disutility of search effort.
In a spatial context it involves a decision whether or not engage in an additional unit of

search by investigating prices at an adjacent location, which depends on the marginal
benefits and marginal costs of extending the search in this manner.

Looking at search in terms of the optimizing mode1 in equation (4.1), the solution
equation in the manner of (2.6) now becomes
= A(v*D~(u')+ DC(~'))
~ u ( t *+) DU(S*)*DS(U*)

(4.3)

and

[ou(t*)+ DU(S').DS(U') - ~c(t')]N* is tangent to

~~(u').

In cornparison with equation (2.6) the indifference cuve in the positive panel of Figure
3.2 becomes more steeply negative, creating a tendency for u to be smaller with the

introduction of search. Considering the negative panel of Figure 2.2, where the most
relevant application is job search, the same tendency in this case towards a more steeply
positive indifference curve also resulr in smdler values for u when search is considered.

4.1.4 The Search Constraint
If we consider the utility maximizing equation (4. l), the addition of search activity also

requires an equilibrium constraint. The number of commodities found through search
must equal the number of commodities available - or what is the same thing expressed in
ternis relevant to the price gradient, the probability of finding the desired comrnodity at
location u is equd to the market density of the commodity at the same location if the
market is to be in equilibrium at al1 locations. Although in a sense this is just a marketclearing condition and hence implicit in the system represented by equation (4.1) itself,
such a constraint refiects search specifically and provides a valuable analytical tool in
partial equilibrium to isolate the effect of search activities.
The generalized search constraint can be represented as in Simpson (1980) by

The integral is calculateci over values of u (distance fiom city centre), but only those
values which fall within the distance O to r nom u, where r represents the maximum
distance that the marginal individual at u will search for the commodity in question.
Equation (4.4) means (in the context of prices in generd) that at equilibnum the number

of commodities sold @) equals the number of comrnodities bought (N) - because the

sum of probabilities that any givcn commodity will be bought at any given price at any
given location, namely f(p,u) where p = pnce and u = distance from city centre, must

equal 1. The context is much simpler in the case of job search, at least if it is assumed
that each individual worker has a single job, because then it means that the sum of the

probabilities that eachjob will be filled must equal 1.

At

any given location u and price p, if equilibrium occurs at every location, it can be

represented by
f;(p,u) = d u

(4-5)

imdicating that the probability of finding the commodity equals du (market density at
Iacation u).
O r it can be represented by
F(p,r) = d

(4-6)

for the gradient as a whole, indicating that the marginal individual is the one who must
trave1 the maximum distance, r, to buy or sel1 the commodity.

4.2 Search Modeis in Detaii
4.2.1 Sequentïal Search
In order to relate this analysis to modem search analysis, it is necessary to discuss key
aspects of sequential search behavior. The search model employs a known probability
distribution of pnces with an unhown mean, a known price arriva1 rate which measures
the probabïlity of a price quotation arriving in a given time penod. The marginal benefit
of search is derived fiom the probability of receiving a higher price offer if search is
undertaken, while the marginal cost of search is the transportation cost of obtaining
additional pnces in an adjacent location.

The sequential search model in its simplest form has the individual selecting an optimal
price which represents the equality of the marginal expected benetit of another unit of
search to the marginal cost. The anaiysis begins with Stigler (1961,1962), with a known
wage distribution (only) and the ability to calculate probabilities. Search yields

successive units of information (wage offers), but the wage improvements over the last
offer (marginal benefits) are diminishing. Comparing marginal benefits to marginal costs
yields the ability to calculate the number of search required, and the expected best offer.
McCall(1965) analyzed how the expected best wage can lead to a reservation wage, from
which can be derived an optimal-stopping d e L 4 .

l4 More realistic complex des, such as tnincation (Gastwirth, 1976), length of search
(Stigler, 1962) and job application d e s (Morgan, 1983) contribute to realism, but do not
essentialiy alter the analysis below.

At this point we are considering prices in general. Looking more generally at search
models - a v e n a knowledge of the price distribution, a prke density function f(p) with a
variance greater than zero can be employed to determine the optimal stopping point.
Search is conducted in uaits of t h e and b e g k by yieIding a series of successively lower
prices, which at some point falls below the maximum acceptable price (reservation
przce), above which no purchaçe will be made. For each step in the search, when a lower

price is available, the marginal benefit rnay be rneasured as the fùrther decrease in price
below the reservation price yielded by the last step, which may be compared to the
additional cost of making that last step. Marginal benefits are assumed to decline in the
relevant range as search progresses, and marginal costs to increase (noting that these
conditions anse from the variance of the density function and diminishing retums to
search, not fkom travel costs which have not yet been introduced in this introduction to
the model). The whole series of steps leading to equilibrium (the first accepted price)
may be represented as

where the marginal cost of search is positive as the searcher seeks a declining price below
reservation price 6 (hence p* - p). We rnay also Say

where the marginal cost of search is positive as the searcher seeks a rising wage above
reservation wage w (hence w - w*). This is applicable because the wage is a negative
price.

We now introduce the extended density function of equation (4.5) into the above
relationships - namely f(p,u).

We assume that a downward-sloping density gradient fcom city centre exists, such that

X'ûu < O, which also irnplies that the price amival rate when engaged in search increases
with proximity to city centre. Sirnilarly

Ir

w-w

where

01g(w,u)dw=mc
< O and the wage arriva1 rate increases with proximity to city centre.

Extending the relationship to account for economic conditions - if the probability of a
price offer arriving is the sarne as the rate of interest for the same time period, indicating

an equal payoff for alternative expenditures, then the above calculations wil1 be optimal.

But if the former is higher tban the latter, then putting resources into searching for a
suitable pnce yields a proportionally higher return. Hence the marginal benefit of search
is higher in the same proportion, and a higher marginal cost rnust be incurred to restore
equilibrium. Let us indicate this ratio -the price arriva1 rates divided by the rate of
interest

- as h.

Then equation (4.9)and (4.10) are special cases where h. = 1, and shouid

be more precisely represented as

AI[-rg

and

~]~(w,u)&=mc.

W

Assume now that search is conducted spatially, and a marginal unit of search is a
marginal unit of distance toward city centre (reducing u). Then if density is rising toward
city centre at each step, the left-hand sides of these equations will rise as h rises, and a
higher marginal cost will be justified at equilibrium. The search will be extended toward
city centre, comparing the diminishing marginal benefit per unit of travel to the rising
marginal cost per unit of traveI until the optimum is reached.

But the optimum may not be achieved, if the marginal benefit is not initially sufficient to
justi@ search because the reservation pnce cannot be met. However, there are effects
over time which alter the reservation price. It is not uncornmon for an individual to begin

with certain expectations about relatively local oppominities, and then discover that
further search with a less restrictive reservation price will be necessary. Simpson (1992,

page 62) refers to this in the job search context in reference to urisuccessfûl search.
Another factor is urgency, to find a house or a job, which may over time require the
individual to relax the reservation price requirernents. This is more likely to occur as a
declining reservation wage in the search for a job, as noted by Mortensen (1986, pg. 859)

in reference to a liquidity constraint.

Whatever the source of the increasing reservation price, it increase p* in equation (4.1 1).

The result is to increase the marginal benefits on the lefi-hand-side. I f the reservation

may not be nifficieut to ennne an optimirm, and a rising reservation pnce over time may

be required for search to be sucœssful. Much of the anaiysïs of s w h activiv has b e n
conducteci in tems ofjob seanik so that i a mon common eqmssion involves a

reservation Nage whîch continues to decline until a successful search optimum is

achieved

4 - 2 1 Searching in Preference Space
This study extends the analysis into the preference space of Figure 2.2 in Section 2.4. I f
al1 price quotations are known to be identical, and the probability of another identical

pnce offer arriving in a given time period is known to equd one -then the marginal
benefit of search is zero, and the reservation p r i e equals that single pnce, which is
illustrated by point A in Figure 2.2. In other words, point A is optimal in the usual MB =

MC sense. Point A is in the positive panel of Figure 2.2, applicable to positive pices, but
the analysis will be extended to cover negative pnces (specificdly wages) when Figure
4.1 is examined in deta3 below.

If each point on the price gradient contains a distribution of pnces rather than a single
pnce, that in itself is insufEcient to create movement away from point A, if every other

point cames the same expectation of receiving a higher price offer as does point A. In
that case, the marginal benefit of search according to equation (4.9) may be positive and
justiQ the marginal costs of search, but that search will occur at point A. The marginal

benefit of spatial search, however, remains zero because the offer arriva1 rate does not
increase dong the gradient (in spite of the fact of a price distribution). It is no greater
than the offer amival rate obtained by remaining at point A, and hence the optimum
remains located at point A. However if the offer arriva1 rate increases with proximity to

CC, then the expected marginal benefits will increase in the direction of CC in
accordance with equation (4.9), justiwng extension of the search for a residence until cut
off by the m e r increase in search travel costs. In other words, the CL or RES will
move inward towards CC.

The analysis around Figure 4.1 attempts to relate the sequential search analysis of this
chapter to the preference analysis of Chapter 2 and Figure 2.2. In the upper panel of
Figure 4.1, consider an optimum at point A, the tangency of Uo and p(u). Note the
inclusion of a shallower expected price gradient p(u)= to incorporate the effect of greater
pnce offer density doser to CC (Le., rotated around point A), because search yields lower
prices, which produces a new optimum at point B. Point B will occur to the Left of point
A for normal sets of indifference cuves, resulting in a smaller value of u. UT (lying

between Uo and Ui) is an unusual addition which wiil be considered below. The same
analysis applies to points C and D, representing workplace choice, and the effects occur

in the sarne direction In this case w(u)=becomes steeper as it is rotated around point C
because search yields higher wages, resulting again in a smaller value of u.

In order to relate the analysis to reservation price, let us consider when transactions may

not occur in the irnmediate location, and when search may or may not be rational.

Nonnally, a purchase does not occur if the marginal utility is not suficient to justify the
expenditure, which can be depicted as a corner solution in a graph such as Figure 2.1
( e g , see Varian, 2990, page 76).

An individual consuming none of a commodity will of course have no preferences as to
location and hence, considering the top panel of Figure 4.1, we might Say that the
indifference map which wouid produce the solution at point A does not exist. However,
we cannot represent this by simply specifying a maximum reservation pnce below the
level of point A and say that solution A does not exist.

Point B would not be aminable

either, because its price is even higher. But point B is part of a different consumption set,
with lower cornmutuig costs in the normal configuration, and it is entirely possible that
point B is an acceptable optimum lying below a reservation price applicable to that
particular location. Each location with its fiil1 set of costs and benefits dictates a different
reservation price to equate marginal benefits with marginal cost. At the improved terms

of trade -lied

by p(u)e, a higher level of utility VI)c m be achieved at point B, and

hence the consumer is willing to pay a higher price - Le., the reservation pnce for that
location is higher. One possible illustration of this relationship is shown by the curve UT
in the top panel, describing the set of reservation prices at each distance u. Its shape and
location as drawn is fortuitous, but it indicates a situation where point A is not a
consumption option but point B is a consumption option. The simple concept of a
reservation price must be expanded in the following manner. The shape bounded by the
axes and the curve Ur represents the set of acceptable consumption options. Point A lies

Reservation Pnces in Pice-Distance Space

outside of the acceptable set, but the option of search yields point B which lies inside the
acceptable set

It remains possible that UT, drawn differently, would fa11 even below

point B, rendering it also a zero-consumption option, where it may remain indefinitely

(over al1 values of t h e t). However tirne may work to shifi UTupward (it is still usefid

to say that the reservation price may increase) expanding the acceptable set until a

transaction becomes possible at point B.

An alternative way to descnibe the configuration of Figure 4.1 is to Say it represents an

individual who is currentiy not consuming some commodity which is only minirnally
lacking in marginal utility at point A That is, there rnay be sufficient marginal utility to
justi-fy consumption if the p r i e were a little lower, or iia more acceptable price were

obtainable through search (considering the marginal benefits and costs at al1 locations).

In other words while point A does not exist in Figure 4.1, the existence through search of
an expected pnce gradient p(u)e creates conditions which may allow point B to exist.
The latter is most likely to occur if one or more of the following conditions are present:
the deficiency of marginal utility is quite borderline relative to alternative commodities
resulting in a high reservation price, the density gradient (determining offer rate) is quite
steep, the price gradient is shallow with a significant variance, andfor the travei costs are
Iow.

This allows for the possibility that there may be failure of search for a commodity which
is either not available or overpriced locally but has a significant marginal utility, because
one or more of the following conditions prevail: the density gradients is not steep
enough, the price gradient is steep or exhibits little variance, ancilor travel costs are too
high - to justify search. As a result no transaction OCCLUS in spite of the apparently strong
preference for the commodity.

A similar analysis applies to wages. The reservation wage is represented by UT in the

bottom panel. That is, the set of acceptablejobs is represented by the area which lies
beyond the curve UT.This does not include the point C, on the wage gradient w(u) which
does not uiclude search, and hence the job at C is not acceptable in that the reservation
wage is not met. However, with search, and the steeper wage gradient representing better
terms of trade, the point D is attainable which lies within the acceptable set. Kowever, if

UT were to lie further out fiom the origin, such that even D is does not meet the
reservation wage and is hence not acceptable, then a suitable job will not be found for as
long as these conditions attain. However, should the reservation wage fall over tirne, UT
will shifl downward toward the origin, and the job at D will become feasible. The overall
result is that search may make finding a suitable job possible in the short run (or over
time with a declining reservation wage), and causes the job seeker to find a job closer to
city centre than would be the case if a job were findable without search.

Figure 4.1 also allows us to examine the effects of changes in various parameters. There
are two kinds of price changes to consider. In the upper panel, a simple rise in prices, say

a parallel upward shift in the pnce gradient, would have no significant effect on the
relationship between points A and B.

However, a reduction in the price differential between CL and CC would be associated

with a shallower price gradient. This would tend to cause a downward rotation of both
Ku) and p(u)', and move point B £ûrtherto the le& In other words, search behaviour (in
addition to optimizing behavior) will produce a greater move towards CC when the pnce

differential is lower. Also, given the price gradient, a steeper density gradient will

increase the expectation of finding a lower price and move p(u)' even closer to CC.
Finally, in examining direct effects on point B, we can expect that lower travel costs will

make any improvement in market density more beneficial, and will induce greater search,
again moving the optimum towards CC.

4-2.3 Job Search and Islands
Let us now move from the general analysis of commodities with special qualities to the
speclfic category ofjob skills in the labour market where some practical predictions can
be entertained. Considering the choice of workplace, where skill is the primary
qualitative factor, some expectations can be summarized about skill levels and location
before proceeding. If higher skills bnng higher wages, and commuting costs are the
greatest priority, then we should expect distance to CC to increase with increasing ski11
levels by workers who c m afford the lower wages that buy lower travel costs. On the
other band, more skilled workers are seeking a narrower range ofjobs. Worken who are
motivated by search find it necessary to search further in order to find them, and they can
be expected to be less sensitive to local labour market conditions. They will look further

afield for jobs. In the case of normal placements, that would mean looking further
inward toward CC. In other words, where search is the priority, we c m expect distance
of job fiom city centre to decrease with increasing ski11 levels.

The central point is that the requirements of optimizing travel costs and the requirements
of search cause ski11 enhancements to work in opposite directions - a testable proposition.

We now examine applications which arise out of the analysis of housing and
neighbourhoods in Chapter 3. When examining housing in that section, it proved useful
for the purposes of s p e c i w g a housing unit to group residences into neighbourhoods
exhibiting zero intra-neighbourhood travel costs and positive inter-neighbourhood travel
costs. A similar practice has also proven usehl for the purpose of specifying imperfect
market conditions. If the assumptions of perfect costless information and a continuous
homogeneous locus of market transactions - such that al1 transactions can be treated as if
they occurred at a single point of perfect knowledge - are dropped, then the necessity to
consider search requires practical analytical measures to capture realistic conditions. An
invaluable and convenient technique, pioneered by Phelps (1W O ) , is to partition the
market into distinct areas (called islands) which themselves internally display the ideal
characteristics of costless information and perfect surfaces, but between which
communication is imperfect and costly.

This bears some relationship to the earlier analysis in which equilibnum is descnbed in
terms of the number of households being equal to the availability of housing (where
residents are indifferent regarding location). Writers like Wheaton (1974) applies the
analysis to an entire city, but it can just as well be applied to neighbourhoods or islands

(within which residents are indifferent as to location, Often because intra-isiand travel
costs are assumed to be zero). Suh (1990) intemalizes the analysis, developing a set of
unitary sub-regions, cdculating supply and demand equilibriurn for each of them, and
calculating the commuting matrïx which achieves equilibriurn while minimizing total

cornmuting. The earlier Alonso-type analysis can only consider discrete locations in
terms of discontinuities on the plane, where consumers move to the first available point
of greater utility. M e n the plane is divided into islands, a Wheaton-like analysis can be
applied within the island, and an Alonso analysis between the islands. This can be
compared to what Simpson (1992) does in a manner similar to the analysis above, as he

adds inter-island travel and market density considerations into the analysis. In other
words, the current analysis permits greater generality, in that it can be applied equally to
continuous gradients or to a discrete set of islands.

Since the island model was developed specifically with labour markets in minci, we shall
focus on the negative pricing aspect of the model and refer to wages and job seeking.

Lucas and Prescott (1974) developed a model where even under conditions where
expectations adjust to clear the system of markets as a whole continuously, such that no
overall deficiency of aggregate demand can arise, the çtatistical variance of that demand
is not distributed uniformiy among islands. As a result, islands will exhibit excess or
deficient aggregate demand which nets to zero overall. As a resuit a certain number of
islands will receive shocks of deficient aggregate demand, and adjustments are required
to transfer the labour supply from islands of excessive to islands of deficient aggregate
demand This creates an incentive for unemployed workers to migrate to another island,

but it also creates an incentive for employed workers to seek higher wages. With the
additional assumption of autocorrelated demand shocks, the excess demand for labour
may be expected to persist over time on a given island and hence there is also an
incentive for employed workers to seek out islands with high demand. The possibility of

employed workers engaging in job search were used by Lucas and Prescott to model a
natural rate of unernployment for a cornpetitive system as a whole. Our purpose in citing

their work is more to model the incentives which are the basis of job search under
conditions of imperfect knowledge and significant costs of travel. l5

We differ fiom the Lucas and Prescott treatment, following Simpson (1992, Chapter 3)
by postulating systematic search, price gradients (which are discrete given the nature of
islands) d e r than random distributions, density gradients which allow systernatic
specification of pnce amval rates, and a travel cost firnction which implies a nsing
marginal cost of search.

First, we may represent the density gradient by the senes

< hi < h2. . - in equation

(4.12) corresponding to job densities in a series of successively distant islands in the

direction of city centre. As above, the optimum is achieved when the reservation wage is
lowered sufficiently to achieve an optimum on island i with density factor hi-However,
since the model is based on stochastic variations within the pnce and density gradients,
there cannot be expected to occur a simple smooth tendency to seek higher arriva1 rates
closer to city centre. Rather, especially if workers are aware of the actual wage
distributions spread perhaps erratically over the set of islands, there may be a spread of
chosen job locations arnong nearby and central islands with only a vague tendency to
follow the gradient.
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Other extensions include Phillips C u v e generation (Sanotmero and Seater, 1W 8 ) ,
cyclical phenornena (Jovanovic, 1987) and unemployment at the system level (Rowe,
1987).

The most productive avenue of extension is to allow for quality variations, as discussed
in general in Chapter 3. In the island model as developed by Simpson (1992,4.4. l), the
quality variable is the general ski11 level of workers. The impact of ski11 on search,
however, is not straightfomard. Considering ski11 acquisition as an investment in human
capital for the purpose of obtaining a higher wage, we tvodd expect more skilled workers
to exhibit a higher reservation wage. In addition, people receiving or expecting a higher
wage, having generally higher opportunity costs, attach a higher value to cornrnuting tirne
and hence the marginal cost of travel is perceived to be higher (back to Stigler, 1962).
This leads to the question of how the direct optirnizing effects of the model may be
altered and perhaps reversed by the introduction of search. If direct optiminng behavior
is the determining factor, then higher marginal costs of travel result in a choice of shorter
commuting tirnes, creating an outward tendency toward the residential location and away
fiom city centre (given normal pIacements). To the extent that they engage in search at
all, they engage in less of it because the cost of search time is valued at a higher rate, and
any tendency toward the denser city centre to sample more job offers is attenuated- If
search behavior is the dominating factor then skilled workers, to the extent that they are
seeking jobs wïthin their field of specialization, are restricting themsetves to a narrower
range of jobs and hence must expect a Iower job offer rate as they search - unless they
extend their search M e r inward to find a higher job density. This constitutes a
rnovement away h m the place of residence, and greater commuting, in opposition to the
direct optirnizing effect.

Much evidence on the direction of the effect is not tembly conclusive. O f h the research
focuses on the income dwerences that are associated with skill ciifferences. But Duncan
(1956) finds more-skilled non-rnanual workers in Chicago commuted greater distances

(in apparent opposition to the direct opbimizing effect). This is confirmed. or at least not
strongly contradictecl, by studies which focus on the reasonably-correlated income factor
(Kain, 1985 for Detroit; Simpson, 1987, for London). There is evidence however that
skilled workers employ more formai (Macredie, 1972)and more efficient search
techniques. Not only are more effective forma1job-hunting techniques more normal and
available to them, but also their higher valuation of time spent searching serves as an
incentive to employ more effective techniques - which counteract the lower density of

job offers. It would seem then that the irnprovements in search techniques may
counteract and perhaps nullify the search effect by reducing the need to seek density,
except that more forma1 search techniques also facilitate longer searches at lower per-unit
cost Simpson (1987) analyzes these factors in terms of the "mix" of informa1 and forma1
search procedures, concluding that skilled workers alter the mix to facilitate more
extensive search Overall, the evidence cited above may give some tentative support to
the search effect as dominant, but the mesures are cmde and do not account for
complicating factors.

There are several approaches to speciwng the impact of greater skills on commuting
distance. It should be noted that the analysis depends on a normal configuration, where
the workplace lies on a ray between residence and city centre. Hence seeking inward

toward greater density reduces the distance u, while it reduces actual cornmuting distance
t at the same time. Hence for the current analysis they are interchangeable.

When a relationship sunilar to equation (4.12) is re-formulate& fiom the distance which

optimizes search to the probability of a worker accepting a wage at any given distance u ,
we have an equivalent ofSimpson7s(1992,4.3. 1)16 equation for the expected comrnuting
distance
0

E(u) = u f(w, u)du
O

Underlying that relationship is the equilibrium of probability-of-acceptance to market
density, and we are back to equation (4.9, expressed as

f(w,u) = du.

(4.14)

Then when skill factor g is incorporated into the equation, we can specifi X/ûg and
observe its sign. The search considerations discussed above would suggest that the t e m

tends to be positive due to search effects, in contrast with the expectation for it to be
negative due to distance optimizing effects, with the accompanying positive and negative
influences on commuting distance.

Simpson extends equation (4.10) above by making marginal cost a fhction of distance to
the furthest relevant island, replacing mc with cm) to determine the extent of search in
the island context. This is fiirther combined with skill, g, such that marginal cost

becomes c(h,g). Then if it c m be determined that ûc/ah > O and ûdûg > O (given a higher
16

The principal reference for much of this section

vduation of time by more skilled job seekers) these conditions are consistent with the
tendency for skill to shorten the job search, contrary to the direct optimizing effect of
quality variations discussed above.
A more precise indicator of the impact of ski11 would be the effect of skill on the effect of

distance. Considering equation (4.13) we c m take

af/&

to represent the effect of

distance on the probability of finding a job at wage W. Then F =-df"au is the effect of
skiII on the effect of distance. It would follow that if the job seeker is primarily
concerned about travel costs and the value or hme, more skilled job seeken will be
reluctant to search M e r , and F < O- Converse1y, search-orientedjob seekers who are
more skilled follow a narrower and more extensive search path and will be inclined to

seek further, such that F >. O. Hence the indicator is the sign of F.

Further, the expected value for distance u is a weighted average of distances, represented
by:

This c m be re-Wtten as:

for which we can expect ~ W t l p< O and dWùd, < O (when price and density gradients
are both downward sloping).

F(w7u) is the probability of selecting a cornmodity of price p at expected location u. The
effect of distance on F(w7u) is Fu = dF/ûu. n i e impact of g on Fuis aFu/ûg < O. For
people seeking to employ their skills, and hence having a need to search further (inward
to increase the offer rate and compensate for a more restricted supply), the probability of
seeking commodities more distant from CC decreases. This is again the opposite of the
earlier conclusion, based on the higher p r i e gradient for skilled workers (cornbined with

the higher valuation of time), that the individual will choose a greater u.

H(w,d.) is the probability of selecting a commodity where wage is w and density is du.
The effect of density on H(w,d.) is & = M d d - The impact of g on & is i3HJdg < O-

If job density should increase overall, increasing the offer rate, there will be a tendency
not to have to search as far (inward toward greater density). But that would not be as true
in the case of greater skills, because of the need to extend the search in the face of a more
limited demand. That is, the marginal benefits of search will not increase in the same
proportion for skilied workers facing a restricted demand, and the inward search will
have to extend further to yield adequate marginal benefits. Hence the probability of
accepting at any particular location in response to an increase in density is lower as skills
increase, producing a greater tendency to search inward, reinforcing the effect of the
previous analysis.

4.2.4 Household Structure
Certain key household characteristics have not yet been sufficiently examined. Empirical
analyses cannot achieve an adequate degree of significance without introducing family

structure variables and lifecycle variables. The most significant aspects of family
structure are number of working members (inciuding a distinction between primary and
secondary eamers) and nurnber of dependent members.

Simply on the grounds of household space requirements, a multi-person household will
require more space (except to note that by cornparison to living separately they may
actuaily require less space when occupying just one home) and will therefore tend to
exhibit a shdlower indifference gradient, pushing the household outward (Evans, 1973,
p. 147). However, if other (non-head) family members are also employed outside of the
home, a simple doubling of comrnuting costs may create an inward pull. A more
analytical approach (e. g., Beckmann, 1969; Oi, 1976 and Hekman, 1980)suggests that
the optimizing inward pull of economizhg on multiple commuting costs is

counterbalanced by the outward puII of larger family space requirements.

Fujita (1989, p. 38) presents a useful standard optirniring analysis to the residential
decision to determine that an increase in the number of earners, or a decrease in the
proportion of dependents, renders the indifference c w e s of Figure 2.2 shallower in
slope. The analysis can be generalized to al1 TL. There are counteracting effects on the
direction-tendency of TL, but a general outward effect on distance and commuting,
enhanced in the case of higher quality commodities.

Another factor related to secondary eamers is the question of whether the secondary
eamer has ended up at a residential location which is unrelated to his or her occupation

(since the choice of residence may be more likely dominated by the occupation of the
primary earner). If (and only if) as a result, the ratio of jobs to workers in that occupation
is relatively low, then there is a likelihood that the job density will climb relatively
rapidly with search. In other words, the density gradient may be steep, encouraging
greater search. This is in opposition to the search-reducuig and commuting-reducing
tendencies mentioned above, and the question of which effect is dominant may be
answered differently for secondary earners. This is not likely to be a highly discernible
effect, especiaily considering there is not a strong case for assuming any differential in
the ratio of jobs to workers. Considering possible extensions of the analysis, the data
available for this study enables us to çpecify whether the residence or workplace was
chosen last, and it is possible and perhaps useful (though not attempted here) to
distinguish whether the secondary earner was the one to change jobs since the 1 s t
residential move.

Similar effects are not testable with available data in the case of special housing
characteristics. Even though families with children can be identified, and the family
status of the respondent (head, spouse, other) can be identified - it is likely that the
residential decision was either a decision of the head or the whole family, and the status
of the person who responded to the i n t e ~ e w eis
r irrelevant. On the other hand, when it
cornes to job and skill related questions, the available data is that relevant to the
respondent (whether head or othenvise), and it is possible to relate the respondent's
education level to commuting time.

Evans' data for London show that children below working age have an outward pull,
while greater female proportion in the farnily as well as multiple earners produce an

inward pull - al1 of which analysis was conducted on the b a i s of measurïng commuting
distance "'within each income group7' (Evans, 1973, p. 150) Estimates by Kain (1975)
suggest no strong denial of the model's expectations but plenty to suggest that a11 of the
other factors are at work Simpson (1993, pp 110-1 12) presents a usehl summary of
vanous econometric studies which suggest that secondary-eamer status has a significant

shortening impact on commuting distance, but not without exception. Simpson's own
estimates suggest that the general expectations of the mode1 hold well especially for
households with small chilciren, but not so clearly as expected for multiple eamers

overall, and very much affected by levels of income. Tied in with a possible greater
space preferences for families with children is the fact that they are also likely to be on
the accumulating phase of the life-cycle, and part of the reason for prefemng property
and perhaps moving M e r out may also be due to that factor.

5. PLACElMENT

5.1 Offsets and Switches

5.1.1 Rays and Gradients
We will look at questions such as noisy gradients (if gradients exist at all), but first it is
necessary to go back to the ground level spatial relationships which form the foundation
for the modei.

It should be recalled that the base Alonso model rests on the assumption of residences

( R E S ) located on a ray dong a price gradient emanating from city centre (CC). In the
centralized-employment version of the model, the workplace (WP) is also located at CC.

This is portrayed in Diagram 5.1 below.

where PJ> PZ> Pi > al1 prices beyond PI.

Diagram 5.1
Basic Alonso Configuration
In the familiar Alonso analysis, the resident balances lower housing pnces against higher
travel costs as he or she moves outward from CC.

The direct rationale for the ray assumption in the centralized-employment model is that
residences which are radiating out in diflerent directions from CC make no difference.

The analysis is exactly the sarne as if al1 RES were on a single ray, since the distance to

CC and the resulting travel costs are the sarne in al1 instances.

The rationale for the gradient assumption is that it creates a balance of forces between

rising price and declining cost over the interval, setting the stage for a unique location
decision. However, price gradients in practice may be poorly discemed, or discemed
only as scattered price landmarks, with little information about prices in between. Even
if that should be the case, some aspects of a price gradient must be preserved, or the
simple Alonso mode1 and ail built upon it is not useful. The pnnciple imperfections are
twofold. First, there are multiple price peaks. Second, the locus joining any given price

peak and the set of locational choices is far corn smooth and continuous. They tend to be
noisy and discontinuous, with a high variance around the hoped-for smooth curve.

n i e initial problem here considered is how to deal with noisy gradients? The noisy
gradients in the data tend to exhibit two Ievels of variance. niere are a few key prominent
locations along the ray that exhibit fairly good negatively-sloped gradient characteristics.

Say, for sake of argument, every fifth region, if they could be separated out and
considered in isolation, would, make a decent gradient. But the four in between each of
these widely variant. Hence looking at the locus in the short-interval context relative to
differential calculus, the gradient is extremely noisy and seemingly useless. However,
looking at the long-interval patterns, there is a useful gradient for those who look to the

horizon instead of the immediate neighbourhood. It may be possible to incorporate
decision-making based on different levels of perception.

Diagram 5.2
Noisy Gradient
Diagram 5.2 above shows an imperfect price gradient. Namely, the pnce Pzincreases

with distance fiom CC where it is supposed to decline, but Pl continues the downward
price siope nomially. Hence the + sign in interval (C). If the balance of forces would
normally have produced an optimum location in the interval fiom CC to RES3, the
normal analysis applies. Beyond E S 3 , up to IRES4,there is no longer a balance of forces.
Both cost and pnce factors move the agent in the direction of CC. Hence region (C) is a
null-zone, and any locations within region (C) will definitely not be chosen. Hence we

have a discontinuity along the ray, and a greater concentration of residences at RESz. In
other words, gradient reversais will produce a lumpiness in the distribution of residences.

If region (C) did not actually reduce the direction of price change, but the price merely
declined at a slower rate than in the other intervals, it would not produce a nul1 zone, but
would skew the distribution of residences toward RES,, depending on the degree of price
anomaly. Hence the more general conclusion is that noisy gradients produce a pattern of

clusters in the distribution of residences, determined by the degree and direction of
variance involveh However, this is an effect which can be accounted for and possibly
tested to some degree.

An example of testing for this effect wouid be the simple proposition that people with
higher incomes live fùrther down the price gradient With a noisy price gradient, agents
would have a poor perception of the price gradient relationship, and any regression of
income on distance to city centre would produce a weak relationship.

An adjustment could conceivably be made as foliows though the technique is not

followed up in this study. Calculate either a smooth mathematical gradient, or a detected
long-intervai gradient as descnbed above. For each survey point, calcdate not only the
distance fiom CC, but also the arnount of deviation of the pnce at that point fiom the
chosen gradient. From that can be calcuiated a coefficient of bias toward CC, as
described above. If such coefficients are applied to the actual residential locations, they
may produce a more robust regression, and perhaps less distortion in the relationship
between price-sensitive and other variables. This of course greatly complicates the
regression, and it may be preferable to stick to crosstabs compensated in this marner
instead - or resort to fewer cmder regions. In practice, the computational cost would be
rather hi& in any case - since a geographical algorithm to determine through which
housing price zones the housing price gradient passes, and which sample points are
contained in each, would have to be integrated with the spreadsheet analysis. This would

be a possible area of future research if there is some confidence that such coefficients of

bias wodd produce ünproved resuits-

5.1.2 Multiple Centres
Turning h m poorly perceived rays to multiple rays, the Alonso mode1 treats residence
and workplace lying on different rays as suboptimal, in two senses. First, if a residence is
chosen such that the workplace sits off the ray fiom residence to city centre, it wilI be
possible to choose a more optimal residence on the same ray as the workplace and at the
same distance fiom city centre, reducing travel costs for the same benefits. Hence
workplaces offset fiom the residential ray represent unfinished optimizing, or at least
impediments to optimizing. Second, if somehow impediments produce a residence with

an offset workplace, it will be possible in a fully dense marketplace to find a second
family unit on the workplace ray whose own workplace is on the first family unit's
residence ray, and swap residences or jobs with mutual benefit. Hence any extra
commuting along the hypotenuse to offset workplaces or cccircumferentialcommuting"
(Hamilton, 1982) is unnecessary, or "wasteful" in Hamilton's tems. Nonetheless
research indicates that it may well exist to a notable degree, with some debate as to its
significance, and it will be exarnined more closely in Section 5.2.

We will also examine multiple centres, which we sometimes cal1 regional centres (RC)
and treat them as multiple CC's. Consider two RC's, each with its own gradient (of
whatever quality) on a ray, each of which contains a different set of locations. The agent

would perceive an option to rnove along either ray to its optimizing point, and choose the

one which offers the best optimum. Essentially, the agent would face two un-identical
rays instead ofjust one, and they would range fkom parailel to cnss-crossed. But they
would be independent, and one of them would produce the superior optimum. They
cannot, however, be superimposed and treated as a composite, unless they both exhiibit
exactly the same price gradient, at l e s t in the range where they are indeed superimposed.
This makes it difiïcult to use composite gradients, since al1 of the observations in the data
are independent and there is no reason to believe they represent identical gradients. The
only realistic way to analyze the either-ray decision wodd be to model the two decisions,

and observe which ray-optimum is chosen. However, this decision process is a bit of an
artifact of the centralized employment model, and the options present themselves
differently in the more complex models. It nonetheless needs to be presented here to
build the model.

5.1.3 Configurations with Decentralized Workplace
The model gets greatly more complicated by the introduction of a decentralized
workplace. For ease of exposition, we will assume price gradients that are perfect in the
sense of no deviation from a smooth convex downward-sloping hnction. We shall also
initially make the assumption, in common with simultaneous equation approaches, that
the residence and workplace decisions are made simultaneously .

The simple case, once again, is to allow discretionary workplace locations along the same
ray as the residential locations. Here tc = travel cost.

CC

0 WP
tc

RES

Diagram 5 3
Basic Single Ray

Diagram 5.4
Separate Rays

Diagram 5.3 represents the traditional single-ray rnodel. Diagram 5.4, however, contains
two separate rays, one on which the RES decision is made, and one on which the WP
decision is made, where CC for RES and CC for WP are not necessady at the sarne
location. That is, we are considering a multi-peaked gradient in the sense of separate and
independent housing price and wage gradients. The same simultaneous-equation
regression could be performed on the right, as is commonly perfomed on the le& except
that the travel cost (tc) would have to be triangulated to get the actual diagonal distance
traveled This is a somewhat more complex calculation for regression, especially given
that the rays are not likely to be parallel. This, however, is getting one step closer to the

kind of configuration observed in the available data-

In practice, an acnial urban situation may look more Like Diagrarn 5.5.

Diagram 5.5
Cornplex Rays
The assertion that al1 gradients converge on a single point e s e s from the commonlyobserved concentration of population density at city centre. It follows that housing and
jobs wilI also be concentrated where the population peaks. However, there is
considerable evidence of employrnent decentralization as cities grow, even though
population may remain relatively centralized (Mills, 1972; Scott, 1982). Hence we may
see configurations Like the above, with employment centres split up into suburban or
regional centres (RCwpabove), though employment at city centre may exist as well.
Mills (1994, page 83) summarizes a range of research, noting that nom 1950 to 1980 the
proportion of jobs located in centrai locations declined from 70.1 percent to 49.5 percent.
The same summary stated that centrally located residences declined from 57.3 percent to

39.9 percent during the same period, which might suggest a swapping of the RES and WP
subscripts in the diagram above. The data also indicates that suburbanization occurs in

different rings or different areas of the city for jobs than for population. Mills concludes
that the ccsuburbani*zation
of jobs has been modestly faster than that of people, suggesting
a slight reduction in city centre jobs per capita". The point of this section is not simply to
depict the "anything's possible" scenario, but also to point out that the stability of the per
capita job concentration suggests that the traditional assumption of concentration at city
centre may remain a viable working hypothesis.

The problem in the above diagram is actually not enormously more complex in theory
than the previous examples. The agent chooses the best optimum fiom the two WP

gradients, optimizing it with the simultaneous choice of residence on the RES gradient.
But when it cornes to calculating it on a spreadsheet, or preparing the data for a
regression, the problem becomes significant-especially when we're working with
something like Say 4 residential regional price centres and 3 workplace wage centres, and
trying to model 2 best choices on 7 gradients al1 compensated for deviations From the
smooth gradient. There is something to be said for reverting to a simple normal Alonso
gradient as a basic çtylized rnodel, and seeing whether any useful empirical performance
can be observed in the data used for this study, to be analyzed below, this emerges as
the most realistic option when housing prices are measured on a per-unit-of-land basis.

Given some of the complex configurations noted above, udess one can get sorne
reasonable results out of a crude 3- or 4-region model, it is Likely to be impracticat to try
to run crosstabs or regressions for the simultaneous decision model of Chapter 2.
However, there is not a strong case to be made for assuming that residential and

workplace decisions are made simuitaneously. The analysis of this study retreats from
the simuitaneous equation mode1 to a much simpler fixed-residence and fixed-workplace
analysis.

Diagrammatically, it looks something like Diagrams 5.6 and 5.7.

RES

Diagram 5.6
Fixed W P

Diagram 5.7
Fixed RES

From a fixed workplace location, a residence is chosen frorn among several housing price
gradients. From a fixed residential location, a workplace is chosen from among several

wage gradients. They are separate decisions, subject to separate analyses, based on two
different sets of sample points. Because these decisions are now emanating fiom a single
point, the decision point of fixed residence or workplace, the geometry is greatly
simplifieci, and in some analyses can be superirnposed onto a single ray for analytical
purposes. However, a simple composite rernains inapplicable. The single superimposed
ray is for the purpose of comparing distances ody, but each individual ray has a different
price gradient and must be anaiyzed separately, compensating for differences separately

fkom the hypotheticd smooth gradient, unless some of the analysis requires only their
negative slopes to be specified.

Nonetheless, model building commonly involves finding the simplest possible
configuration which captures the essence of the phenomenon. And a simple city-centrebased single-gradient model which accounts for offset workplaces still qualifies as the
best starting point uniess proven inadequate.

5.1.4 Offsets and Switches
Let us now consider offsets. In the analysis we have been considering, regarding the
choice of residential location, the workplace resides on the sarne ray as the housing pnce
gradient connecting the residence and city centre, as shown in Diagram 5.8.

Diagram 5.8
W F on the Ray
While this does oot always occur in practice, much of the deviation fiom this pattern cm
be accounted for by analyzing offsets from the ray. The configuration that occurs most

commonly in practice is a workplace which is offset fiom the RES-td3C ray in the
marner shown in Diagram 5-9.

Diagram 5.9
Basic W P Offset
In this instance, the WP is offset It resides on its own wage gradient, but considering the
workplace decision to be exogenous in this instance, the wage gradient is not relevant to
the choice of RES-

In the resulting Alonso andysis, the travel cost variable is no longer simply a fiinction of
a linear distance along a ray. It is n Pythagorean function indicating the actual travel
along the hypotenuse (distance t) to the WP, as we consider movement of the RES along

the ray. The offset results in a higher effective travel cost for each unit that the RES
moves along the ray. This would have the effect of moving the optimum RES closer to
CC, producing a greater b i s of the RES toward CC the greater the offset.

The impact of the offset is also affected by placement. Consider first an extreme. If the

W P were located perpendicular to RES (Le., directly to the right of RES), any srna11
marginal movement of RES would result in no significant change in travel cost.
Significant movement of the RES towards CC from this point would result in both higher
travel costs plus a higher land price, and would not be undertaken. Significant movement
away fiom CC would likely be beneficial, because it would result in higher travel costs
affecteci by the degree of offset but lower land price. The optimum would be at a positive
distance b as shown. In other words, the simple ray analysis continues to apply with the
inclusion of offset ratios.

This possibility is partially accounted for in equation (2.6), since the travel cost function
is a general one, c(t), rather than the comrnody employed linear function. Consideration
of offsets suggests using a function c(b,a), where a represents the exogenous offset as
above. In tems of indifference analysis, such as Figure 2.2 if it were applied to the RES
(or CL), the utility curve U in the upper panel would appear steeper because of the
offsets, producing the anticipated bias toward CC.

ui practice, the ray in question will almost never be mily vertical, and the offset will be
better represented by Diagram 5.10 below. Here the distance c represents the difference
in latitude between CC and WP,and e represents the difference in longitude between CC
and WP.

Diagram 5.10
Inclined W P Offset
The offset a c m be cdculated from the values of c, d and e.
The sarne basic relationship was stipulated by Simpson (1987, page 125), using a variant
of Diagram 5.10. Simpson's diagrarn referred to the angle O between the CC-RES ray
and the CC-WP ray (though they are related differently to the vertical line through CC),
noting that the regression equation "represents commuhng distance only if O = 0.
Othenvise, commuting distance will increase as O increases". This paper cames that
suggestion M e r , relating it in Section 5.2 to the excess commuting discussion.

Essentially the same analysis as in the residential choice instance can be applied to the
workplace choice decision. Actual travel costs do not equal travel costs along the ray,
but rather are multiplied by an offset factor related to the hypotenuse. Hence comrnuting
is more expensive and the sarne set of preferences will likely produce a reduction in
commuîing, and hence an offset-generated bias away from city centre.

CC

a

RES

Diagram 5.11
RES Offsets
Again, given the greater travel costs resulting from the offset, the resulting WP location
will be relatively biased away fiom CC.

The calcdation of offsets for al1 sample points yields a new and unique set of variables
which can be hypothetically related to other variables and tested. But first, a number of
other similar relationships -similar in that they are necessary to account for other ways
in which the fundamental Alonso relationship between points must be modified to

account for actual spatial relationships -must be considered. Foremost among these is
the incidence of switching.

As shown in the Diagram 5.1 1, the optimal RES location occurs at a greater distance
from CC than does the WP. It follows that the optimal WP location occurs between CC
and E S . However, in many instances, the data reveals that several of these points are
switched. They may be switched in the following ways. Fust, considenng the location
of the WP in relation to the choice of RES, we shall apply the following tednology:

RES

Diagram 5.12
Switching with WP Offset

And similarly, considering the location of the RES in relation to the choice of WP:

Diagram 5.13
Switching with RES Offset
Al1 usable data points have been analyzed so as to indicate not oniy the offset for each
point, but also what kind of switching has occurred.

The offsets indicated in the diagrams above are drawn to be approximateIy equal in
length. It does not matter how they are switched, the offset still measures no more than
the distance to the ray - even though some of the offset residences and workplaces are far
rernoved Erom the normal optima and others are not - depending on whether and how

they are switched. Therefore it wouid seem that something which simply measures
distance to the ray does not capture the fiill impact of the offset. However, it is the
combination of switches (and type of switch) with offsets which produce the full impact,

and any examination of the data must consider the various combinations of offsets and
switches to capture the fbLi ef5ect.

5.1.5 Multiple Gradients
In the traditional analysis of residential location, the workplace would be Iocated where
the workplace (WP)lies aïong the ray RES-CCi, such that a = O in Diagram 5.14 below.

The empiricai data, however, rnay well produce a set of relationships similar to those as
depicted in Diagram 5.14. The workplace is comrnonly significantly offset fkom perhaps
more than one ray, as indicated by distances a and a2 (or similarly, RES rnay be offset

from a workplace ray). Locations such as CC1and CCz rnay be pnce peaks which are
removed from the density centre DC (which is likely to be at the actuai physical city
centre). And there will likely be amenity centres like AC above which occur at locations
that bear no relationship to any identifiable city centre.

We first consider the case where the WP is offset from the ray by the distance a It
should be kept in mind that, when we move the analysis into two-dimensional space, a
wide array of configurations rnay result. The WP rnay lie on the other side of RES-CCi.
Also as described above, the WP location rnay not necessarily obey the laws of Alonso

location, and rnay lie at some point below the RES-CCi ray. In addition, the relative

Diagram 5.14
Multiple Centres
vertical positions of CCl and E S rnay be reversed. Any algorithm to determine the
distance a must account for al1 possible combinations of points in al1 possible directions.

The implication is fairly straightfonvard. Considering the price gradient RES-CCi - if
the offset, a, is non-zero, the actual commuting distance traveled is c rather than b. Since
c > b, that could be represented in Figure 2.2 by a steepening of the indifference curve
and a bias of res toward CCI. In addition, any analysis based on the pull of lower

housing cost versus the pull of lower commuting costs is diminished in explanatory
power. (Th-s can be readily seen if we consider a case where the offset tangent is equal
to the value 10, which occurs in the data-)

AC in Diagram 5.14 stands for amenities centre. The result is a d m - that is, an angle
of draw signified by the arrow d - showing how much the residence seeker is & a m
away fiom the ray RES-CCi toward AC. This would make for a smaller a and perhaps

even reverse its direction

A sirnilar d-arrow rnay be drawn to indicate the draw away fiom RES-CCi produced by

RES-CC2. In this instance, since offset a2 is somewhat larger and CC2 is assumed to be
less effective, the draw rnay be relaîively insignificant. Hence it is not shown. But this
rnay not always be the case.

DC stands for density centre. The data suggest that Minneapolis downtown is both a
housing and job density centre, but defuiiely not a pnce or income centre. It rnay be
argued that the individual's perceptions of the market rnay equate density with price, but
we might also allow for a density centre that is not coincident with any price centre.
Hence the density gradient ES-DC. The implications of it are that search behavior rnay
be conducted in a different direction than pricdcost-seeking behavior, more specificatly
the element of search that involves seeking a greater density of price quotes. Hence
search behavior rnay produce another draw-arrow d away from the price gradient. The
above relationship can be expected to apply in this instance as well. The draw will likely
occur in the direction of the workplace, unless there is a strong density gradient to draw
the search away, at a cost of greater offsets. And the draw will be enough to reverse the
direction of the offset if the draw occurs in the direction of the workplace and there is a
strong density gradient involved.

Next let us analyze the impact of multiple price gradients, indicated by the existence of

RES-CC2. This is characteristic o f the data being examine& where there are two or three
ciifference housing prke peaks. The strongest of them is in a particular western suburb,

and city centre is not a pnce peak at ail. in the example portrayed above, CCr is assumed
to be a ineffective price peak, such that residence seeker's strongest response will be to
move along RES-CCi. In addition, the workplace offset is greater for CCz7further
reducing its decision-making relevance, though it may still remain a factor in the
decision. In some cases, CC and CC2 may lie almost 180" apart, and may possibly have
some fairly direct counteracting effect if the workplace is half-way between them. The
more general relationship is s h o w in Figure 5.1.

Suppose utility curve UArepresents the agent's responses to two identicai gradients,
Gradient A and Gradient B. That is, it depicts two identical superimposed indifference
curves. The optimum position is shown as point A. Then consider the effect when one
indifference c u v e becomes steeper because Gradient B has a larger offset. UApivois
down to UB7but UBstill represents the same level of utility. The new optimum occurs at
point B, but this represents a lower level of utility since utility is mavimized towards the

origin for positive pnces. Hence of the two gradients now considered, the residence
seeker will choose to seek along Gradient A Alternately in the diagram above, CC2 may
represent a lower price at the centre or a different curvature of gradient, for example,
which could reposition the indifference curves in such a way that Gradient B is preferable
in spite of the greater offset involved-

Figure 5.1
Multiple Gradient Case

The situation of multiple price gradients is M e r analyzed in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. ln
tigure 5.2, two gradients are represented in a three-dimensional graph, showing distances
fiom CC of

and PB. The corresponding indifference curves are UAand Ue along the

axes with the same subscripts, while the gradients are simplified by showing only their

tangency lines PA and PB,as well as the tangency points A and B which represent the

same points as in Figure 5.1.

There is another indifference curve, UAB,which represents the indifference relationship
which occurs at an intermediate path between Gradient A and Gradient B. In other
words, UA,UBand Um are three contours on an indifference gradient surface which fills
in the preference set between two divergent gradients. Similarly PA,PBand PAB are
tangents to a market price gradient surface. If conditions are right for a single point of
surface-to-surface tangency, that may occur at any of points A, B or AB, or zny nurnber

of points in between. The dashed iine in Figure 5.2 illustrates what might be considered
the locus of d l possible tangencies. If that locus is re-plotted into utility space, it may
look like either Panel A or Panel B of Figure 5.3. If it looks like Panel B, that is a
circumstance in which the optimum location may occur at point AJ3 and hence may be
offset h m the ray (for exarnple offset from the ray containhg the gradient Pp*).
The outcome of this analysis is a theoretical rationale for an optimum residential location
which is offset from the ray. A similar rationale applies to workplace location. A further

rationale for offsets, based on the analysis of Michelle White (1988b), will be considered
when discussing cross-commuting in Chapter 5.2.

Panel A

Panel B
Figure 5.3
Optima in Utility Space

The same situation is depicted in Diagram 5.15. We might consider CCABto represent
the slice in three-dimensional space shown as UABin Figure 5.15. Under the conditions
of Panel B, the decision-rnaker moves along a virtual gradient, ES-CCAe.

Diagram 5.15

Intermediate Ray
What sort of conditions will generate Panel A? Ilt is convenient first to ask why the
decision-maker might not want to move away 6om optirniring on Gradient A. One
possible configuration of market pnce gradients is where the pnce gradients along A and

B are strongabut drop off quickly in between - resulting in a vimial price gradient
surface which takes the shape of a valley in the region of AB. In fact, this is the kind of
condition which is most likely to produce a single tangency with the indifference surface.
It is also possible for the virtual market price gradient surface in the region of AB to be

shallow, or even merely a plane, between the two market price gradients. In this latter
case, if one is moving in a direction that increases the offsetaand it is not compensated

for by a significant enough &op in housing price, the optimum achieved on that
intermediate valley virtual gradient will yield a lower total utility, and the decision-maker
will stick to Gradient A- Therefore Panel A requires first that the workplace is on the

other side of Gradient A fiom the valley, and that the valley is not suEciently steep (or
its nature is uncertain). It follows that Panel B requires either that the workpIace lies in
the direction of the valley, or a steep enough valley (clearly enough perceived)
compensates for increasing offsets. If price gradients are weak or noisy (hi& variance),
we might expect in general that people locate off the gradient only in the direction of the
workplace, or at Ieast that there is a bias in that direction, and that exceptions are more
likely to occur off the steeper price peaks. Given the long-range nature of the data (clear
major pnce peaks stickïng out of the fog), this relationship may be the only one
suniciently pronounced to detect. Also it may be dificult to distinguish whether poorly
perceived gradients are the result of high variance in the gradient itself, or rather from the
fact that multiple gradients are inte~eringwith each other.

If there is an amenities gradienî, and we can specify an implied price curve for amenities
which quantifies the value of the utility of the amenity, then we may make use of Figures

5.2 and 5.3 reapplied to the task of analyzing the relative impacts of the price and
amenities gradients. That is, we may consider that the
gradient, while

axis represent the amenities

continues to represent a price gradient. Then Panel B represents the

circumstance in which the decision-maker rnay be deflected from the pnce gradient
because of amenities (the draw-arrow, 4 in Diagram 5.14).

T t wodd also be possible to draw a Panel AI (an inverted version of Panel A in Figure

5.3), which contains a generally upward sIoping curve, indicating that the arnenity factor
completely dominates the decision - that'is, die decision will be made entirely along the
amenities gmdient, and the price gradient (possibly difficult to discem anyway) is
completely ignored. If w e consider Panel BI, the original basic relationship obtains. The
draw will likely occur in the directioo of the workplace (that is, if the amenity gradient

lies away from the price gradient in the direction of the workplace, a the decision will be
made along a virtual gradient which is offset from the pnce gradient in the direction of
the arnenity), ualess there is a strong preference for the amenity in question.

In addition, the draw may produce a virtual gradient which lies on the other side OFthe

workplace, turning the offset around (negative). This is most likely to occur if the draw
occurs in the direction of the workplace and there is, in this case, a strong preference for
the amenity in question.

The data available for this study are not amenable to testing in this regard. Rather than
conforming to the structure of Diagram 5.14, where there are multiple gradients they are
distributed fairly evenly around the dock, such that a movement in any direction is a
movement toward another gradient. In addition, there is no practical way to compare the
relative steepnesses of any gradients.

A M e r factor is the variance of the price gradient itself. This is shown in Figure 5.4

below as a thick and possibly grey price gradient, for which PHand PL are boundaries.

Figure 5.4
Thick Gradient Case

The thickness of the gradient indicates a price gradient with significance variance. Still,
if the gradient were perfectly dense, even though thick, the optimum would occur at the

tangency of PLto the appropriate U, and predictability would not be impaired. However
if its density is low, meaning the grey of only scatiered points between PH and PL, then

tangency could occur anywhere between the two Lirniting cuves. ShouId anything tilt the
curve for any reason, resuits could be unpredictable. The residence-seeker rnay jump to
unpredictable discreet points in the band, depending on the reIative positions of the few
points available, especidly if high variance produces a very wide band In other words, a

flattening of the gradient may tend to move the optimum residence outward, but variance
produces anomalies,

A high-variance gradient of this sort must be combined with search behavior on the part

of the residence-seeker. The searcher will have some laiowledge of price peaks, and may
expect the gradient to be a grey band, but will have no laiowledge of just how high the
variance might be. Hence a searcher rnay economize on laiowledge requirements while
searching to an expected gradient of uncertain shape and variance. The optimal behavior
may be to engage in some systematic sampling to gain a beîter knowledge of the gradient

and reduce the uncertainty. The practicd behavior may be to spot check - to sample a

few clusters of locations fiom a few tikely areas near desirable tangents. The result might
be a set of sample points with small circles around them. A few sample of this sort will

be drawn, until the marginal benefits of spot checking in this manner no longer justiQ the
marginal costs. In other words, the gradient band will be grey in the sense of containing
a srnaIl fixed number of grey circles, and the final choice will be made in the grey circle
closest to tangency to U. This may, if the circles are few and far between, increase the
Iikelihood of anornaly. We might expect then that those with a greater incentive to search
further, such as those with special needs or those who see a steeper density gradient, will
produce fewer anomalies, since they will tend to sample more of the grey circles.

5.2 Excess Commuting

5.2-1 Offsets, Switches and Optimality
In terms of the Alonso model, offsets and switches must be considered sub-optimal
behavior. A useiùl way to articulate this, as employed by Hamilton (1982) when

analyzhg the concept of excess commuting, is to consider the effects o f swapping as a
Pareto optimizing process.

First consider offsets. Simply put, if one individual lives on ray A and works at on ray B,
while the opposite holds precisely for another individual, they will both reduce their total
commuting by swapping one of either residences or jobs with each other. ln Hamilton's
ternis (1982, page 1038), this reduces "circumferential commutes", since they each now

have both their residence and job on the same ray. In the terms used in the present
analysis, both parties improve their position when they eliminate "offsets" through
swapping. Hence offsets are sub-optimal, according to an analysis which could be

formalized into a welfare economics analysis, whereby an optimum based on available
cornmodities can be improved upon through mding wiîh others in the same situation

thereby achieving a higher level optimum for both. In this case, the indiividual's existing
residence is treated as an initial endowrnent, which is tmded away as descnbed. Of
course there are numerous assumptions underlying this analysis: principal among them
being (a) ubiquitous housing and jobs which are al1 equally desirable distributed densely
and symrnetrically along normal gradients about city centre, and (b) trawportation which
is smooth and continuous in any direction with no variations in cost.

The importance of this is that it gave Hamilton a means of meauring optimal locations
(1982, pages 1039-1040). Every actual location, if it is not an optimal lwcation, will
ideally be traded away. This process will continue until the trading stops. and everyone
has achieved the best possible optimum. Hence, even though such tradix- may not occur,

every actual location is an optimal location for someone at the end of the hypothetical

trading. As a result, the average actual distance f?om city centre is equivalent to the
average optimal distance fiom city centre. This can be subtracted from the average actual
workplace distance fTom ciîy centre to determine the average optimal cornmuting
distance. The average achial commuting distance will be invariably higher (unless there
are no offsets), and the difference represents excess comrnuting.

On the question of "out-commuting" or "switching" (in the ternis of this study, incommuting is normal and hence out-commuting is switched), Michelle White's (1988a,
1988b) graphical analysis is useful. Consider a worker choosing a place of residence in

Diagram 5.16, where jobs are located both at CC and W.

Diagram 5.16
M. White O~timumSet
A worker who a chooses a residence at RES would commute to a job at WP. A firm at

WP need o d y offer a wage which equals the wage at CC minus the savings h m not

having to c o m t e past W P tu CC. Hence a worker who chooses a residence at RESA
will benefit more by commuting to CC - because more is gained fiom the wage
differential than is lost by commuting. But consider if the firm at WP requires more
workers than are available beyond WP. Ideally with perfect capital mobility, it will
adjust both its wage and its location to find a new optimum WP,at which it does not have
to pay a wage premium in order to induce workers who live in the direction of CC to
outcommute to W. This new WP location may be closer to CC to capture more of the
labour force without paying a premium, or it may be farther fiom CC if the lower wage it
can pay to al1 workers is decisive, depending on the nature of its production function.
However *thout the options arising fiom perfect capital mobility, its only choice is to
draw workers £kom CC with a wage premium. If it requires al1 the workers that are
available outward fiom RESA,it must pay a wage prernium sufficient to make workers at

RESAindifferent,

In other words the mode1 with perfect mobility, cornpetition and information on both
sides of the market, dong with k e d û-ansaction costs, produce workplace patterns which
preclude out-cornmuting. But it means that any failure of these assumption may indeed
produce rational out-commuting (later in the work to be referred to as res-switching).
Indeed, if the mobility and other related assumptions fail badly enough, firrns at WP may
offer a wage premium sunicient to justify a residence located on the wrong side of CC (to
be later referred to as cc-switching).

Allowing for the possibility of circumferential commuting or offsets, White draws a
c w e through point A to indicate the set of locations which, like A, will benefit from

cornrnuting to WP. Hence any offset point of residence within the set will generate
commuting to WP, and any offset point of residence outside of the set wiU generate
commuting to CC. In theoretical terms, this seems pointless since swapping is assumed
to be available to put the resident on a superior point dong the ray. But if there are any
effective impediments to mobility, such offset points may well remain, and fixed patterns
of activity which inhibit mobility can be related in this manner to both switching behavior

and offsets.

This analysis, combined with the rationale for offsets analyzed with reference to Figures

5.2 and 5.3, is consistent with the major thmt ofthe empirical analysis of this study *th
its emphasis on offsets and switching.

Switching is to be considered sub-optimal, and can be analyzed in terms of the normal
optimization process - whereby individuals will not choose their residence doser to CC

than their job since they can reduce both commuting costs and land prices by moving
outward, and hence the optimum lies beyond the job location (Le., in an unswapped
position). As such, it Iacks the symmetry of the offset case, and the weifare analysis does
not produce a straightfonvard solution. One rnight think that if we begin with a resident

in a swapped position, benefits would accrue from swapping residences with someone
who is in an unswapped position. But unlike the case of offsets, where both residents are
in the same boat (both with offsets and able to benefit fiom their removal), there is no
unswitched resident to swap with who wiil gain fiom becoming switched (if Alonso
optimizing is the governing factor), and swapping with other switched residents yields no

overall gain. White (1988% footnote 6) recognizes this when she concludes, "commuting
by the two workers together must increase if they switched [in this case] jobs".

In other words, there is no one on the unswitched side of the (let us assume same)
workplace who would benefit from such a swap - because the latter would have to move
to a Iess desirable location incurring greater housing costs for no (or insuficient)
reduction in commuting costs. At a minimum, there wouid be limited opportunities to
swap, and these would be only with people who are not optimizing (e-g., concerned only
with amenities). Given the finitude of the land, we cannot resort to a perfectly elastic

supply of housing to escape this dilemma, nor does the mode1 provide a means of
allowing the optïmizer to bid up the price at the desired location.

Hence in cases which involve switching, the average actual distance fiom city centre
cannot be interpreted as the average optimal distance - because there is no hypothetical
swapping process available to optimize locations, at the end of which every actual
location has become an optimal location for someone. As a result, the difference behveen
average actual residential distance from city centre and the average actual workplace
distance fiom city centre cannot be construed as the optimal cornmuting distance, and
c m o t be used to determine excess commuting. A similar argument treats a job location
M e r out nom CC than the residence as suboptimai, with the same basic dilemma.

5.2.2 Inter-dependency and Rings
This analysis pays no direct attention to one aspect of inter-dependency, namely the
relationship between the willingness to pay for housing and the location of the
householder's job. White anaiyzes this in detail in a paper of the same year (White,
1998b). The previous analysis assumes by defauit that the slope (apncs/du,)

of that

relationship is zero. Let us assume (reasonably) that moving the workplace outward
(toward the residence) has little impact on disposable income

- as the workplace moves

distance and the effect on
outward, lower wages are balanced by lower co~ll~fluting
housing consumption is small. But cornrnuting costs are d o m as a proportion of total
expenditure, both in total and per uni-t distance. This means, according to White (1998b,
p. 140), "that households' rent offer curves become flatter as workers' jobs become more

suburbanized". In other words, there are two types of households who differ in terms of
the shape of their preferences. That doesn't alter the result, which is still consistent incommuting. But it does produce two rent offer curves in Figure 5.6, where pl(u)
represents those households who work at CC and pz(u) represents those households who
work at WP. The solid envelope curve is the effective housing offer gradient,
representing the fact that CC workers will bid highest for residential locations from CC to

WP, and WP workers will bid highest for residential locations beyond W. (See White, p
146, for the analysis of the sarne result by means of an interna1envelope curve in the case

of wages.)

O

Figure 5.6
Segmentation witboat Cross Commoting

The result is a clear residential dividing line, providing a starting point for the
development of bands or rings of iike-minded residents. ui particular, it only requires the

introduction of some agglomeration economies for residents to cause those on the solid
portion of pz(u) to condense into a ring at the distance at or near WP.

If however ûp&ùutv < 0, the shallower p~(u)now depicts centrally-located worken
instead, who will outbid suburban workers for suburban jobs rather than central jobs.

The result is considerable out-commuting - and in fact a tendency for residential groups
to cross each other on the way to work. Al1 it takes is a perception (possibly mistaken

but possibly accurate if the wage gradient does not conform to the standard slope) in the
short run (unless corrected by search) that talang suburbanjobs may produce higher

rather than lower wages, and the result may be a steeper offer curve relative to suburban
jobs, producing this phenornenon of significaut out-comrnuting. However White
considers outcommuting in this scenario to be Iess than redistic and hence unlikely.

5.2.3 Wasteful Commuting
Hamilton's (2982) article generated some more carefid definition of optimal (sometimes
called "required") commuting, in relation to excess or wastefid comrnuting. The
discussion facilitated tightening up the definition of exactly what an optimal commute
entaiIs. The strict definition of optimum would take the idealized conditions of the rnodel
as the baseline, assume that the conditions of geographical homogeneity, cornpetition and
perfect mobility prevail for purposes of setting a nom, and define the resulting perfect
spatial patterns (including required commuting distances) as optimal. Then any
commuting in excess of this optimized distance constitutes excess or wasteful
commuting. In spite of Small and Song's (1992) preference for a more neutral term,
"wastefùi" is correct in this context of deviation from perfect efficiency. White (1988a)
makes the argument that a more fûnctional definîtion is needed for real world
applications, where for short-term decision-making purposes, perfect mobility is an
artificial abstraction and the residence- or job-seeker is dealing with fixed patterns of
housing developments and employment centres. In addition, adding to White's point,
real-world employers do indeed offer wage premiums to meet specific labour demands in
imperfect markets. In that context, Diagram 5.16 suggests that there will likely be a
significant amount of both workplace-residence switching and offset locations - al1 of
which are perfectly rational and optimizing decisions in a fixed-configuration

environment- Hence "excess commuting7'must be calcuIated to exceed this kind of
behavior.

White goes on to wrestle with the question of exactly how to defme this imperfect but
appropriate commuting, in order to separate out the excess component. She develops
three categories ( p. 1 103). First, there is the category mentioned above, due to
"concentrations of employment", which can produce rationa1 out-comrnuting and
circumferential cornmuting. Second, there is the inefficiency produced by a fixeci, often
rectangular network of roads which precludes taking the shortest distance between any
two points. Third, there is what she labels "cross-commuting", namely "that which could

be shortened if workers traded jobs or residences", in the Pareto-optimizing sense

outlined at the beginning of Section 5.2.1. Only the third is capable of being eliminated,
so only cross-commuting should be counted as "excess corn~nuting'~.Care m u t be taken,
however, not to lump out-commuting and cross-commuting together in a single diagram
like that above without carefully distinguishing them, as will be discussed below.

Now let us examine more closety the mode!, based on the analysis of Hamilton, in which
offsets and switching may result in excess commuting. If excess commuting is
commuting that could be eliminated in a Pareto-optimizing sense, then it equals the
ciifference between actual commuting and optimal commuting.

Consider offsets, represented in Diagram 5.17. For agent A, the actual location of the
residence is *'%ESA

and the location of the workplace is WPA. Clearly O m R E s A would

be more optimal, since it is on the same ray as WPA(avoiding the hypoteneuse). With
EEamilton7sassumptions of residential density and continuity, there will exist an agent B
who lives at O % E S ~

but worh at a location such as WPB. In this circurnstance, both

agents A and B will benefit fiom simply swapping residences (in the simple case of
identical housing bundes).

Diagram 5.17
Excess Commoting Offset Example

In other words, the unrealized optimum for agent A could be achieved ifPareto swapping
were to place the actual A

OPTREsA instead. That is, A

C T ~ at
~ ~ A

and

C T ~ ~ ~ A

would change places, such that OmREsA is on the sarne ray as WPA. The resulting
optimal commuting distance W P ~ - ~ O ? ' ~ R Ewould
S ~ be smaller than the actual
(offset) has been
commuting distance m - t o - R E S A since the c'circumferentiale1ementY7

removed. Hence Hamilton can compute the average optimal cornmute as the average of

al1 A

C T ~ ~ since
~ A , each

represents an optimum after al1 switches have occurred-

S ~ when WPA-~OP~RES
A is
Actual commutiog distance is W P ~ - ~ O - " ~ R Ewlich,
subtracted fiom it, produces on the average a positive measure of excess commuhng.

A sirnilar analysis applies to the case of workplace offsets.

Now consider switching. In the simple, standard one-dimensional linear model of
Diagram S. 18, if excess commuting occurs its only possible source is switching whereby the actual A % ~ n
such as O%ES~.

lies between WPAand CC, rather than at an optimal position

If the Hamilton analysis were applied, swapping would allow al1

residents to improve their locations and find their most preferred possible locations. That
is, every actual location is a preferred location for someone, and in that sense may be
considered an optimal location on average. Hence the optimal and therefore expected
S A , can be compared on
cornrnuting distance would be the distance W P A - ~ O - ~ ~ ~ R Ewhich
average to actual commuting distances to determine the average excess.

The problem is that, in the case of switched locations, this optimal swapping process may
not occur. The benefits would be one-sided. If agent B is at o

P T ~ ~ how
~ A ,could

he/she

~ A ?if agent B works at a potentially
possibly benefit fiom swapping to A f l ~ ~ Only
optimal location such as WPB. The result is that agents with small RES-W spreads may
potentially be able to exchange only with agents with larger RES-WP spreads. But if a
widely-spread agent needs to swap, he/she may not tind anyone with whom to swap.
There is an asyrnrnetry in the swapping scenario, which means that Hamilton's full

optimization to place everyone at preferred locations may not occur. Hence average
actual locations cannot be considered to represent average optimal locations for purposes

of cornparing commuting distances and calcuiating excess.

Diagram 5.18
Excess Commoting Switching Example

Sumrnarinng the switching case, the swapping that allows A

C T ~ to
~ represent
~ A

OPT

RESAat a higher level of utility does not occur because the benefits would be one-

sided. In fact, there is no way of estimating the average value of OPTFEsA where
switching is involved, and it remains only a theoretical category. The result is that an

unidentified proportion of Hamilton's measure of O*R.ESA

is rneaningless, (unless he had

explicitly excluded switched data from his analysis) and the same criticism would then
apply to his measure of excess cornmuting. A meaningful measure of excess cornmuting

in this marner would require the isolation of only the offset but unswitched data.

For fûrther clarification, consider Diagram 5.19.
CC

RES A
1 WP2

E SB

Diagram 5.19
Isolation of Switching Effixt

In the lefi-hand panel, it would appear that Agent A living at RES A and working at WPl
would reduce commuting distance by swapping with Agent B living at RES B and
working at WP2. Both parties would benefit. But that is only because of the offsets
involved If the offsets are removed so that the switching aspect of this configuration is
isolated, as in the nght-hand panel, then it is clear that Agent B at RES B would not
benefit by swapping to a sub-optimal position at RES A Hence mutual-benefit switching
derives only from the offsets - and the switching aspect of this confiiguration may
partially counteract the benefits derived fiom Offsets.

In addition, it is not clear that switching produces greater comrnuting. In the case of resswitching, it is just as likely to produce less commuting since the position of RESAcr in
the linear diagram above could be anywhere between CC and WP, and it may therefore

lie close to WP. Hence lumping them in with excess commuting due to offsets will bias
the results by an &own

amount, but quite possibly significantly downward unless

there is suficient cc-switching to push it upwards. Hamilton essentially acknowledged
the existence of "'reverse-flow comrnuting", but he failed to treat them as anything
different from cbcircumferentialcomrnuting" because he used a simple mesure of
average distance to city centre for all sarnple points in his caiculations without
detemining whether reverse-flow commuting was involved. Even in his discussion of
possible biases in the data and determinants of wasteful commuting (1982, pages 10441049), he does not acknowledge the role of reverse-flow comrnuting.

White makes the necessary distinction between out-commuting and cross-commuting in

her analysis, but proceeds to employ an analysis which does not account for the
distinction. White's anaIysis (1988% p. 1104 ff.) is based on urban jurisdictions each of
which can be classified as residential or industrial. In the simplest case, someone who
lives in an industrial jurisdiction but cornmutes to another industrial jurisdiction is
travelling unnecessady. White is able to determine the minimum travel necessary to get
from each residence to the nearest possible industrial jurisdiction, in order to detemine
the average required cornmute. The matrix incorporates travel times between
jurisdictions in a way which captures industrial and transportation structures, and a11 that

is lefi to qualiS as excess is cross-cornmuting. Unfortunately the question of whether
some of it may be outcomrnuting (switching) is not addressed. In his response to White,
Hamilton (1989) points out that her optimum figure is a creature of jurisdiction size,
since decreasing the size of j ~ s d i c t i o n swould (ikely have the effect of reducing the
measured optimal commuting. Small and Song (1992) support this suggestion and
produce rather large estimates based on the smaiIest possible jurisdictions. Merriman,

Ohkawara and Suniki (1995) use a similar methodology to Small and Song, using
intermediate jurisdiction sizes, with results similar to White. Suh (1987) generalizes this
model, dividing the urban area into standardized unitary blocks as the theoretical
counterpart ofjurisdictions. In the analysis to foilow, Hamilton's results will be the
initial reference point for purposes of cornparison, followed by consideration of how
White, Small and Suh reported somewhat different results.

5.2.4 Estimating Wasteful Commuting
The approach of this paper is to work with cross-commuting, resulting from oflsets,
ciirectly. This is partly because the required jurisdictionai data was not readily available
from the survey employed, and more importantly because die data that was available
allowed direct calculation of offsets and hence a direct measure of that principal
component of excess commuting. It would appear at first glance that this requires us to
limit the analysis to those respondents who were not switched. However, using the
dataset for the current analysis, it is possible to isolate the offsets for both switched and
unswitched respondents, and used them dong with the angle of offset to calculate WPlto-RESACT
in Diagram 5.20 which represents commuting distance with the portion of
WP-to-RESAcTwhich is due to the offset, removed. To the extent that excess cornmuting
means extra comrnuting due to offsets, WP1-to-RES~c~
could be considered to represent
it.

=ACT

Diagram 5.20
Measure of Excess Commuting

The data show a sûiking ciifference fiom Hamilton's measures of excess cornmuting. By
Hamilton's calculation based on data fiom 14 Arnerican cities (Hamilton, 1982, p. 1041),

excess commuting was in the range of 7.6 miles, although he cited a possible upward bias

of up to 10 miles (page 1042) when he evaluated average random commute instead of
average optimum commute. in percentage terms, 87.4 percent of actual commuting was
excessive. He went on to suggest that average excess commuting of 7.6 miles indicates a
significant failure of the Alonso model.

Estimates of excess commuting using the data of this study, and their relationships to
previous estimates, are contained in Section 7.5. They show excess cornmuting in the

range of 1 mile, or 19 percent.

6. THE SURVIEY DATABASE
6.1 The Minneapolis Survey
Data used to evaiuate the mode1 are derived fiom the " 1992 Land Use/Transportation
Relationship Study"conducted in the greater Minneapolis/St. Paul area in 1990 and 1992.
This survey was conducted in two parts, initially in 1990, with follow-up questions in
1992.

The sample of people who participated in both years was 1002 persons. The 102 people
who had changed residence in 1992 were asked for their new residence, and the i 11
people who changed jobs in the same period were asked about their new jobs. But more
important were the extended questions asked of al1 respondents in 1992, which inquired

in detail about the last 4 residences and jobs. This gives the survey a longihrdinal aspect,
and allowed the author to determine the exact workplace at the time of moving and the
exact place of residence at the time of changingjobs.

Each residence and workplace included several forrns of locational data One of these is

a set of TraEc Analysis Zones (TAZ), each uniquefy numbered and each fairly small,
constituting maybe 200 people in 20 city blocks. The author was able to obtain the
longitude and latitude of the centroids of each TAZ. However, spot checking suggested

that there were possible coding problems in the TAZ, since (for example) certain pairs of
locations which were expected to be northhouth of each other according to census data
were found to be southhorth of each other on the TAZ map.

F o ~ t l ymore
,
detailed data x r e awdablc for most survey points. 1990 Census
Bloclis were adable in many instances, and t k y cover appmximately 4 city block.
Centroids (in latitude and longitude) for these are avaiIable h m the US.Census, and
were used to phpoint locations for the majority of usehi survey points. FaiIing thst.

where Census Blocks were not available, the actuai addrcsses were availablr. Mapping
seMces on the Intemet were a d a b l e to identitj. the latitude and longitude of individu1

addresses. These had to be obtained individually and manually with e

t c m (sincc

different municipal subdivisions may have streets with the same m e ) , and in many
cases these services gave only the latitude and longitude of the Census Bbck of the

address. However, the effort was well rewarded with a highquality locational database.

f?om which reasonably precise distances codd be calcuiated.
However, the gaps in the data m m t that, whiIe 990 current residential locations and 76 1
current workplace locations could be pinpointed, when current residential Iocations w r e
rnatched with workplace locations at the time of the move and current workplace
locations were matched with residence locations at the time of the job change, the result
was ody 374 usefui residential locations and 4 10 usefil worh~iacelocations. ARer
culling a M e more unreliable data, we were lei? with 362 residential locations where the
workplace location at the time of the move is knowq and 404 workplace locations whtxe
the residential location at the time of the change is known.

The importance of obtaining this kind of information is evident when we look at the
incidence of simdtaneous residential and job changes. Using an arbitrary definition of

simultaneity, namely workplace and residential changes which took place within 12

rnonths of each other (or never changed), we find that only 63 of the above-described
sample points can be considered simultaneous. Hence if we were to foIIow the common
technique of applying simultaoeous equations to combinations of current residence and
current workplace, they would only be applicable to at most 17 percent of the data. The
remaining 83 percent would involve applying workplace and residential locations which
were incorrect at the tïme of the move or change. (The situation is actually worse than
this, since even in the definition of simultaneity described above, it is still possible for the

current location to be different from the location which applied at the time of the move.)
However, the availability of data which gives the workplace location at the time of the
residential change and the residential location at the time of workplace change allows us

tu examine the workplace and residential decisiors separately and more accurately.

Table 6.1 indicates the nurnbers of valid points obtained from the survey, out of a total of
1002 responses.

r Variable Description

1

N u m k r Valid

1 Raponsa

Current Distances from City Centre
990
R~n*&nce
761
- Workpface
. Commuting Distances
Cument
76I
362
. Resresr&ncefbm
Reviens W
404
WorkplacefiomRevious RES

1

1 Meio

1 Standard [
1 DevPtion

1 1.63
8.86

6.34
5.77

7.61
7.96
7.46

6.37
6.30
6.51

Table 6.1
Avaih ble Survey Points
The bottom two rows are for the categories used in this analysis, where Previous WP

means the workplace at the time of making the residence decision, and Previous RES

means the residence at the time of making the workplace decision. The first three Iines
contain current data, meaning that al1 data are those current at the time of the survey.

The most interesting obsewation is that commuting distances, to relevant and irrelevant
locations alike, are al1 approximately the same. The relevant workplace location is the
the one which was in place at the time when the residential decision was made (and vice
versa). Current workplace locations are irrelevant in 83 percent of cases if only 17
percent of residence and workplace decisions are roughly simultaneous. If irrelevant
means that current workplace k a t i o n s are randomly distributed, and comrnuting
distances are minimized, then we might expect distances to current locations to be on
average greater than distances to relevant locations - which is not the case. But every
sequential residence/workplace move is tied to a previous workplace/residence move,
such that there will be a tendency for the set of residence and workplace locations over
time for any given household to cluster to some degree. In other words, the current
location is not as irrelevant as suggested above. Whatever clustering does occur may
partially explain the observed uniformity of commuting distances, even though there is
little simultaneity in the decisions.

The are reasons as well for not taking advantage of al1 available sample. Many individual
survey respondents listed a history of up to four residences and a nurnber of jobs during a
reported penod of several years. However, the mixing of some sample points which
contain a history of decisions together with other sarnple points which contain oniy
current decisions introduces a problematical complexity into the analysis.

The Minneapolis swvey is unique in its inclusion of labour market questions along with
the standard set of residential location questions. An outhe of the most relevant data is
listed below:
ResidentiaI location data:
Location
Search method
Importance of workplace Iocation
Farnily structure
Age
Ethnicity, gender
Reasons for moving, staying
Importance of workplace
What like/dislike about location
Rating of location

Job-related data:
Employment status
Muiti-job status
Occupation, industry
Transportation mode
Cornm~ingtime
Hours of work
Job search method
Education, experience
Total household incorne
Reasons for choosing workplace

ItaIics indicate a small number of responses.
Housing prices are not included in the survey. Neither are wages -only family income

as a whole. Skill data are limited to education and experience. Perhaps roughly,
education could be taken as a rneasure of general skiil, but experïence (with its associated
on-the-job training) is more likely to be a rneasure of (or proxy for) general and
enterprise-specific training cornbined It is hardly adequate. We employ Simpson's
terminology (1992, following from Becker, 1964)- where non-enterprise-specific skills

are narrower than general skills in that they are general to only certain industries or
sectoa, while enterprise-specific skills are narrowed to a single employer. Education

begins as general training and evolves into non-enterprise-specific training. The benefits

of neither are (totally) lost upon leaving a particular employer, so that there may be an
investment opportunity available by taking l a v e of a job for fuaher training. Enterprisespecific training, on the other han& is more likely to be related to within-job interna1
promotion, and is hence less relevant to a job-search model. Education level then is
relevant to job, but experience is only relevant to the extent that it irnparts portable skills.
Le., the latter may be less reliable if it contain an unknown component of enterprise-

specific ski11 acquisition.

6.2 Gradients and the Sample Data
There are no gradients in the survey data. Relationships between housing price and
distance, as well as housing density and distance, can be drawn from US Census data.
The overall survey area is politically divided into 190 "cities", of which Minneapolis and
St. Paul are the two centrd cities (cities 112 and 2 66 in an alphabet-based nurnbering

system). See Map 6.1. The set of 190 cities comprises the larger Minneapolis-St. Paul
metropolitan area. Although the word "city" is commonly used to refer to a large urban
unit in general conversation, we shall follow the Census convention and use the word
"city" in lower-case to refer to the 190 small jurisdictions which make up the overall

metropolitan area (using the lower-case "metropolitan area" to avoid confusion with the
technical Census definition of "Metropditan Area"). On the other hand, the traditionai
urban-economics term "city centre" refers to the centre of the overall metropolitan area.
Since economic activity tends to be centered more on Mimeapdis than St. Paul, the terni
'%ity centre" refers to the geographical centroid of Minneapolis city (1 12) unless

Map 6.1 - Minneapolis-St. Paul Census Divisions

otherwise noted. Housing price and housing density data are available at the city level, as
defined above, in the 1990 Census.

Of course, one cannot simply look at a map like Map 6.1 and assume that al1 regions are
equally accessible or equally important. First of all, it is clear from Map 6.2 that the

Map 6.2
Minneapolis Rivers and Transportatioa

Minneapolis/St. Paul area is divided by major nvers. The initial analysis for this study

divided the larger area into broad regions @eginningwith three, to conform to the way
that rivers divide up the city). This broad regional division, however, was not pursued
extensively because (1) it is evident that Minneapolis/St. Paul contains a network of

bridges sufficient to ensure that rivers are not a major obstacle to transportation across the
city, and (2) because the regional analysis did not produce results appreciably different
nom the census-division analysis (perhaps confirming the impact of the bridges), except
perhaps for the southwestern corner.

An additional structural consideration is the concentration of industry. The hiaorical
trend of industrial suburbanization applies also to the Minneapolis area, and there is no
shortage of industrial parks and regions removed from the centre. However, as suggested

by Grid 8 below, this has not been sufficient to negate the general overall job density
gradient. Grid 8 shows a concentration of employment at the centre, with some relatively
smaller employment concentrations removed fiom city centre. But (except perhaps for

St. Paul), it would appear that the traditional downward-sloping industrial gradient

large1y prevails.

It should be noted that any pice gradient derived fiom actuaI observations will be an
optirniring price gradient in the sense that it is theoretically the result of optirnizing
behavior. That is, the only pnce gradient we will observe is a locus of optima, which

might be interpreted as the result of tangencies of the market pnce gradient to the
indifference curve, but which directly represent neither of the latter. We would have to
rely on a cmde assumption that measured points on aoy price gradient are roughly
representative in slope and shape of the underlying theoretical price gradients. Given the
roughness of the data, and the fact that the market pnce gradient and indifference curve

tend to be of the same convexity as well as nested, that is not an unreasonable startïng
point.

The Minneapolis data conform roughiy to the expected pattern when it comes to
densities, but the relationship is rnuch less clear when it comes to price. These
relationships are illustrated in Grids 1 to 9. These diagrams, the first seven of which are
denved fiom 1990 U S Census data, divide the overall area into regions based on their
distance and direction fiom Minneapolis city (1 12). For example, in Grid 1, the average
housing density index in the third ring in an easterly direction is 0.68. (Al1 locations in
the data set have been placed into their respective concentric rings, of 4 miles in width,

ernanating fkom Minneapolis city centre.) Clearly there is a rough pattem of housing
densities which peak at city centre and decline (with moderate exceptions) with outward
distance. A simple exponential regression of housing density on distance from city centre
yields an R~of 0.61 when distance is measured exactly in miles, and 0.77 when it is
measured in rings. Minneapolis proper is aiso geographically quite central in spite of the
proximity of its "twin"city to the east, S t Paul. However, there are also healthy densities
to the West, northwest and north, which rival St. Paul to the east, plus the fact that

densities are mediocre to the northeast. Hence Minneapolis remains an appropriate choice
for overall city centre.

Housing prices are quite another story, as seen in Grids 2 for prices and 3 for rents.
There are at least three major price peaks. Most of them are in the third ring and beyond.
Several of these price peaks are quite suburban, which would not surprise the average

house seeker in many an urban area. They vary greatly in different directions, in both the
level ofthe peak price and its distance, and there are numerous inconsistencies which
make it difficult to see a smooth price gradient in many of the directions shown. It cornes

as no surprise that R~measurements fiom any of the obvious candidates for price peak
run no higher than 0.23. R
' may be higher for subsets of observations restricted to a
single direction, but their usefùlness may decline with ttagmentation.

On the surface it may seem that we can treat the data as indicaîing a reverse Aionso
relationship in tenns of price. That is, perhaps we can assume a pnce gradient which is
lowest at city centre. In a sense this does not negate the mode1 - in that it is possible to
reproduce the optîmizing equations such that the curves of Figure 2.2 look identical,
except that the they are switched around in a horizontal rnirror image (as illustrated in
Diagram 2.2). The result would be to reverse the positions of the optimum residence and
workplace in relation to city centre. In other words, it might be considered that the same
essential dynamic applies in a different configuration with mirror-image results.
However, this not only constitutes a denial of the core of the Alonso model, it fails to
account for the role of amenities, discussed in Chapter 3. If the influence of arnenities, in
the bundle of residential and neighbourhood characteristics which makes up a vector of
houshg attributes, is factored out of the data - the data give no grounds to abandon the
traditional downward-sloping pnce gradient.

Another alternative is to choose an average ring in which prices are highest, and measure
distances fiom that peak ring,rather than distances from city centre. There might be a

reasonable gradient peaking on ring 4, for example, obviously a compromise candidate.
Visual perusal of Grids 2 and 3 suggest that it might produce a better R~than the crude
reverse Alonso rnodel, and may be worth a test model. A far more computationally
expensive technique would be to produce a jagged reference ring, where each direction
peaks at a different distance. However, the most practical approach is to choose a set of 3
or 4 price peaks and calculate the distance of each sample point fiom the nearest peak.
These price peaks would not necessarïly the highest peaks observe4 but they should be
wel1 positioned in the sense of being at the centre of a general region of top prices. By
that criterion, combining prices and rents, the prime candidates for a set of useful housing
pice peaks are: WS, SE3, NE4 and N7. Al1 of these represent compromise choices,
since it is not possible to find a price peak which exhibits a smooth declining gradient in
al1 directions without major discontinuities. The above set, by careful observation of the
housing cost diagrams, seems to contain the most promising candidates. The most
questionable is N7, since it is far enough north to be considered "ORthe map" in relation
to the Twin Cities metropditan area, and it is a peak for rent only (not price).

There is a fiirther reason why the normal Alonso gradient cannot be dismissed on the
bais of a seemingly upward-sloping relationship. The earlier analysis of housing noted
that consumers do not purchase simply a single unit of housing. Rather, they choose
various combinations of multiple housing units, defined in seved dimensions. Hence
simple comparisons of housing purchases (as in Grids 2 and 3) end up comparing total
expenditures rather than prices per unit. While the former may sometimes serve as a

crude proxy in the absence of pet-unit data, it is not sufficient to support the proposition
that a reverse AJonso gradient should be substituted for a normal one.

Data on housing units are not directly available from the U. S. Census database. Square
footage of housing might be a crude indicator, if it were available. The closest available
proxies for units of housing are the number of bedrooms and the total number of rooms in
each individual residential unit. The latter would probably bear the closest correlation to
square footage. Grids 4 to 7 present per-unit housing pnces cakulated on this basis.

Grid 4 shows average housing price per bedro6m. It does not differ highly from Grid 2,
except that the western price peak largely disappears. in other words, residents to the
west are opting for more bedrooms, Le. clearly buying more units of housing for those
high prices. Apart from that, few new conclusions about the price gradient c m be drawn
fiom Grîd 4. The technique of highlighting used in this instance (Le., the rationale for the
boxed figures) is to choose threshold values at a high enough level to reveal the relatively
high-priced Locations.

Grid 5, average rent per bedroom, is a little more suggestive of change. The rent peaks
do not appear to be much different from Grid 4 except tbat the western peak reappears

and the hi&-rent locations are moved a liale M e r inward toward the centre. Clearly
renters to the west are not so inclined to opt for a high nurnbers of bedrooms (which has

no particdar interpretive value), and renters in general are moving more in the direction
of a normal Alonso gradient, except for the very centre. That is, the cluster of hi&-rent

locations appear to be more grouped around city centre, but fa11 outside of city centre
itself. The significant fact is that the use of crude per-unit housing prices in this instance
strongly supports the nomal Alonso relationship. Nevertheless, setting the threshold l o w
enough to include city centre would result in too many locations identified to produce a
usehl relationship.

Gnd 6 shows average housing pnce per room; that is, total number of rooms. It differs
little fkom Grid 4, except that the pnce peak to the west reappears (which peculidy
seems to represent an especially strong preference for a high ratio of bedrooms to total
rooms).

Grid 7 shows average rent per room. This shows the weakest evidence for rejecting the
hypothesis of the nomal Alonso relationship. Tlveshold values are clustered more
toward city centre than any of the other grids. I f the threshold were only one dollar
lower, it would include city centre itself (though the number of highlighted locations is
already rather high).

Considering Grid 7 in particular then, there is not a strong enough case to support the

argument tbat a normal downward-sloping Alonso gradient should be rejected. Given t h e
normal-shaped density da% the iïkelihood that we are working with some d e r
inadequate proxies for nurnbers of housing units, and the strong possibility that higher
pnces outside of city centre are the result of purchasing more units of housing (and

indeed total number of rooms shows some rough degree of upward slope fkom city
centre) - the Alonso price gradient remains the dominant contender.

Job density presents a daunting problem- Census data give the number of employed
people at the place of residence, not at the place of employment. In other words, it gives
information only about the residential location of employed people, and nothing aboilt the
location of jobs. Similarly the Census gives incornes, not at the place where they are
eamed, but at the place where the eamer resides. The only direct Census information
about job location is whether or not they work in the "Central City". There exist maps of
the overall area which can give a rough visual indication of where the industrial areas are
located, and these are clearly concentrated in the Minneapolis-St. Paul central area. The
only desegregated data available at the time of writing is contained in the s w e y sample
dataset itself. It is possible to determine the number of jobs of people surveyed contained
in each of the municipal areas. Grid 8 shows the nurnber of job location sample points
according to direction and distance fiom City Centre. The figure confirms the heavy
concentration in Minneapolis-St. Paul indicated in the maps, and hence may give some
degree of confidence in the technique of using sample point locations to determine job
density pattern. However, there are several locations with only a handful of
observations, which may perhaps not be considered reliable. In general, Grid 8 suggests
that Minneapolis and St. Paul jointly could be considered a job density peak location, but
closer examination of a much greater job concentrations south and west of Minneapolis
compared to the east side of Mimeapotis gives credence to a strategy of sticking to
Minneapolis as the effective job density centre.

As in the case of residential housing, there is the problem of defining what constitutes a

unit of employment. Each job may represent a bundle of job chamcteristics, and some
bundles may be considered a greater number of employment units than others. The kinds
of data that would allow such distinctions, however, are not available for this study. ln
another vein, jobs per square foot rnay be a better measure of actual job density. But the
sample was not designed with the intent of maintaining the ratio of samplejobs to actual
jobs in the regions, and hence a precise job density of this type cannot be expected to be
very accurate. n i e data sumrnarized in Grid 8 is adequate to support the suggestion that

a job density peak at city centre is a viable starting assumption.

Grid 9 gives indices of family income at job-location sample points. These data are
problematical since farnily incorne aggregates family members who may be working at
entirely different locations, and it may be more appropriate to use education or
experience as predictors or individual income. They are also problematical because
several of them are indicated at locations where there are very few sample points. These
questionable data points are italicized in Grid 9. nie above-mentioned analysis, of
choosing a small set of well-positioned inwme peaks and calculating distances to the
nearest one, might yield the following peaks: N4, E4 and SW3. Once again, this is an
imperfect compromise selection with many imperfections and carmot be expected to

produce very clear gradients. A closer examination of the diagram aIso suggests that ring
4 might qualify as a rough income peak. Given the tentativeness of confidence in the
income data (drawn fiom such a small number of sample points), perhaps a simple peak-

income ring in combination with a simple city-centre-based income gradient will give the
best results that can be expected for the job-related variables.

At first glance, there codd be some suggestion fhat a reverse-Alonso Minneapolis-based
gradient might show a rough fit in the case of incomes too. In this case, there is no data
available to indicate units of employment (comparable to n i t s of housing) even though
jobs are clearly no more homogeneouç than housing. It should be sufficient, however, to
conclude that -just as in the case of housing prices - if per unit data were available and
employment amenities were specifiable, we cannot expect to find suficient grounds to
reject a nomal Alonso gradient.

In summary, the analysis looks at some of the possibilities:
Use a simple housing density gradient emanating From Minneapolis city centre
(which is city 112).
Consider a triple-peak nearest-peak gradient based on regions W5, SE3 and NE4.
These are best represented respectively by cities 114 (Minnetonka), 128 (North
Oaks) and 170 (Sunfish Lake). Alternately, the mode1 may be extended to
include distance to the nearest of these three peaks as an additional variable.
Use a simple job density gradient emanating fiom Minneapolis city centre.
Consider a simple Ring-4income-peak gradient, or a triple-peak nearest-peak
gradient based on regions N4, E4 and SW3. These are best represented by cities
34 (Coon Rapids), 133 (Oakdale) and 47 (Eden Prairie). As above, an alternative
would be to include distance to the nearest of these peaks as an additional
variable.
O

Possibly expriment with cruder units in future extensions - such as city centre,
immediate surroundings and outskirts - or inside-~g-3,rings-3-4.
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7. MEASURABLE DISTANCE RELATIONSHPPS
The analysis of Sections 2. Z to 2-3 extends the usual urban mode1 with its broad basis in
transaction locations (TL) in generai. The purpose of a general theoretical treatment is to
recast the model in a framework which will reveal new aspects of the analysis which can
be M e r developed. Data on Tl+ (apart fiom the CL) are generally not available in
context This is partly because shopping centres are suficiently ubiquitous that they play
little role in location decisions. There are certain cornmodities such as major durables
which may be available in identifiable locations for which data are available, but they are
of limited relevance since their purchase is infiequent and does not involve any regular
commuting. There are only two categories of the anaIysis which lend themselves weIl to
empirical work: the CL because it is the place of residence (RES), and a single TLrepresenting the place of employment (WP). Other %as locations where commodities
other than a full cornmitment of labour time are sold for income, are excluded, In a
practical sense, this is not without good reason, since data on selling one's used car (for
example) for income are simply not available.

However, the anaiysis beginning in Section 2.4 develops some more specific testable
relationships. This chapter examines various ways in which the functions of the model
can change, and the impacts of these changes on location decisions. Section 7.1 below

offers some simple crosstabulations to examine the extent to which these relationships are

evident in the data.

7.1 Cost and Income
7.1.1 Cost
The simple function which relates travel cost to distance traveled is easily enough
testable in theory, but data giving comparable travel costs for each individual transaction

are unlikely to be available. However, given some ordinary assumptions about travel
technology - the existence of some positive, reasonably continuous, but unspecified
travel function is reasonable and sufficient to support many of the conclusions reached.

If we examine the suggestion that suburban locations imply lower travel (congestion)
costs, and hence suburban residents may choose to commute m e r , the data of Table 7.1

gives a degree of confirmation. At first glance the data show a moderate relationship,

with a correlation between distance to city centre and distance to work of 0.45.

With the data is on (four-mile) concentric rings, the following chart shows some
indication of relationship. It should be noted that these distances are from the RES to the
relevant workplace - where the respondent was employed precisely at the time of the
move - which this dataset is notably capable of rendering. Hence the residential decision

was the last decision made.
Ring
DistW

1

3.68

2

4.75

3
8.11

4

9.83

5

9.01

6
14.48

Table 7.1
Distances from RES to Relevant WP

7
10.98

8

27-87

Recall that Ring 4 appears to be a rough price peak in the census data. Ifrings 6 and
beyond cari be considered definitely suburban, then it is fairIy clear that suburban
households are commuting furthers The relationship seems also to apply when ring 4 is
taken as a prke peak, though the implication that city centre is therefore a price valley
confounds the relationship. More importantly, any such simple correlation fails to
control for the effect of amenities (lower congestion being one) which can also be
implicated in the choice to comrnute farther.

Evidence on the basis of mode of transportation is more difficult to interpret, since the
choice of mode is probably fairly endogenous (part of the package of housingl
neighbourhood characteristics being chosen). First of dl, there are o d y 12 sample points
for bus riders. Average distance to work for them is 6.0 miles, compared to 8.0 miles for
other modes of transportation. Cheaper commuting does not necessarily induce M e r
commuting. But the cheaper transportation, in dollar terms, may be and likely is the most
expensive in utilïty terms. In addition, there is Likely to be sufficient correlation between
public transportation and income, that the relationship between income and commuting
will M e r complicate any interpretation. Hence no clear relationship is expected.

The same analysis is applied to the workplace location decision, where Table 7.2 shows
distances of workplace to residence (DistH).
Ring
Dista

1

2

8.58

7.65

3
7.81

4

5.58

5
5.92

6

7

8

5-18

5.02

11.13

Table 7.2
Distances from W P to Relevant RES

T

Except for Ring 8, these results appear to be opposite to the case of the residence location
decision. (Ring 8 has only three sample points.) Should people working in less
congested suburban areas should be willing to take jobs M e r away nom the residence?
One possible explanation, a f x t o r to be considered later, is that the greater job density
toward CC is the dominant factor. The strongest assertion that can be drawn from this

data is that transportation cost (related to congestion) is a factor when considering
residential location, but is not taken into consideration in the choice of workplace.
Perhaps also, less congestion has been mentioned as a residential amenity, for which

people will be willing to endure greater commuting - and there is no comparable arnenity
in the consideration of job location - but this raises a question beyond the realm of
transportation costs.

7.1.2 Incorne
The impact of income on residential location is dependent on elasticity relationships
which are difficult or impossible to quanti@- Hence one might expect the data to show
minimal consistency, as evidenced in Table 7.3.

The top three rows of data refer to residence choice, and the fourth row of data refers to

workplace choice - and as before residential choice is the last decision made in the first
three rows and workphce choice is the last decision made in the fourth row. Unless the

small number of sample points (6) for the lowest income index invalidates it, there is a

weak but likely insignificant relationship suggesting that income induces greater
distances from city centre 112, and no relationship at all regarding the triple-peak

gradient (which appears in general to be a less reliable gradient), However, the
suggestion that income may induce more commuting, but only up to a lirnit, receives a
little more support in the third row. By income index 5, income has little M e r effect
Cornmuthg distance with respect to the workplace choice again in the bottom row shows

a retatively inconsistent relationship, suggesting that income has little effect on the choice
of workplace.
Income
aass

1

2

Distance Res
to Centre
Distll2
Dist3Peak
Distance Res

4.9

to WP

3 -9

Distance W P
to Res

11.3

2-2

5.2

Table 7.3
Impact of Income on RES

7.2 Household Structure
The survey data of this study are able to discem some of the relationships discussed in
Section 4.3. Table 7.4 attempts to bring out the relationship discussed above between
education levels and family status. It considers average distance fiom job to residence.
When it cornes to special quality characteristics which affect the choice of workplace, the
obvious candidate is skills. Direct ski11 measurements are not available, nor is there any
clear way to distinguish between enterprise-specific non-specific and generd skiils
(except perhaps that years of education might be considered relatively general).
Education is used as a rough proxy.

I~ears
Education
13
11
12
4.49
Head
6.38
9-75
8.75
Non-Head 3.36
6.74
Differenœ 6.39
-0.36 4.26

1

hatus

14

15

5.50

5.82
8.96
-3.14

9.34

-3.84

16
10-85
7.42
3.43

17
16-98
8.76
8.Z

18
9.89

7.63
2.26

20
6.1
8.26
-2.16

Table 7.4

Average Distance of Job from Home

With the exception of the lowest and highest education levels, those of lower education
show more commuting for non-heads, while those of higher education show less
commuting for non-heads. This may suggest that where the family head is more
educated, and there may be a greater drop in education level for secondary earners, the
first effect described above may cause secondary earners to commute shorter distances.
This is obviously a highly tentative suggestion. hterestingly enough, creating the same
table using commuting distance projected onto the ray produces alrnost identical resuits.

For the residential decisioq the relevant special quality characteristic is specialized
housing needs. Distance from Minneapolis 1 12 should increase for more expensive
child-based specialized needs due to the outward effect of a higher price gradient,
counteracted by the inward effect of more extensive search toward greater density. If
placement is predorninantly normal (the residence M e r from city centre than the
workplace), then comrnuting distances should show the same pattern.

The following evidence gives some limited support to the proposition that the price eEect

has a greater impact than the search effect. If we examine residential location, showing

commuting distance broken down by income index and the existence of children, we find
the following crosstabulation in Table 7.5,
Family
Size

lncome Class
2
13
14

15

( 6

17

I8

Table 7.5
Average Actual Commuting Distance

The outward price effect prevails in geneml, given that the differences in average
commuting distance in the bottom row are almost al1 positive. If the lowest income index
can be ignored because of a small number of sarnple points (or even if it canmt), there
seems to be no consistent relationship with different levels of income. In other words,
while both income and the existence of children show a systematic relationship to
commuting distance, they bear no systematic relationship to each other in that dimensionIt cannot be said, for example, that the higher the income the greater are the distances that
people with children wiil cornmute - in spite of the effect that the value of commuting
time is higher for people with higher incornes, and the price effect which takes that into
account appears to prevail. Hence the evidence remains a little inconclusive.

Little difference is shown in Table 7.6 when we consider the distance dong the ray from

RES to CC, rather than the actual commuting distance. The same basic relationships
s h o w below hold as described above. Hence at least in relationships of this type, any
analysis which employs distances dong the ray fkom E S and WP to CC, and interprets

cornmuting distance as the difference between them, may not be far rernoved from
reality.
Farnily
Size
NoChitd
Children
Dsfference

lncome Clam
3
4

2

1.8
11.2
9.4

4.0

6.9
2.9

5.3
5.8
0.5

( 5

I

4-7
8-7
4.0

6

7.9
6.1
-1.8

17

8

I

6.1
7.8
1.7

7.2
9.1
1.9

Table 7.6
Average Commuting Distance Along the Ray
Other commonly-considered family unit variables c m be incorporated here as well. For
example, position in the life-cycle can be most fundamentally divided up into a buildinghuman-capital phase and a returns-from-humancapital phase. In the former case, with a
greater focus on maximizing the retums to building human capital, there is a greater
incentive to search. A similar effect can be expected in the case of families with children.

However, crosstabuiations relating commuting distance to family size and age (not
reproduced) suggest some relation to family size, but none whatsoever in the case of age.
The only relationship that can be drawn with any confidence fiom a complex and
inconclusive crosstab is that average commuting distance increases with family size (with

a dope of 1.2) as shown in Figure 7.1.

Commuting

Figure 7.1
Commuting and Family Size

Children

When cornmuting distance is projected ont0 the ray, the locus above curves downward
again at higher f d y sizes. in other words, in the event that people were paying

attention to distances along the ray instead of direct commuting distances, the
relationship would probably not hold.
Overall, the existence of children in the family, requirhg special housing characteristics,
has some tendency to increase cornmuting distances, with perhaps some correlation to
income - and greater skills (at least as measured by years of education) also tend to
induce more commuting, especially for farnily heads. However, this multiplicity of
tenuous relationships suggests that regression analysis is needed to investigate the
possibility of more precise conclusions.

7.3 Placement in the Residential Decision
7.3.1 Offsets and Switches
This analysis of the residential location data considers the question of conformity to the
theoretical configuration Most of the sample points involve significant offsets, the

greatest exception k i n g those who work at home. Of the 361 survey points of residential
locations for which workplace locations at the t h e of movhg are available, 24 work at
home, and another 5 show respondents working within one mile of home (suggesting that
they work just around the corner, or virtually at home).

Anomalies in the relative placement of residence and workplace are identifiable in the

data The following analysis applies to residential movers, and workplace movers will be
considered separately in Section 7.4.

In the Table 7.7,the total set of 36 1 respondents making residential location decisions is
divided up according to how they have positioned thernselves dong the Alonso ray

(disregarding offsets), with one row for the normal gradient based on Minneapolis 112 as
city centre, and another row for the triple-peak gradient (distance to nearest of three

peaks). The Term c'Aionso" refers to the traditional downward-sloping price gradient
based on city centre. Throughout the analysis, respondents whose distance to work
measures zero are treated as normally placed. Respondents who live less than one mile
from work are also considered to live and work at the same location, and are treated as
nonnaliy placed (even if they are technically switched).

% Respondents

Gradient Type
Alonso 1 12
Triple-Peak

Position
Normal

Res-Sw

62.8%
3 7.7%

19.9%

18.3%

44.6%

17.7%

Table 7.7

RE$ Placement aiong Alonso Ray

CC-Sw

Choice of residence traditionally places the workplace between residence and city centre.

In the case of a single Minneapolis-based city centre, 72 (or 19.9 percent) of the
respondents had residences which were out of place in the sense of having a workplace
M e r fiom city centre than the residence (res-switched). Another 66 (18.3 percent)
were out of place in the sense that the workplace was located on the other side of city
centre fiom the residence (cc-switched). Hence 6 1.8 percent were placed nomally, The
inapplicability of the reverse-Alonso case (where normal and res-switched are reversed),
is here reinforced since "normal" placements in that context are only 19.9 percent- In the
triple-peak case, only 37.7 percent are placed normaIly, and res-switching dominates with
44.6 percent

Where there is a high percentage of switched respondents, it might suggest that the
gradient specification is inappropriate, or that respondents were perceiving a different
price gradient or no discernable gradient at dl, or that they were responding more to

amenities or other factors than to any price gradient. The figures above suggest that a
normal downward-sloping price gradient is the rnost applicable predictor, at least in the
limited context of switching behavior. That is, a reasonably high proportion of people are
responding in a straightforward traditional way to a Minneapolis-baçed price normal
gradient, even though they may exhibit significant offsets from the ray.

The following tables display average offsets for the different placements considered.

1 ~olition

1 ~ l o n s o112
Gradient
Avg Wset
A V Commute
~
m'et as %

-

-

I

Normal

Res-Sw

CC-Sw

Ovcrall

2.1

4.3

6-2

7.0
29-7%

5.3
81.1%

15.8

3 .O
8.0

39.3%

37.6%

Tabie 7.8
Average Offsets, Normal Gradient
Triple-Peak
Gradient
Avg Offset
Avg Commute
OfEset as %

Position
Normal
3.3

Res-Sw
5.8

5.1
65.7%

81.0%

7.2
_

CC-Sw
8.2
16.1
50.75

Overall
5.3
8.0
66.5%

Table 7.9
Average Offsets, Triple-Pea k Gradient
Many of these offsets are not huge, with an average offset of 3.0 miles for the Alonso
gradient. That figure,however, includes the many instances of working at home or
virtually at home (which, if excluded, wodd produce an average offset of 3-7miles). It is
more relevant for purposes of cornparison, however, to record the average offset of 3.0

miles as 37.6 percent of the distance to work. Offsets for normal placements are 29.7
percent, compared to 81.1 percent for res-switc hed and 39.3 percent for cc-switched
respondents.

It is clear that the traditional Alonso gradient best displays the expected results of the
model. Those who are sensitive to the price-location dynamic of the model are Likely to

be the ones who are norrnally placed, and are more likely to be optimizing in a way
which reduces offsets (theoretically to zero)- at least where there is no effective means
to test for (out of line) premium wages offered in suburban employment centres which

might produce rational out-commuting. Hence the gradient which exhibits the iowest
offsets in the nomial placement category best represents the behavior of the model.
Results are not very ambiguous in ttus instance, as the traditional Alonso gradient scores

a much lower average offset for normally placed respondents. It also scored significantly
better in overalI placements compared to the triple-peak gradient.

Also, one might expect those who are displaced, and hence rnay be less concemed about
cornmuting distance, to travel m e r to work This is noticeabty true only for the more
extreme cc-switched respondents, showing the highest actual offsets and averaging 15.8
miles to work. A lack of consistency in the res-switched respondents serves as a
reminder of the tenuous nature of such data, and the possibility of distortions caused by
k e d industrial patterns.

It should be noted that the greater offsets in the triple-peak case are deceptive, because of
the relative sizes of the cities involved Mi-nneapolis (1 12) mesures up to 12 miles in a
north/south direction, and there is a significanî highdensity/low-pricearea surrounding
Minneapolis to the east and west. By contrast, the cities comprising the triple-peak

gradient are relatively tiny. Moreover, the low-price concentration in Minneapolis is
spread over a wide are%such that a gradient to the geographic centroid may be quite
meaningless. A gradient could be defined through a point far removed firom the centroid

and still be well within Minneapolis (1 l2), but that could change the offset from 2 miles
to 10 miles. Since any residence-workplace combinations located wholly within the
broad M i ~ e a p o l i area
s could be largely randomly placed around each other, their

average distance fiom city centre or fiom its immediate gradient may well net to zero or
some low value. Hence one might expect the offsets to be lower for the Minneapoliscity-based gradient, as it appears in the data. In other words, one might expect these

gradients to produce offsets which are slightly biased in a downward direction because of
the shapes of the city jurisdictions in question, but there is no way to determine the extent

of this bias. Nonetheless, the offset ratios for normal placements on the Alonso gradient
are sufficiently lower to suggest that there is indeed a relationship.

7.3.2 Respondent Preferences
The survey data includes fields on respondent preferences. Reading fkom the Tables 7.10

and 7.11 which refer to the traditional Alonso gradient for the Minneapolis nomal price
gradient, figures in the top row accompanying the preference categories refer to the
percentage of respondents who identified that category as important. Hence for example,
15.5% of respondents indicated that pnce was a medium-to-high priority in their

selection of a residence. Note that preference categories are grouped for the purpose of
this analysis. Residential Quality includes survey questions regarding size, age and
general "niceness" of the residence. Neighbourhood Quality includes age, "niceness",

property tax bracket, proximitiy to schooWchurch, and proxïmï@ to relatives- Other
categories are fairly self-explanatory, except that Neighbourhood Move indicates that the
quality of neighbourhood was an important reason for moving from the old residence,
and Neighbourhood Quality indicates that the quality of the neighbourhood was an
important reason for choosing the new residence.

Preferred by
% rtspondents

15.5%

Percentage
Placed
Normally

62.5%

Res-Sw

17.9%

CC-Sw

19.6%

Total

1O P !

...

Table 7.10
Preferences and flacernents

Preferred by
% rcspondents

Offset for

,..

Normal

Res-Sw
CC-Sw

AI1

Tabfe 7.11
Preferences and Offsets

The fist table refers to the percentage of respondents Üt each preference group who were
switched or placed nonndy. For example, for the group of respondents who indicated
pnce as important, the Normal cell in that column indicates that 62.5 percent of
respondents in that preference group were placed nomally. The second table refers to

the average workplace offset as a percentage of distance to work. Using the same ce11 in
the next table as an exampte, the average ofEset of normally placed respondents in the
price preference group was 22.2 percent. The corresponding offset for al1 respondents

(al1 placements) together was 34-1 percent.

The first column of each table shows a clear reiationship, namely that most respondents

in the price preference column were nomally place4 and the nomally-placed
respondents had distinctly lower workplace offsets (22.0 percent), especially in relation
to res-switched respondents. This speaks strongly for the normal Alonso relationship,
since the Alonso mode1 would predict that most people who pay attention to price would
place themselves normally and with lower offsets.

It is important to note that these preferences were not mutually exclusive in the survey.

Respondents could express their preferences on up to five categories at once without any
suggestion of ranking them.

It is notable that traditional categories score poorly in this set of preferences. Only 15.5
percent of respondents indicated price as a major factor in their move. The highest

scoring categories are those related to residential and especially neighbourhood quality,
the latter suggesting that the respondents were somewhat amenity onented

Taking the first two columns of numbers in these tables as indicating preferences related
to the traditional price and location factors, the results appear contradictory at first glance
- showing offsets lower than the other preference categories for price, and higher than the

other preference categories for location- However, the Alonso model is a price-driven
model, and location is the result - suggesting that the first column is most relevant. A
stated preference for workplace location (second column), to the extent that it represents

a preference for location (which could relate to amenities) over price, might be expected
to draw people way from the price gradient and produce larger offsets. This relationship
is reinforced in the Nomal row, and more weakly discemible in the switched rows where
one would not expect that relationship to be as apparent

It is highly significant that offsets are lower for normally placed respondents in al1

preference categories, indicating that even when amenity factors play a large role in
residential location decisions, the AIonso normal-gradient pnce relationship is still an
important factor. Even with such a large proportion of people indicating neighbourhood

quality as a preference, the ratio of normal offsets to res-switched offsets in this category

is the sarne as for those indicating a pnce preference. Even a strong preference for
amenities does not produce a great increase in offsets. There may be some room in these

figures for a random-offset hypothesis.

The data may also suggest that it rnight not reveai much about behavior to separate out
preferences for independent analysis. They could indicate that housing pnces have a
component of hedonic price index in them, where better neighbourhoods and their

amenities are captured to a large extent in the price.

Switching behaviour is a little less clear. The price orïented group should show a higher
proportion of respondents in the normal placement category compared to other preference

groups (if amenities are less Iikely to draw them away fiom the normal Alonso
relationship), and such is not the case - in fact it shows the lowest (62.5 percent).
Workplace location scores higher (72.6 percent), but çtill not bighest. I f we interpret the

second column as reinforcing the location aspect of the price relationship in the £ïrst
column, the two columns together show an unclear relationship to the other preferences,
with which show only a slightiy higher (and bardly significant) priority overall.

Ln surnmary, there is good support for the expected theoretical behavior when it cornes to
oEsets, but a less clear picture when it cornes to placement. However, the inconsistent
behavior with regard to switching is drawn fiom an examination of switching behavior
alone (isolated fiom offsets). Nevertheless, overaIl the data are reasonably consistent
with the proposition that residence-seekers are perceiving and paying attention to a
traditional price gradient even when they give high priority to amenities (Le., even when
88.1 percent of respondents indicated a strong pnority on neighbourhood characteristics

when choosing a residence, compared to 15.5 percent for price.) Note, the fact that these

percentages overall sum to over 100 percent &se fiom the crucial fact that the survey did

not ask for mutually exclusive preferences, and in façt accepted up to 5 choices at once.

7.3.3 Neighbourhoods
Since the dataset identifies census city divisions, it is possible to obtain characteristics for
the locations where respondents reside. Table 7.12 combines preferences, neighbourhwd
characteristics, and switching behavior in the context of the Alonso 112 gradient. The
first column measures an index of average famity density in the chosen neighborhoods,

and the switching behavior of those respondents who expressed a preference for a
neighbourhood amenable to families. The second shows average building year of
construction and switching behavior for those who express a preference for housing
quality. The following columns show average building year, percentage of non-wel fare
residents, employment rate and an index of occupational class (fiom unskilled labour to
professional), and switching behavior for those who express a preference for
neighbourhood quality.

Placement
Normal
Ra-Sw

-73
-61

1966.9
1956.6

43.8
45.7

78.7%
71.4%

95.5%
95.1%

-66
-67

Table 7.12
Preferences, Neighbourhood Characteristics, and Placement

There is little in this table to confïrm the expectations of a rnodel which would suggest
that those classified as nomially positioned would to focus more on pricellocation
considerations and pay less attention to neighbourhood characteristics such as Family
Density, in contrast with those who are res-switched or cc-switched The latter should be
choosing greater Family Density. This is not confirmed in the first colurm, and it returns

us to the suggestion above that housing pnces may be capturing the elements of hedonic

Housing quality preferences confîrm the above mode1 no better, as seen in the second
column Switched placements should be characterized by newer housing, as the less
priceAocation oriented opt for quality (at least in the Iimited dimension of age). There is

no evidence of this in the data above. Given a degree of correlation between housing
pnce and year of constmction, some consistency between the first two columns might be
expected, as respondents may be seeking price and quality at the same time. As well,
limitations of the survey m u t be kept in mind. Price and quality orientations, as well as

dl others, were not presented in the survey as rnuhially exclusive options, and
respondents were dlowed to express several preferences from a long list.

Building age in the context of neighbourhood-quality preferences is no more consistentNormally placed people should live in older (supposedly inferior) neighborhoods because
they are more likely to be priceAocation onented (except to the extent that pnce and age

are negatively related to each other). The sarne relationship should hold when using a
lower social-welfare rate as an indication of neighbourhood quality. As well, neither

employment rate nor a weighted measure of social class as mesures of neighbourhood
quality show the expected relationship.

These results suggest a degree of criterion bundling. Residence-seekers view the home as

a package - bundling locational advantages, housing quality and neighbourhood quality
into a single commodity, which is measured by a single hedonic price. And in that
bundle, locational advantages may indeed play a dominant enough role to reduce quality
considerations to the relative &portance

indicated by the above data.

7.4 Placement in the Workplace Decision

7.4.1 Offsets and Switches
The same kind of analysis can be applied to the choice of workplace, where a fixed
residence is offset fiom the ray between the workplace k i n g chosen and city centre.
Placements favour both gradients in Table 7.13. In the single-peak gradient, 56.8 percent
of locations are normaily placed, as compared to 66.2 percent in the triple-peak gradient.
Normal placements indicate respondents who are sensitive to the gradient, suggesting that
both gradients are performing well, as was the case regarding residential decision-

making.

/

% Resvoadents

Gradient Type
Alonso 112
Tripie-Peak

1

1 Position
Normal

Res-Sw

CC-Sw

56.8%

21.3%
21.1%

21.8%

66.2%

Table 7.13

WP Placement along Alonso Ray

12.7%

Tables 7.14 and 7.15 bring mixed results when it comes to average offset. Overail,
average offsets are 6 1.0 percent (single-peak) and 64.2 percent (triple-peak) of distance to
residence respectively. Broken down by switching behavior, they are:
Alonso 112
Gradient
Avg Offset
Avg Cornmute
Oflset as %

Position
Normaf
4.0 mi
5.5 mi
70.9 %

Res-Sw

CC-Sw

Overall

2.5
5.5
46.0

7.8
13.9
56.2

4.5

7.5
61.0

Table 7.14
Average Omet, Normal Gradient
TriplePeak

Gradient
Avg Offset
Avg Commute
Offset as %

Position
Normal
5.2 mi
7-2mi
72.0 %

Res-Sw

CC-Sw

2.8
5.5
51.8

6.0
12.2
49.4

Overail
4.8

7.5
64.2

Table 7.15
Average Offset, Triple-Peak Gradient

Offsets shouid be higher for switched placements, on the grounds that switched behavior
implies less attention to the gradient, which is not evident in these results. Hence the
placement criterion and the offset criterion brîng opposite results. This contradiction
could be suggesting that job seekers are not paying sufficient attention to the wage
gradient-

When it comes to correlations (offsets to distance-to-work), the following data are
interesting:
Placement
Normal
Res-Sw
CC-SW

Correlation
Alonsol12
-88

Triple-Peak

-48
.69

-74
-50

.87

Table 7.1 6
Correlations - Offsets to Distance to W P

As in the case of residential choice, if a simple gradient relationship of further-out/offset-

less-significant/offset-may-be-higher
relationship holds, it should be truer of normal,
more rational placements. In this case, the expected higher correlations for the normal

gradients are apparent in the data

Overall, though there are many inconsistencies in the data, good case can be made for
accepting the traditional downward-sloping, city-centre based Alonso gradient for both
residential and workplace decision-making - on the basis of better average performance
by the various criteria discussed above. The triple-peak gradient occasionally displays
better results, but performs relatively poorly in the areas that would most directly suggest

an operational gradient.

7.4.2 Respoodent Preferences
In the job-seeker case, we do not have any data on workplace location amenities to help

focus the data. We do, however, have some indications of preference, namely an
attention to Locational factors when seeking employment, and an attention to job quality
factors. For exarnple, the top row in Table 7.17 indicates that 73.5 percent of respondents
considered job location an important factor. While in this instance they are both cited by
a high proportion, job quality is cited by more, suggesting that the gradient relationship is
of slightly lesser importance.

Percentage Placed

Total

Table 7.17
Preferences and Placement

Preferred by
% respondents
Offset for

...

Normal
Res-Sw
CC-Sw
Al1

Table 7.18
Preferences and Offsets

The Alonso and triple-peak gradients have a high proportion of normal placements, but
only the Alonso gradient shows the expected results - higher offsets for the res-switched
respondents. However, the expected stronger performance for location-oriented
respondents is not strongly evident. Normal placement (previous page) for Alonso 112 is
only marginally greater (57.4% > 57.0%), and offsets are not significantly lower
(45.2% c 46.4%) in the normal case. The other gradient performs slightly better in this

regard.

7.5 Placement and Excess Commuting
7.5.1 Residential Decision Estimates
The curent analysis does not attempt to rneasure optimum commuting in the manner of
Hamilton, on the grounds cited in Chapter 3-5 that it incorporates switching in an
unpredictable manner and produces an unknown bias in the estimate. Lnstead, the current
analysis estimates excess commuting as the excess of travel dong the hypotenuse to an
offset workplace or residence - calculated as the difference between the hypotenuse and
the adjacent side of the triangle. In other words, the adjacent side represents what the

commuting distance would be if the offset component were removed. This calculation
produces the tables below, for excess commuting in the context of residential location.

1 Average Excas (Raidentin1 Defision)

I

A10ns0112

% in Group

Excess (mi)
% Excess
Tripie-Peak
% in Group

Excess (mi)
% Excess

Position
Normal
65.4%

O.7
13-2%
Positioo
Normal
38.1%
0-8
19.4%

-

1

1 Res-Sw

1 CC-Sw

17.0%

17.6%

100%

2.8
55.5%

0-8
4.6%

1.O
18.7%

Rw-Sw

CC-Sw
16.8%
1 -2
9.6%

Overall
100%
1 .O
28.7%

45.1%
1.2

21.6%

1 Overail

Table 7-19
Average Excess, Rcsidential Decision

Proportional membership in the different placement groups, because only a subset of the

data was amenable to excess cornmuting calc~lations~
is not an issue in these
calculations- Since excess commuting is here calculated fiom a direct measure of

hypoteneuse-to-adjacent-sideof the commuting triangle itself, the problem - that an
offset does not fully measure displacement, because it extends merely from the ray
regardless of a perhaps large overall displacement due to switching - does not arise.

The most sûiking characteristic is that excess commuting by this definition is far smaller

than that estimated by Kamilton, averaging only 1.04 miles overall in the residentiai
location context compared to Hamilton's 7.6 miles. That is, the ratio of the hypotenuse to
the adjacent side of the offset triangle was small enough on average to produce an excess
commuting average barely over one mile in length In percentage terms, 18.7 percent of
achial commuting was excessive, compared to Hamilton's 87.4 percent. The large
differential stems partly fiom the fact the differences in calculation. Hamilton calculated

an ideal comrnute of 1.1 miles from the average of actual residentiai and workplace
distances fim city centre on the grounds that the achial residential distance could be

interpreted as the ideal distance on average given the swapping scenario. Our
calculations were based on stripping out the offset component of the commute and
calculating its projection onto the ray, which reduced an average commute of 7.9 miles

down only to 6.9 miles projected ont0 the ray. But despite the differences in method, the
difference in excess commuting estimates is quite large. It suggests either that
Minneapolis commuters in 1992 were behavi~gdifferently than the commuters Hamilton
examined and are perhaps much less offset, or that Hamilton's aggregation error cited in
Section 5.2 concealed a large number of cc-switched residents biasing his estimate
upward.

White's (1988a) estimates were substantialiy lower, for a list of 2S cities. Her estimates
were based on minutes traveled, yielding a required cornmute of 20.0 minutes and an
average commute of 22.5 minutes, meaning a rate of wasteful commuting of only 11
percent Hamilton's (1989) response included another study fiorn Boston, for which he

found excess commuting of only 47 percent in this instance (p. 1500). Small and Song's
(1992) report on Boston, yielding 33 to 66 percent depending on the size of the
jurisdictions (the higher figure for smaller jurisdictions, contrary to Hamilton's
suggestion). Memiman, Ohkawara and Suzuki (1995) reported 15 to 29 percent for

Tokyo (with greater confidence in the 15 percent estimate) - noting that a high
dependence on public transit and a large degree of social homegeneity (producing less
segregation) conaibute to lower expected commuting times. Suh (1990) modeled a
theoretical city and etimated 27 percent excess cornmliting. He also modeled how
greater residential decentralization results in Iess excess commuting, while greater job

decentraiization results in more. This çtudy's 18.7 percent is well above White, but low
enough to suggest that the attempt to isolate excess cornmuthg due to offsets specifically
confirms White's contention that Hamilton's version was eonsiderably over-estimated.

It is interesting to observe the breakdom- In the residentiai choice data, both the

traditional Alonso and the triple peak gradients produce the anticipated behavior - greater
excess commuting for those who are at switched locations. Those who are disregarding
or Iess sensitive to Alonso optimizing are engaging in more excess commuting. Indeed,
Hamilton (1982, page 1046) suggested that a degree of wasteul commuting may be due
to "out of equilibrium" commuting, and the above distinction might be considered one
way of measuring that.

A part of the explmation of excess commuting could possibly be two-worker households.

Ifthe family head is indeed optimizing the residential location in reference to his or her
workplace, the same cannot be said of the secondary earner. It may not be uncornmon for
two earners to compromise to some degree, and choose a location which is not wholIy

optimum for either of them in the sense that it is jointiy optimal. As a result, excess
cornmuting couid arise, and excess comrnuting interpreted as such is overstated. In other
words, we might expect the measured excess on average to be higher in two or more
worker families.

Unfominately the survey data in question does not include adequate data on number of
earners (absent fiom the 1992 survey), which forces us to substitute number of adults as

an imperfect proxy for eamers. We cannot be certain that two-adult farnilies include two
workers, though a proportion of them w o d d It is more likely that three-adult families
contain another worker, though that may not account for aduit chiidren at home.
Nonetheless we might expect excess comuting to be greater, the greater number of
adults in the family. The data below does not support that expectation in any clear
manner, calculated for al1 placements combined.
Percentage Excess Commuting by Number of Adults
1 adult
2 adults
3 or more adults
t 7.2%
22.7%
20.3%

Table 7.20
Percentage Excess Cornmutireg by Number of AduIts
There could be all lcinds of unspecifiable reasons for this. Single-parent farnilies could
have greater specialized needs and are not as f?ee to optimize, but three-adult as
compared to two-adult families are more likely to contain a second worker and would
exhibit the observed higher excess cornrnuting ratio. This is, of course, just a stab in the

dark, and the differences are tiny to begin with. Hence we have to consider these figures
as rather inconclusive.

7.5.2 Workplace Decision Estimates
Recall that the data is divided into two parts. The previous analysis (the residential data)
applies to the data on residential location, where the workplace at the time of the move is

known. The following analysis (the workplace data) refer to workplace location, where
the residence at the time of tbat choice is known. If they were not simultaneously
detennined, they are separate decisions. In many instance, the same respondent is present

in both sets of data because information on both decisions couid be ascertained, but they

are two separate datasets based on the two ways in which the data could be compiled.

The workplace data shows average excess commuting of 2.5 miles, as shown in the table
below.

I

I

1

Position
% in Group

Excess (mi)
% Excess
Triple-Peak

, 57.1%
Normal

1
1

2.8
38.5%

1 Res-Sw
124.1%

1 CC-Sw

1

21,8%
2.9
118.8%

. Position

_ Normal

Res-Sw

% in Group

66.5%

Excess (mi
% Excess

2.3

20.8%
1.6

29.4%

29.1%

CC-Sw
12.7%
4.8
45.7%

( Overall

1
1

i 00%
2.5

1

31.1%

Overall
100%
2.5
3 1.1%

-

Table 7.21
Average Excess, Workplace Decision
These data are less clear cut, and res-switched respondents are shown with lower excess
commuting. This could suggest that job-seekers are a little more distracted by job quality
factors whether they are switched or not, or it could merely testifi to the unreliability of

using this specification of excess commuting as an indicator of optimizing behavior.

Overall then - in addition to the existence of offsets and the other conventional
explanations of wasteful commuting such as non-equilibrium decision-making, Fuced
employment patterns, multi-worker howholds, the concurrent optimuation of noncommuting travel and the heterogeneity of housing, jobs and modes of transportaîion excess commuting is also partially related in the data above to switching behavior (at

least in the case of residential location).

8. REGRESSION A N a Y S I S
8.1 Estimation Issues

It should be noted again that the Minneapolis survey data do not support the hypothesis
that residence and workpIace are determined simultaneously. Where it has been possible
to identi& the workplace at the tirne of changing residence, and the residence at the time
of changing workpIace, we have found that only 17 percent of the sarnple respondents

had changed workplace and residence within 12 months of each other. One year is a
rather arbitrary dividing line - it is not very likely that many people choose a residence in
anticipation of a job change even six rnonths into the future. But even on that basis,
when only one-sixth of respondents cari even loosely described as making the two
decisions in concert, it is unreaListic to treat them as one sünuttaneous decision. Hence

we shall treat the two basic decisions, choice of residence and choice of workplace, in

tum and independently.

Regression analysis has not uncommonly adopted the simultaneity assumption. Siegel

(1973, p. 30) stipulated the assumption that "households simultaneously choose both the
location of the home and job dong with a bundle of housing characteristics consurned at
their home location7'. His regressions found notable associations between horne/job and
jobhome location, as well as with income and number of rooms in the residence

(generally with the expected signs). With R~values in the -2 to -4 range, it suggests that
commuting distance, income and housing size are still relevant, in spite of many likely

instances where home/job changes were made in reference to a dieerent jobhome than
that held at the tirne of the survey- Simultaneous regression analyses by Simpson (1988,

2 987, 1989, 1992) generally support the conclusions of Siegel, wiui the addition of
family variables showing as quite significant.

The choice not to employ sirnultaneous equations requires acknowledgement of the
possibility of simultaneity bias. However, following from the nature of the sample
employed in this instance, the choice of employment was often made years before the
current residential choice, and only within one year for 17 percent of the sample. Hence

the feedback that would cause simultaneity bias would be minimal.

8.1.2 Choice of Variables
In the theoretical analysis, the symbol u has been used to designate distance fiom the TL
to CC. When moving fiom the theoretical to the measurable, we employ a common

convention of using the symbol h to designate distance fiom RES to CC, and j for the

distance from WP to CC. Actual cornmuting distance shown below remains designated
by the symbol t.

/

Diagram 8.1
Workplace Offseîs

This requires some M e r interpretation when offsets are considered, as they are
described in Section 5.1 and reproduced in Diagram 8.1. Simply taking the difference
between h and j produces the distance r -cleariy not a measure of t, or even b (the
projection of the actual commuting distance onto the ray). This is not directly an issue,
when simuItaneous regressions of h and j are not employed. Nevertheless, even separate
regressions commody cany the assumption that a reduction in h or an increase in j tends
to reduce commuting distance in the sarne proportion. Regressions which take distances

to ciiy centre and interpret them in thïs simple manner are not adequately taking switches
into account.

There are two possible approaches to detemùning which variable should be included in a
regression. Nonnally, to take the example of regressing on h, the distance j from the
workplace to city centre is included as a regressor because j is an indirect measure of
cornmuting time in its relation to h (j= h - r). This may be misleading, considering that
most workplaces are offset from the ray to some degree, and hence the actual commuting

time carmot simply be inferred from the difference between h and j. #en

calculating

the travel cost factor resdting fiom the offsets in the data (actual distance traveled
divided by distance along the ray - which would equal one if the workplace were actually
located on the ray), the figures range fiom approximately 111 to 10/1, with a few outliers
up to 50/1.

Ifthese offset ratios bear no systematic relationship to h or j, and are often large enough
to produce actual commuting distances of an entirely diEerent magnitude from r, then

r = h - j may be a meaningless figure. This might suggest that we should substihite t (the
actual commuting distance) for j (distance of WP nom CC) in the regression on h. It can
be argued that this is in fact the more meaningful variable, if it is the one more likeiy to
be taken into account in choosing a residence. Who in SW3 cares how far as job in 54 is

from CC? ft7sa short drive fiom home.

On the other hanci, this relationship still means that workers may live farther from CC
because their workplace is farther fiom CC, even if there are offsets involved. Hence the
basic linear relationship, r = h -j, may still be the decision-making variable, even if the
variance of the (perhaps randorn) offsets makes it a noisy variable. It may (likely) b e no
noisier than the gradients themselves. This approach also cames the advantage of
yielding a consistent anchor point for the analysis, because it uses location CO-ordinates

which refer to a common geographic origin such as city centre - i.e. a consistent
reference point, which a variable based on cornrnuting distance lacks.

Offsets need not be an issue at al1 if they are random. Then offsets become simply a
component of the randorn error term, and impart no bias to the regression. In terms of
simply whether the offsets are evenly distributed on either side of the ray, that is clearly
the case since the average of the signed offsets cancel out to near zero (0.28 miles for
residential decisions and 0.26 miles for workplace decisions). More to the point, if the
offsets are random and uncorrelated with h, then the influence on h will be distributed
randomly around a mean value - and in any regression on h, they will merely add an
increment to the constant texm. Hence the relevance of the offset to regression analysis
depends on the absence of any correlation between offsets and comrnuting distances. An
examination of the data reveals that such correlations are weak For residential decisions,
the correlation coefficient between offsets and h is 0.1 13, and for workplace decisions it
is -0.156, giving some support to the proposition of random offsets.

Both approaches have been tested. The regression results given below indicate that
regressions based on j perfonn as well as those based on t, but have the crucial advantage
of providing a common geographical reference point. Nonetheless observations from the
regressions based on t are inciuded, because they may support a suggestion that a sarnple

which contains a large number of respondents who are residentially switched and hence
less responsive to urban structure in the traditional sense may be a little more responsive
to the structurally footloose direct commuting variable.

8.2 Residential Choice

8.2.1 Regression by Placement
We begin the analysis of the residential decision by i d e n t i w g its likely detenninants,
which are comrnonly considered to be workplace distance fiom CC, income, children,
number employed, and age. However, the Minneapolis data is not well stnictured to
isolate the number employed in the family. The question was directly asked in the 1990
part of the survey, but not in the 1992 part. Limiting the analysis to those who have not

changed between 1990 and 1992 would reduce an aiready sparse number of sample
points (sparse because only 361 to 404 sample points could be found which identify
workplace/residence location at the time of residencelworkplace choice). Hence the
closest practical proxy for number of employed in the fmily is family size, which is used
below. The sample is comprised of the 362 most recent residential choices where the
workplace at the tirne of residential choice couid be identified.

The initial regression equation is specified as foUows.
h = a + b j + b2y+ b3childr + b4adults+ bsage + ~h

The following data are for linear and single log estirnates of the dependent variable h
based on the gradient from Minneapolis Centre @ist l12), and based also on the triple-

peak gradient identified in Chapter 5 as a possible alternative. The latter is based on the

minimum distance fiom the nearest of the three price peaks identified. The mean and
standard deviation of h are given in Table 6.1 as 7.96 and 6.3 respectively.

Simply regressing these variables on h yields little in the way of solid relationships, as
evidenced in Table 8.1 below.

TABLE
8.1- Regression estirnates on Distance to Mimeapoiis (1 12)

Regressors
Linear (R2= 0.236)
Residentid Location Eq.iatiorz (7.1)
cornant

i
Y
chil.
adul&s

7.86
0.54
-0.07
4.01
0.002

Logarithmic (IZ2 = 0.194)
1.95

(0.05)
(O. 15)
(0.03)
(0.08)

0.05
-0.003
-0.001
0.001

(0.006)
(0.02)
(0.003)
(0-01)

Notes: j = distance of workplace fo 112; y = househoid incorne cfms:
ChiIdr = nurnber of pre-schoo( chifakenpresent; Achrlfs = mmber of
aduls present; Age = age of head
Notesfor ail tobfes: Source is 1990-92 Gteaier Minnecplis Survey;
travelling distances are in miles: stanahrd errors irr parentheses;
Logarithmic ~ r ~ o n n a ~are
i oapplied
~ ~ s tu the dependent vvari6Ie on&.
Allpaim of c o l u r n ~
taRe
~ ~thef o r C o e c i e n t (Stamkd Error)

Siegel (1975, page 37) used two-stage lem-squares to estimate similar variables in San

Francisco, broken down by rentlowner status and by race. Looking at the data for
whites, and acknowledging the limitations of such a cornparison - we note that Siegel's
log coefficients for j ranged from -68 for owners and to -99for renters. Blacks showed

similar coefficients (except for 1.3 1 for young homeowners). His coefficients for log
income were .O7 to -14 (noting that ody blacks showed negative coefficients). For
number of employed (related but not identical to adulrs above), linear coefficients ranged

h m -.O5 to +.01. Simpson's (1980, 1987) two-stage least-squares estimates were based
on data from Greater London/Toronto. He found coefficients for j (.68/1.65), y (.75/.04),
number employed (-.63/-.59), and children (.1% 14)

It might be thought that restridng the regression to those who are not switched (in the

normal Alonso relationship to CC and WP)might produce better results. These are, afler
d l , the people who are more likely to be paying atîention to the price gradient. The data

in Table 8.2 yield some improvement

TABLE
8.2, Regession estirnates on Distance to Miimeapolis (1 12)
UnswitchedRespo~tdentsOn&
Regressors
Linear (R2= 0.428)
Logarithmic (R' = 0.318)
ResidentiafLocatio~rEqtmion (7.1)
comCM1

9.45

i
chikir

0.72
-0.08
-0.10

udults

0.15

Y

age
-0.04
Abtes: See Table 8-1 notes.

2.15

(0.05)
(0-17)
(O-t 9)
(0.38)
(0.03)

0.07
-0.02
-0.01
0.02
-0-004

(0-01)
(O -02)
(0.02)
(0.05)
(0.004)

A little more of the overall variance is explained in this case. A notable feature in the
linear estimate is a strong positive coefficient for distance to city centre, j, indicating that

for every mile the residence is M e r fiom city centre, commuting increases by 0.72
mile. Another is a negative coefficient for income which is quite consistent throughout
the data analyzed below but rarely significant - which seems weakly to suggest that
higher income people have a conter-tendency more to choose residences inward toward
city-centre and their jobs (noting that this is the non-switched simple), possibly
priorïzing commuting costs or job offer densities. It seems p d i n g to suggest that
higher-income eamers prefer central locations, but the low coefficients and usual
insignificance may simply suggest îhat the data do not reveal much in the way of income
relaîionships. The 0.15 coefficient for nurnber of adults is an imperfect @ut best
available) proxy for number of earners, and seems to suggest some weak degree of

priorization of space (over multiplied commuting costs) by moving o u t w d but the
errors are too high. There does not appear to be any useful additionai data to be derived
fiom the logaritbmic regressioos.

TABLE
8.3. Regression estimates on Distance to MinneapoIis (1 12)
Linear regremon
Unswitched (R2= 0.196)
Switched (R2= 0.281)
Regressors
ResidentiaI Location &pation (7.1)
constant
t

9-86

0.44
(0.05)
-0.1 1
(O. 16)
Y
chi&&
-0.O2
(0.03)
&lts
0.04
(0.08)
-0.0
I
(0.03)
*ge
Notes: f = disiancejFom resi&nce to wcrrkplace; See

1 1-62
0.6 1

-0.30
O. 12
0 -23
0.03
Table 8.1 notes.

(0.06)
(O, 19)
(0-21 )
(O -43)
(0.03)

Replacingj with the actual commuting distance t makes littie ciifference, as shown in
Table 8.3 above. The same basic relationships apply in a similar rnanner. This supports
the suggestion that - even if it can be argued that residence-seekers pay more attention to

direct commuting distance than îhey pay to the workplace distance fiom city centre - an

estimation technique which conforms to the city-centre-based structure of the model, and

performs at least as well, should be considered preferable.

It appears that the more urban-stnictured model (measuring distances in reference to city

centre) displays a stronger set of relationships for the people who are optimizing

normally (i.e., non-switched). But, as may (perhaps) be expected, the behavior of the
people who are switched and hence not responding as rationally to the simple model of
urban structure is reflected to some extent in the model based on direct cornmuting
distances.

Overd the apparent relationships are not compelling at best, and we should also be open
to different expIanations of behavior that do not rely on Alonso optimizing behavior as a
strong behavioral trait - for example that people may be choosing a residential location in
a fashionable suburb which bears little relationship to any ray which may extend to CC,
or they could be responding to the amenity structure of the city and choosing by rough
areas in relation to city centre even if the actual commuting distance is not being
seriously minirnized Available data is not quite refined enough to make clear
distinctions which couid support any çuch hypotheses. The ody hypothesis supported
overail is that workplace location in relation to city centre is a significant variable, though
direct cornmuthg distance provides a useful mode1 as well especially for res-switched
respondents, and it appears that family and amenity factors can be discerned to some
extent in respondent behavior.

The same analysis with respect to the three-peak gradient brings poor results. For non-

switched respondents, they display weak coefficients with only fmily structure variables
showing reiatively low standard errors.

8.2.2 Amenities
In Chapter 3 it was suggested that, in cases where amenities are (a) not correlated with
location and @) not implicated in hedonic pricing, it could be miitfid to include amenities
in a regression analysis. The lcinds of data which would test for correlation by Location in

any precise manner are not available for this study. A casual perusal of various

residential patterns within Greater Minneapolis/St Paul would seem to support a
suggestion that ring 4 is a crude peak for neighbourhood qualit. variables, and hence in a
modei which employs a normal downward-sloping pnce gradient it is not clear that
amenities and housing prices are well correlated along the gradient - or at least it can be

argued that the question of correlation is unresolved.

The second cntenon presents a more serious obstacle. Theoretically, we should expect
housing pnces to incorporate neighbourhood arnenities in a manner suggested by hedonic
price theory - and who fails to examine the neighbourhood when assessing the value of a
prospective residence? In addition, the crosstabulations of Section 7.3 support the
suggestion that considerable '%riterion bundling" is occurring. Hence there is some
reason to believe that it the inclusion of amenity variables in the regression would be
misleading in terms of spurious correlations. This is supported by a quick and dirty

application of Rosen's regression technique in equation 3.4.

There are several types of arnenity mesures available by region fiom the 1990 U. S.

Census - but only a handfil of them can be selected. For example, average farnily
income in the neighbourhood and percentage of families not receiving welfare payments
are likely to be suficiently correlated to bias the regression coefficients. It tums out that

only three of them - housing construction date, percentage non-welfare, percentage
family residences - might be considered sufficiently independent of each other to include
(along with distance fiom city centre) in the regression. The following regressions
produced the results in Table 8.4.

housing price = a + b ldistance + b2houseyear + b3nonwelf + b4family + ~h

housing rent

=

a + b ldistance + b2houseyear + b3nonwelf + b4famiIy + sh

(8-2)

(8.2a)

Table 8.4 Rtgrcssion estimates on housing prices
(Linear regession for dl city units in%eafer Mnuieapolis
Regressors
Housing Price (R = 0.173)
Rent (R = 0.325)
Hedonzc Price Equation (8-2)
(8.2a)
constant
diitmrce
houseyear
nomve(f
fmi&

-83 177
40.08
-62 -25
53.89
-255.08

(21-63)
(50.52)
(3 8.49)
(43.20)

-544
4-08
4-27
0-34
-1 ,O9

(0.08)
(O.18)
(O.13)
(O. 15)

The regression is probably too crude to attempt any interpretation of the coefficients,
except perhaps to note that they are not wildly improbable (contrary to regressions which
include al1 possible amenities). The most important observation is simply that the
regression does not disprove the hypothesis that amenities are significantly present in
hedonic pnce indices. Hence it would be misleading to incorporate them into the
regressions of equation (8.1).

8.2.3 Regressing on Onsets
With data available on offsets, it is useful to examine the predictive power in relation to
ofEsets. The strongest theoretical explanation of offsets involves the impact of pre-

existing fixed patterns of housing and industry, and the way they may induce crosscornmuting. However, without sufficient data in the present survey to account for these

patterns, any empiricd investigation may end up taking the form of a fishing expedition,
to see if some patterns emerge which might provide hints about systematic behavior.

One approach might be to include offsets as an additional independent variable in the
above regressions- The data reveal a correlation of OS4 between offsets and comrnuting
distances. In addition, the F statistics on al1 the relevant regressions are smcient to
reject the nul1 hypothesis. Interpreting this as suggesting that neither random nor nonrandom offsets are a foregone conclusion, it opens the possibility for investigating the
impact of offsets in a regression on h. Ifoffsets are indeed random, we might expect

them to have no significant coefficient. Results of the regression are s h o w in Table 8.5,
which includes only those variables which exhibit significant coefficients.

TABLE
8.5. Regrasion estimates on Distance
to Minneapolis (1 12)
Linem regress~~on
for al1 re~ponaknb

Repressors
Distll2 a2
= 0.338)
ResidentiuZ Location Equation (7.2)

... .

Notes: 081 12

=

- --

-

oflserfrorn ray to 112.

There is very little change in the original variables - but the offset variable is significant
and negative, though not strong. In particular, those who live further out have smdler
offsets, suggesting perhaps that the commuting disadvantage is significant. Explanations
may contain an element of guesswork, but it is not unreasonable to suggest that suburban
living makes travel time a relatively larger expense, and there is a greater incentive to
econornize by minimizing circumferential commuting.

A more direct approach is to regress on offsets. The result is s h o w in Table 8.6. In this

case, arnenity variables are included because there is no problem of them k i n g correlated
wiîh the dependent variable.

TABLE
8.6. Regression estimates on Offkts to 1 12 Ray
Linem regremonfor aIfreqondents
Regressors
Off- (R' = 0.146)
Rependent vuriubk is the oNsetfiom ray
to Minneapolis (I 12)

houseyear tsyear of constnrctior~nomveif is percentage
of non-welfare recipients, fm ÏS percen rage of fami fies
as disrincffiom singIe-fmii'y residences.

The explanatory power is weak. The most significant coefficient (0.23) is distance fiom
workplace to city centre,yielding a moderate suggestion that offset workplaces move out

a linle (toward the residence) as offsets increase, which is not surprising. Generally, the
lack of information in this table supports the suggestion that offsets are perhaps an
irrational (in the Alonso sense) phenornenon, and the resulting excess commuting is
difficult to relate to any discemible causal factors. This does not necessarily contradict
our earlier statement that the non-switched respondents show more rational behavior than
switched respondents.

8.3 Workpiace Choice
8.3.1 Regression by Placement
The focus regarding the choice of workplace is skill levels. Initially, a simple measure of
skill based on years of education is employed While this is a rather crude measure, and

relates only to the most general and non-enterprise-specific levels of skill, other possible
measures have their own problerns. Given the later need to match skill levels attained
with skill levels demanded, education has been represented as a three-level ski11 index

which incorporates regional job density for the slcitl in question. Also included is age, to
capture some of the effects of life-cycle differences. lob experience data are available,
but it is not clear whether they might measure distinct enterprise-specific skilIs or a wide
range of variegated job-switching experience. It is not included in the regressions shown
because test regressions which included experience yielded no useful inferences and had

no effect on other coefficients, and there is a possible (though unexamined) risk of
correlation with the skills variable.

The employment rate in the neighbourhood of the job location was initially considered
for inclusion as an independent variable, since the employment rate may represent a
rough job-related amenity measure. That is, while employment is not the same as job
density, it may be taken to represent finding a job in an economically successful area of
the city wtiich mi@ be perceived as an amenity. The unemployment rate is derived fiom
the 1990 U.S. Census, and hence could be considered a lagged variable, measured in
1989 - suggesting that there should be no problem of an independent variable which is

detennined by the dependent variable. However, test regressions including the
unemployrnent rate produced some wildly different coefficients for al1 parameters,
compared to those shown below (without unemployment), suggesting that spurious
correlations may be a problem after all. Hence unemployment is excluded.

The sarnple is comprised of the 404 most ment workplace choices where the residence at
the time of workplace choice could be identified The mean and standard deviation of the

dependent variable j are given in Table 6.1 as 7.46 and 6.5 1 respectively.

Initial regression simply included an index of education as an explanatory variable. They
are not summarked here because of insignificant results. The next level of regression

included al1 the variables rnentioned above, according to the following regression
equations.

Results are summarized in Tables 8.6 to 8.9.
TABLE8.7. Regression estimates on Distance to M . ~ t % i p(1~ 12)
k
Linear regresFlonJor ah! respondents
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (R~= 0.224)
Dis-to-res (R2 = 0.027)
WorkplaceLocation Equuîion (7.3)
(7.3a)

Notes: e q e r = years employed; ernplrae = employmen~rate az job
location; Dist-CC is the distancej?om the workplace to city centre uz
Mimzeapolis (112); Dist-to-res is actirul commiting disiance.

TABLE8.8. Regession estirnates on Distance to Mi~eapolis(1 12)
Lirrear regressionfor non-switcked respontlena:
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (R' = 0.228)
Dist-to-res @ = 0.064)
Workp/aceLocation Eparion (7.3)
(7.3a)
constant
h
t

SM

5.10

10.64

0.40

(0.05)

-0.68
0.0 1

(0.52)
(0.03)

See notesfor Table 8.7.

-0.19
-0.54
0.02

(0.06)
(0.58)
(0.04)

TABLE
8.9- Regression estirnates on Distance to Mimeapoiis (1
- 12)
Linear regress~~ort
for res-switched respondents
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (Et2 = 0.507)
Dist-to-res (IL2 = 0.052)
WorkpraceLocution EqmtÎion (7-3)
(7.3~9
constant
h

-1- 16

0.90

11.14
(0-09)

t

SM
-0.40
age
0.02
See notesfor Table 8-7.

-0.33
-0.86
0.01

(0.72)
(0.04)

(O. 17)
(1 -00)
CO-od)

TABLE
8.10- Regression estimates on Distance to Minneapolis (1 12)
Linear regressionfor cc-swiied respon&nts
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (&= 0.056)
Dist-to-res (p= 0.007)
Workplace Locution Equatratron
(7.3)
(7.34
consfarit

7.24

h
t
SM

0-18

-0.07
a@
0.03
See notesfor Tubk 8.7.

9.46
(O. 10)
(1 -02)

(O.06)

4.003
-0.23
0.04

(0.08)
(1 -04)
(0.06)

A striking resuit is the extremely low R~values for dist-to-resL7(Le., achial commuting

distances). It appears clear that job-seekers are primarily focussed on the traditional
Alonso variable, distance fiom city centre. Housing distance coefficients are highly
significant- Ski11 factor coefficients are strongly negative, suggesting at this level of

analysis that more highiy-ski1led job-seekers search inward toward greater job (and offer)
densit.. For unswitched respondents that means reduced commuting, but for switched
respondents it means greater cornmuting. This suggests thaf for more highly skilled

workers in the res-switched group, search is important enough to justiq job locations
which are less optimal in terms of commuting.
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Sufficiently different to elicit a re-examination of data calculations to ensure they are
not in error.

8.3.2 Refining Skill
Census data is available to ailow a distinction between job density rates according to
skills. While the data does not allow for fine distinctions, the regions have been rated
according to the job densities in the categones of labour, technical and trades, and
professional. Actually,various midde-income occupations which do not belong in the
labour or professional categories have been included in technical and trades. This
procedure allows a direct mapping of people with education Ievels 1,2 and 3 to the three
job density categones above.

Following Simpson (1002, page 100), we employ the job density of the respondent's ski11
category as the regressor for ski11 (though with a sirnpler methodology). Lemng Ei stand
for three levels of education, and si stand for three occupational groupings (labour,
techlirades, professional), the composite coefficient &si (or Ei in the tables) represents
job density for the respondent's ski11 level.

The regression equaiions are:

j = bo + bih + b2,EIsl+ bZZEZs2
+ b33E3~3
+ baexp + b4age + bsempl + Ej

(8.4)

j = bo -+ blt -+ bziEisi+ bzE2sz + ba3E3s3+ b3exp + baage+ bsempl + Ej

(8.4a)

and the regression results are summarized below.

TABLE8-11. Regression estimates on Distance to Mimeapoiis (1 12)
Linear regressionfor di wspon&nrS
Regressors
Dia-to-CC (EL2 = 0.245)
Dist-to-res (RZ = 0.049)
Workp/meLacation Eguazion (7.4
.)
(7.-/a)
~oizstant

h

-0.65
0.44

5.15
(0-04)

t

Ef

O. 16
O. 12

(0.05)
(0-04)
0.1 1
(0.05)
‘W
0.01
(O.OZ)
See notesfor Table 8.7, El, E2, E3 defined above.
E2
E3

-0.10
0.15
O. 10
0.09
0.02

(0.04)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.03)

TABLE
8.22. Regression estimates o n Distance to Mimeapotis (1 12)
Linear regresflbnfor non-sv&W rlpondents
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (R' = 0-249)
Dist-to-res (R2= 0.080)
WorXprace h t i o n Equution (7.4)
(7.-/a)
COIIS~CM~

h
t

0.11
0.40

El

0.15
E2
O.10
E3
0.09
age
0.01
See notesfor Table 8-10.

7.28
(0.05)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.03)

-0-18
0.1 1
0.06
0.05
0.02

(O -06)
(0.07)
(0.06)
(0-07)
(0-04)

TABLE
8.13. Regression estirnates on Distance to Minneapolis (1 12)
Linear regressiunfor res-mSwltched
respondents
Regressors
Dist-to-CC
= 0-509)
Dist-to-res (RZ = 0.086)
WorkplaceLocation Etplation (7.4)
(7.47)
constant
h

-2.89
0.89

2.54
(0.09)

t

El
0.05
E2
0.03
E3
0.02
age
0 .O2
See notesfor Table 8.11.

(0.09)
(0.09)
(O. 1O)

(0.1O)

-0.33
0.24
0-18
0.20
0.01

(O. 17)
(O.12)
(O.12)
(O,14)
(O -06)

TABLE
8.14. Regression estimates on Distance to MinneapoIis (-1 12)Linem regresioi for ce-swi'rckedresponàènts
Regressors
Dist-to-CC @ = 0.067)
Dist-to-res (RZ = 0.026)
Workprace Location Equation (7-4)
(7.da)
constmt

h

4.29
0-18

4-76
(O. 10)

0.0 1

(0.08)

(O. 12)
(O. 1 1)
(O. 12)

O,15
0.1 1
0.10

(O. 12)
(O. 11)
(O. 12)

(0.06)

0.04

(0.06)

t

El

0.16

E2

O-13

E3
age

O- 12

0.02
See rrotesfor Table 8-11-

TABLE
8.15. Regression estimates on Distance to Minneapolis (1 12)
Linear regremonfor all respondents with ownership inchded
Regressors
Dist-to-CC (R2 = 0.248)
Dist-to-res (Ri = 0.058)
Wor@ZaceLocation l5paiion
constant

0.78

7.32

ownership
-0.93
(O. 70)
- 1-45
See notesfor Table 8.1 1. Uwrzership means home ownership stahrs,

(O. 79)

These resutts differ nom the earlier regression by the use of a three-level ski11 index

mapped to a three-Ievel density index. The expectation, as discussed on Section 4.2, is
that j will decrease or increase with increasing skill Ievels depending on whether search

or commuting cost respectively is the dominant factor. The evidence seerns largely

supportive of the search emphasis in most cases. Coefficients (of the impact on j) are
decreasing with increasing ski11 levels with a strong consistency (the higher the skill, the
less j moves outward). The data also suppoa the suggestion that switched respondents

show less consistency, since the ski11 variables may still decline with level of skill, but
they are relatively weak compared to standard errors. None of these are strong responses,

and cannot support any defuùtive conclusions about skills and search behavior, except
that a degree of consistency of the relationship across al1 regressions is moderately
suggestive.

It should be noted that the ski11 index coefficients are consistently much lower than the

single skill coefficient of the fust set of workplace regressions (and different in sign,
which is due only to the different manner of specification). K
t may be that the particular
skill index employed does not well capture the skilUdensity structure of the sample, and
the seeming relationships noted above must be viewed with caution as perhaps a spurious

result of fairly low R~values and small coefficients.

Cornparisons can be made only with Table 8.1 1, for all respondents. Siegel's ( 1975)
results for Los Angeles showed log coefficients for skiil in the vicinity of -.O 1, but (since
he was not focussing on the issue) it was left unclear whether his definition of skill drawn
from Standard Industrial Classifications was such that negative coefficients might
confirm the search emphasis as discussed above. Simpson's ( 1980, 1987; see also 1992,
page 104) analysis shows a coefficient for h of -68. But more interestingly, it also shaws
coefficients for ski11 (though negative) decreasing in value for increasing ski11 levels consistent with the analysis above and supportive of the search emphasis.

Table 7.18 adds home ownership status into the mix. It is argued that home ownership
implies greater transaction costs and a greater commitment to the neighbourhood,
suggesting a possible greater responsiveness to local labour market conditions. By an

analogous argument to that above, homeowners will tend to have a lower j. The data
suggests that a declining index from non-owner (index 2) to owner (index 1) induces a
0.93 mile increase in distance of the WP from CC, confirming the suggested relationship

if enough respondents are unswitched In dl, it's a tenuous confirmation of a weak
relationship.

8.3.3 Regressing on Offsets
Finally, we consider again whether any causal factors may be associated with offsets and
switching, but thïs time in the context of the workplace decision. However, the switching

data must be disregarded in this case, because both res-switching and cc-switching occur
in the same direction, and so positive and negative numbers for them are completely
misleading. uicluding offsets in the regression on distance from residence to city centre
yields Table 8-16 (again including only the significant coefficients).

TABLE
8.16. Regression estimates on Distance
to Minneapolis (1 12)

Linear regressionfor all re~ponden~s
Regressors
Distl12 (R2= 0.294)
WorkplaceLocution Etpananon

Since the skillldensity index performed relatively poorly in terms of explanatory power in

the previous tables, we have reverted to the single measme of ski11 level. As before, the
previous variables display similar wefficients as before, and the offset itself appears to be

quite si@ficant When the workpiace is fiirther away (doser to the residence in nonswitched cases), the incidence of excess comrnuting decreases in this context.

The regression on offsets produces Table 8.17.
TABLE
8.17- Regression estimates on Offsets to 1 12 Ray
Linem regressiohfor ail reqondents
Regressors
Offset @ = 0.377)
Dependent vanable Ïs the ofse~flom r q
to Minneupolis (112)
h

0.5 1

(0-03)

1

-0.42
0.44
-0.02

(0.04)
(0.30)

0.39

(O,14)
(0.53)

SM
=ge

emplrafe
Ownership

0.20

(O* 02)

The negative relationship of work distance fkom city centre with offsets noted above is

confinneci, as well as a strong positive relationship with residential distance fiom city
centre. When the workplace moves fiuther out toward the residence, offsets decline and when the residence moves further out, offsets increase. Notable are the significant

coefficients for ski11 and ernployrnent rate (ownership bas too hi& an error rate). There

may be some causal relationships involved, where more skilied workers are more
inclined to engage in wasteful comrnuting to match employrnent to skills, and those

seeking employment in more successful neighbourhoods will also pay the cost of
wasteful commuting to satisQ their preference.

9. CONCLUSION

9.1 Closer Examinations, Contributions and Possible Further Work
This paper contnbutes to the developrnent of urban econornic analysis in the following

areas:
A. Greater Generdity of Treatment
This study takes some beginning steps toward placing urban analysis into a more general
framework, in hopes of disceming some of the underlying broad microeconomic
relationships and their mathematical specifications inherent in urban theory. It is
pariicularly relevant regardhg (a) the broad similarity between the cases of positive and
negative prïces, and the set of relationships between them, and (b) the common
framework of quality which underlies the two key categories of specialized housing
needs and skills.

It is unclear how usefùl it may be to develop the more generalized treatrnent M e r . It is

considered desirable in m~croeconomicsto understand the most powerful mode1 because it brings the disparate individual relationships into a common framework which
reveals new relationships and shows old models to be special cases of a more general
phenornenon. The treatment of specialized housing needs and employrnent skills in the

common framework of commdity qualities is usefid, and there may be theoretical room
for integrating a mode1 of this sort with hedonic pricing methods - because this study's
generai quality factors and Rosen' s indifference surface of housing characteristics have a
point of intersection worth exploring.

B. Extension of the Preference-space Model
This study extends a littie m e r the analysis in preference space, in particular extending
the EvansiFujita graphic into positivehegative space, articulating the meaning of normal
positioning in these terms. Aided by a balance-of-forces representation, it allows for
alternative models - such as models with positive pnce gradients which, though no use of

them was made in this instance, remain as theoreticai possibilities which may find
application in M e r analysis.
Regarding the EvansEujita model, it is onIy a minor extension to extend it down into the
negative quadrant to include negative prices as income. But it does help articulate the

meaning of normal positioning in more rigorous terms. This might be worth exploring as
an element of offset and switching analysis, to be discussed below.

C. Further Articulation of Search-based Modeis
The analysis arbcdates key basic relationships which are to be tested in this context.
This is facilitated by setting up the island model, especially the distinction between

opposing cost and search effects. But more original to this study is a degree of
integration of the search mode1 with the preference model, most notably in order to
develop an expanded concept of reservation pnce/wage, which in its greater generality

can cover a wider range of theoretical possibilities. It is significant that the single-vaiued
reservution price or reservution wage is a special case of a more general relationship,

identified as uTin Figure 4.1. Perhaps this c m be modelled on its own, and perhaps a

wider range of responses to labour market conditions can be modelled This may indeed
carry policy implications. Consider Simpson's (1992,Chapter 7) argument for a policy
focus on local labour market conditions to combat spatialiy restricted job search. A
mode1 which employs a reservation wage function (rather than level) which is responsive
to location (and by extension local labour market conditions) may be able to provide a

fuaher theoretical differentiation of labour market behavior which varies across space.

D. Closer Look at the Homing Unit and its Pricing
This thesis takes a closer look at the problems of housing unit specification. In particular,
it focuses on the use of hedonic pricing techniques for speci@ng both inherent housing
characteristics, and neighbourhood charactenstics - or arnenities - including the effects
of amenities and their relation to hedonic bundling. But it aiso looks at cases where
amenities not included in hedonic index, and the resulting draw of the location decision
away fiom the traditional ray. From a point of view of urban development policy, when
analyzing the dynamics of neighbourhood development and its market extemalities (selfperpetuating, inward-looking slums, to take a strong example), the externaiity of an

amenity which fails to integrate with the hedonic pncing process and hence draws
location decisions inward or outward should be developed as a component of that
analysis.

This study o d y partially addressed the question of whether al1 significant housing or
neighbourhood charactenstics are present in a hedonic price index. When are they, and

when aren't they? If important characteristics are not represented in the price, how can

we model the way in which they may draw the residence-seeker away h m a pricedetermined location? It's worth a closer look to see how much the Merahire which
flowed fiom Rosen7sand from Diamond & Tolley7swork has addressed this question.
And the question of how hedonic pricing applies to wages is relatively unexplored.

E. Developrnent of Offset and Switching Anaiysis,
Here the thesis has been useful in speciwng clearly the exact meaning and form of
offsets from the ray and switched-from-normal positioning along the ray. Offsets and
switches are classified, and precise methods of definition and calculation are developed
These clear definitions are usefid for the analysis of rational commuting, as contrasted
with excess commuting - and their definitions fiom Hamilton on. In addition, this paper
has clarified some of the shortcomings of earlier measures of excess commuting, and
proposed an alternative.

It might be useful to incorporate White's analysis of rational as an extension of this
analysis of offsets and switches. The additional analytical power, to be able to specifL
and calculate precisely the incidence of offsets and switches, is worth M e r exploration.

The analysis facilitated empirical tests of these relationships. It might be worthwhile to
fomalize that analysis a little more, and work on integrating it more carefully with the
core theory. That would also useful for developing a rational theory or switched or offset
commuting - that is, specifjring when it's rational to do so in terms of an extended
Alonso model. White develops this theme separately, and it could be better integrated. It

also would provide an opportunity to give a little more rigorous andysis to exactly how
excess commuting is measured, and to present M e r evidence based on this model.

From a policy perspective, the improved analysis could be used to specify the extent to
which Hamilton's suggestion that higher fuel prices could solve the problem by providing
a disincentive for excess commuting, or the traditionai policy prescriptions of humancapital based employment programs, stack up against Simpson's suggestion that
measures to improve mobility and the effectiveness of search for lower-skilied workers

are required.

F Investigation of Background Patternsfiom Census
A technique was developed for depicting patterns of prices, wages and densities across

the urban landscape, in order to appraise patterns and determine if the traditional
assumptions appear to be reasonably present. The grids that were use& to make a visual

assessrnent of how the gradients look in the data, were quite useful for that purpose.
However, they are not highiy sophisticated, and it is uncertain how much effort might
usefidly go into developing them M e r .

G. Extension of Crosstab Evidence Using Offsets & Switches
Whiie the analysis used crosstabs to pick out some of the usual relationships suggested by

urban analysis - more importantly it was able to examine some relationships not
commonly considered by breaking down the data by normal-vs-switched status, as well

as offset status. In other words, this opened up the possibility of new types of testing. in
several instances these new tests were able to confhn that normally placed respondents
were more inclined to exhibit Alonso-like behavior, backed up in some instances by the
behavior of less-offset respondents. Also examined were preference data combined with
some cmde amenity indicators in crosstabs, which tended to be consistent with the
proposition that housing prices are hedonic indices which include arneniîïes.

Since crosstabulations by switching and offset status are not elsewhere attempted, it
could be worthwhile to present these results - as much for the methodology as for the
results - since they basically constitute some new tests. In addition, though the current
results just tend to confirmthe hedonic pricing hypothesis, that may not always be the

case, and the offset and switching analysis may be usefbl in that context as well.

In addition, the analysis used offsets and switches to specifi a more direct measure of
excess commuting. This produced new estimates, in the lower range, for the dataset that
was here employed. Analysis again supported the suggestion that nomally placed

respondents in this context were more inclined to conform to AIonso-like behavior,
which rnay merit some fùrther testing.

H. Regression Estimaresfor ResidentiuZ and Workplace Choice
Chapter 8 used regression to demonstrate some of the usuaI relationships suggested by
urban analysis. As with crosstabs, it was able to examine some relationships not
commonIy considered by breaking down the data by normal-vs-switched status, as well
as offset status- In other words, new tests were developed in the area of regression
analysis as well. In several instances they were able to confilmi that normally placed
respondents were more inclined to conform to Alonso-like behavior. backed up in some
instances by the behavior of less-offset respondents. They also showed that workplace
location behavior display noticably less consistent behavior in this regard.

As with the crosstabs, it may be usefùl to present to a wider audience the results of

breaking down the data by switching and offset behavior - in the context of these new

tests being applied. It may be also be useful to take a closer look at why the workplace
location decisions perfonned more poorly than the residential decisions in the
regressions. - whether it may arise fiom the nature of the data, or may indicate that

further anaiytical work is required.

1. Implications for Data Requirements

Although the data used in this study was fiom a well-designed survey - and it included
questions which were extremely usefùl for the current analysis - it was to facilitate
certain specific purposes, in a way which was perhaps not considered when designing the
survey. For example, this paper's emphasis on determining the residential location
precisely at the time when an employrnent decision was made, may not have been on the

min& of the s w e y designers - and some M e r investigation may be able to suggest
what kinds of questions may yield a greater number of those kinds of sample points.
Another example is income, which needs greater clarity in distinguishingbetween
respondent income and family head income, as well as specific breakdowns of other
income. Overall, a treatment on data requirements for surveys of this type rnight be
usefiil.

9.2 Commentary
The articulation of a model which employs general econornic categories, whereby
residence and housing costs, or workplace and wages, are specific instances of general
transaction locations and prices, is instructive in that it brings out some of the abstract
reIationships between these diverse market activities. Apart fkom the theoretical pursuit
of exarnining the theoretical roots of specific applications, its combination with the
balance of forces diagrams of Section 2.1 offers a technique for clariwng the full set of
relationships impinging on the urban decision-making environment. Its examination of
the full range of options for urban pnce and density gradients, such as positive or

negative slopes, gives occasion to dari@ the reasons which underlie the traditional
downward-sloping gradients. And it leads to developing some of the theoretical basis
for understanding why some seemingly upward-sloping gradients in the sample data need
nonetheless be interpreted with the tools of traditional gradient analysis.

A significant shortcoming of this generalized analysis is that it is really not as general as

one rnight think. There is some arbitrariness in selecting which variables should be

subject to the full range of possibilities. Why gradient dopes and not production
fiinctions (to take one of many possible examples)? One must be carefûl not to treat such
analysis as if it has produced an ultra-general equilibrium analysis, when it is not even a
full geneml equilibrium systern at dl. Nonetheless, opening the doors of generality a
crack can be usefid for broadening one's understanding of the fuller context of farniliar
models.

The graphical tool taken and extended fiom EvandFujita for representing urban decision-

making in individual single quadrants (Figure 2.2) proves usefid for laying out the full set
of relationships, and to assist in articulating the impacts of changing parameters - and
clarifying when parameters in different States (eg., elasticities) produce different or
opposing results. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3, Iaying out the conditions in which a
different combination of price elasticities will yield a different direction of movement in
urban space.

Place of residence plays a special role in urban analysis, and presents special problerns.
Much of the mathematical analysis of urban location works in differential and integral
calculus on a spatial plane, as if housing were consurned at a single unique point in space.
Analysts have wrestled with this, and ultimately applied a technique of pricing analysis

drawn h m commodity markets in general - hedonic pricing models. This has allowed
the capture of not only specific housing attributes including access and spatial quantity,
but also including attributes of individual housing locations or neighbourhoods - namely
amenities - into a mode1 of residential pricing. This technique is drawn into the current

anaIysis, to further refine an understanding of how economic forces affect location, and
to help speci& the model for later testing. The drawback of this approach is that hedonic
fùnctions can be specified only in the abstract. Their irnplicit prices cannot simply be
represented by the crude quantity of some amenity which happas to be available from
census data (without unknowable distortions) - and yet this turns out to be the only
available application.

A key development in urban modeling has been the incorporation of search analysis. The

contributions of White and Simpson have added the power of sequential search analysis
to urban location models, giving M e r power to predictions of urban location patterns.
To that end, Simpson has incorporated the concepts of the island economy, pioneered by
Phelps - and developed a specification of how the impact of search behavior acts in
opposition to the traditional impact of cornrnuting costs allows for the explanation of a
wider range of behavior, and affords the opportunity to test for the relative strengths of
these opposing effects. This study has used these tools in several ways: m e r
articulating the model here k i n g developed, combining search with the analytical tools
of preference analysis to refine further the concept of reservation wage, and setting up the
theoreticai base for an empincal look at some of these phenornena.

A major focus of this paper has been the original assumption that al1 econornic activity

occurs along a single ray emanating from city centre, and some of the alternative
specifications of urban placement Poorly perceived gradients, multiple gradients, and
the separation of pnce, density and amenity gradients may produce complex

configurations, which may have to be taken into account when interpreting urban data,
and this paper gives some theoretical analysis of their impact on urban location- Even

more significant theoretically is the occurrence of offsets from the ray, and positional
switches in retation to optimal placement dong the ray. They occur in al1 urban data, but
greater attention has been paid to them since Hamilton raised questions about excess
commuting. Along with Hamilton, White and others, this paper contributes to the
theoretical rationale for such location patterns (Le., when offsets and switches may be
rational), and to the precise distinction between rational and non-ratioml (excess)
commuting. After some cornmentary on perceived shortcomings of the methodology of
measuring excess commuting, an alternative technique is proposed (which is employed
later in the empirical analysis).

Empirical analysis was based on a Minneapolis survey descnbed in Chapter 6.
Underlying the analysis presented in Chapters 7 and 8 are a variety of techniques which
have been employed to render the data amenable to analysis. Particulariy fomuiate is the
fact that the s w e y contains a longitudinal aspect which alows a more precise
determination of the workplace/residence location at the precise time of a given
residence/workplace decision - plus a number of preference questions which allow the
examiner to separate out respondents according to their personal priorities. To make best

use of such data, techniques were developed to calculate the precise incidence of offsets
and switching in the sample, using latitude and longitude data in the survey. Techniques
were also developed for mapping out the price, wage and density patterns of the
Minneapolis are%in order to evaluate the realism of applying theoretical gradients.

In the ernpirical section, crosstabulations were used to study some simple relationships,
such as impacts of income, family structure, etc., with mixed results. ï 3 e more
interesring crosstabs were those which took advantage of the offsets and switching data,
for both the residential and the workplace decision. It was possible n o t only to determine
the extent to which these were occuming, but also to bring in preference and
neighbourhood data - in mixed support of theoretical expectations, and. in the expectation
that normally placed residence are more likely to conform to theoreticfi expectations.

But probably more significant was the evidence that neighbourhood amienities seem to be
well captured by housing prices, as suggested by the hedonic pricing mmdels. Crosstabs
were also run on excess commuting, indicating that its incidence is m u c h less than
Hamilton originally suggested, and that it also is sensitive to placement status in that
normally placed respondents exhibit less excess commuting.

Regression analysis was also related to placement, supporting the eariiea conclusions that
normally placed respondents behaved more normally, but the relationshËps were not
compelling. It was difficult to make any judgrnents on amenities, excepfi perhaps that
they may be effectively captured by prices, since they were found to be sufficiently
correlated to prices to alIow that possibility. Regressions on offsets w e r e also a Little

weak in explauatory power, with a mild suggestion that offsets and comniuting are
correlated.

When anatyzing the workplace decision, there were similar conchsions but one
important addition It was possible to develop a rough skill index and test for whether
increased skill is associated with shortedlonger workplace distance fiom city centre (and
roughly greater/lesser commuting in the unswitched cases) because search/cost is the
dominant deteminant of location choices. In this rnanner, it was possible to test the same
proposition Simpson proposed - that more skilled workers tend more to prionze search
factors, which rnay cause them to commute M e r to their jobs. The consistently
declining skill coefficient as the ski11 hdex increased supported this conclusion, though
the coefficients were not strong.

One possible area of improvement may be in the data. The surveys gave data on
residence and workplace Iocations, employing a kw different measures. One measure of
location was the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ), which is comparable to 20 city blocks.
Perhaps the author was not conversant enough in GIS (geographical) software to interpret
them correctty, but they apgeared to give inconsistent data. For that reason, street
addresses were used instead. The problem is that attaching longitude and longitude
information to street addresses was a manual process via the Internet, with al1 the
potential for error inherent in coding 1003 addresses (though every entry was double

checked).

Since that time, an affordable CD database of latitude and longitude by street address was
discovered ("Microsoft Streets 9 8 7 , but too late to incorporate in this study. In addition,
it has been drawn to the author's attention that the Census Transportation Planning

package available through the U.S. Department of Transport provides extensive origin-

destination information about housebold commuting behavior18. This, as well, was
discovered too late in the research process to employ here. It is an open question whether
the ability to use TAZ data, or the use of a more reliable addtess location database (in
terms of possibly less coding erron), might have produced stronger results in the
crosstabs or regressions. Perhaps more hportantly, it might have yielded better results

when determining workplace at the tirne of residential move and residence at the time of
workplace change - beîter than the 362 and 404 useful data points that were employed.

This precise specification of workpiace-relevant residences and residence-relevant
workplaces is a contribution worth examining in more detail. In addition, it might have
given better (or worse) support for the decision not to employ simultaneous equations

because so few of the decisions appeared to be simultaneous. In retrospect, it possibly
should have been attempted anyway, to compare it to other studies which knew of no

reason not to adopt the simultaneity assumption

-

l8

-

1thank Professor David Merriman for pointing this out.

10. GLOSSARY

New Terms Introduced
Arneniw Centre

A location where a particularly arnenity is available,
such that surroundhg locations either lack the amenity
or offer signiflcantly less of it (though it may not fonn a
gradient). Hence it may be attractive to some housing
consumers and, if it is not incorporated into the price,
rnay draw thern away fiom the price gradient.

Conrumption Location

The location where goods and services are consumed,
nomally considered identical with the place of residence
(hence sornetimes referred to as RES).

Draw

The extent and direction to which an Amenity Centre
attracts a residence-seeker away fiom the pnce gradient,

if the value of the amenity is not represented in the
housing prïce.
Efecf, Attraction

The effect which produces a downward sloping prïce
gradient as a result of offering lower pnces to
compensate for greater travel requirernents.

Efect, Distrioution

The manner in which differences in cornmodity and
population distributions produce an Aftracrion Effecr.

Eflect, Static Optimizing

The effect which produces a downward sloping price
gradient as a resdt of cost and pnce optimizing
behavior.

Gradient

A vector in which a variable change in a systematic
manner as geographical distance increases or decreases.
The normal gradient in urban analysis is convex and
downward-slo ping from the ongin at city centre.

Gradient, No isy

A gradient which is poorly discenùble to the decisionmaker because of missing or extraneous information.

Gradient, Reverse

A gradient which is upward-sloping fiom the origin at
city centre.

Gradient, Thick

A gradient with significance variance, such that it would
be represented by a band of values rather than a single

locus.

Gradient, Triple-peak

A gradient which is calculated as the distance to the
nearest of three price or density peaks (each of which, in
themselves, are gradients).
A graphical representation, derived from bid-rent curves,
representing the same reiationship in pice-distance
space.

Multiple Centres

The circumstance where there is not a single price or
density peak, but rather two or more competing peaks.
See RegionaI Centre and Triple-peak Gradient. (Not
necessarily gradients - see Amenity Centre.)

N o d Configuration

The traditional placement of CC - WP - E S .

Offset

The perpendicdar distance from the RES from the ray
comecting CC to the WP, or the perpendicular distance
of the W P from the ray connecting CC to the E S .

Placement

The relative positions of CC, WP and RES - which may
or may not involve offsets and switches.

Regional Centre

One of several price or density peaks.

Reservafion Price Set

The locus of reservation prices in price-distance space
which represent the reservation price at that particuIar
location.

ResoCurion of Forces Diagram A diagrammatic representation of the forces working in
opposition to each other which resolve the optimal
location of RES andlor WP.
SpeciaI Qua@ Chracteristics Characteristics of a residence or workplace which
distinguish them fiom the ordinary, and hence add an
additional dimension to the commodity. In the case of
residence, it refers to family housing attributes; and in
the case of ernployrnent, it refen to employee skills.

Sw itched

A reversa1 of the normal configuration, where the RES
lies between WP and CC (hence Res-Switched), or
where R E S W lies on the opposite side of CC to the
WP/RES (hence CC-Switche6).

TransactionLocation V L )

The Iocation where any type of transaction occurs whether they be the sale or purchase of housing, other
commodities, or labour. A positive TL
is a
location where goods are bought A negative TL (TL2
is a location where goods are sold (Le., at negative
prices), which is usually a reference to employment (the
sale of labour t h e ) ,

(a)

Mathematical and Graphieal Symbols
CC

City centre

CL

Consumption Location, or Resid3nce

Ct

Travel cost function, showing its impact in a BaIance of Forces diagram

d(u)

Density gradient

du

Density at location u

DC

Density Centre

Dist 112

Distance to City Centre (Minneapolis city code 112)

Dist3Peak

Distance to the nearest of three identified pnce peaks

DistH

Distance to residence

DistW

Distance to workplace

EisI,Ei

Job density at the respondent's skill ievel

Fu

Effect of distance on the probability of selecting a commodity

g

Quantitative rneasure or index of worker skill

h

Measured distance of residence to city centre

fid

Effect of density on the probability of selecting a comrnodity

j

Measured distance of workplace to city centre

hi

Job density at island i

Price, reservation price
Housing price gradient, showing its impact in a Balance of Forces diagram
Market pnce gradient, price at location u.
Expected price gradient
Price indifference curve in (P,u) space.

RC

Regional Centre

RES

Place of residence

ACrREs*

The actual place of residence for agent A.

O*RES~

The optimal place of residence for agent A.
Measured commuting distance
Size of residential lot

Distance fiom residence to transaction location
Travel cost
Transaction Location, which may be positive (TL+) or negative (TL-)
Distance of residence fiom city centre
Set of reservation prices at each distance u

Distance of workplace from city centre
Wage, reservation wage
Wage gradient, wage at location u

Expected wage gradient

Vectors
Cost of travel, C(t)
Market density at location u

That part of Ieisure time sold as labour

Quantity available of an arnenity, measured as a hedonic index
Fixed prices, which may be positive or negative, and which may be divided
into sub-vectors (hr, Pu, pz, pn, pi, and ps
Consumption of housing services
Disutility of search activity
Distance travet led to reach transaction location
Distance of transaction location to city centre
Endowment items sold
Al1 goods and senices in the commodity bundle
Endowment items remaining

Total endowments available at the beginning of the optimizing process
x-coordinate of a transaction location
Total consumption
y-coordinate of a transaction location

New commodities attained in exchange for the sale of v
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